aoQrnwtnumB

was one of the prize winners at Bowdoin
college, receiving one of the Bradbury
prizes for debate.

LOCAL AFFAIRS

Hancock County

NEW AIIVFKII'EWFNrs THIS

WEEK

Savings Bank

ELLSWORTH,

Commenced Business

MAINE.

May I,

1873.

The only Savings Bank in Ellsworth, under the supervision of the Bunk Examiner.
Has paid sixty-four ((>4) semi-annual dividends.

Deposits
municipal

in this bank are exempt from
taxation to depositors.
TRUSTEES:

JOHN F.

WHITCOMB, President,
of

Whitcomb, Haynes .4 Co., Lumber,

F. CARROLL BURRILL,
A tto rney-at- Law,

BURNHAM,

A, F.

COOLIDGE.

N. B.

Attorney- at-Law,

CHAS. C. BURRILL, Treasurer.
CHAS- R. BURRILL, Assistant Treasurer.
on

Notk—Thoke desiring Home Savings flanks
application. Correspondence solicited.

W.

C.

&

F.

will be

I_.

supplied

with them

MASON,

GENERAL INSURANCE.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH. ME.

NOTICE.
Insurance (loos not cost blit a trifle compared with the
value of the property insured.
Why go without it?
Write

or

call

on

TAPLEY,

W.

o.

Ellsworth.

WHITING

BROS.

DRY GOODS, SHALL WARES,
CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, HATTING.

MEAT DEPARTMENT
We recognize the fact that if there is one thing people are particular about, it is the sweetness and cleanliness of the meat

they

eat.

We

pride

ourselves

on

the cleanliness of this

Some Special Prices for Saturday, July 1:
and Sirloin Steak.28c I Sliced Ilatn. 18c
Round Steak. 18c and 2 lbs. for—25c Kresh Pork.14c
3 lbs. sausage.*.25c Corned Beef.6c
Bacon.lflc i Boast Beef.hc-10c-17c

Hump

Smoked Shoulder.he

Tea and

Thursday

the

summer

vacation.

meeting of Donaqua lodge, K. of
P., this evening officers will be nominated
for the ensuing term.
8. T. White and wife, of Bangor, are
the guests of Harry L. Crabtree and wife
at Oak farm, East Surry.
Mrs. Herbert Bond, of Brockton, Mass.,
with her infant daughter, is visiting her
At the

sister, Mrs. Charles L. .Smith.
Principal W. H. Dresser is visiting his
old home at Lovell.
He is accompanied
by his daughter, Miss Margaret.

a

few

days

July

THE LATEST
PUFFED RICE!
everyday “Colonel Rice” swelled out like an alderman
and parched dry as tinder. Tastes something like popcorn,
only better; makes an elegant breakfast or lunch dish when
The

And it’s

Ask

us

cream.

to show you this

new

Puffed Rice

main

month. The
the

specialty.

Atlantic squadron, with Rear-

command,
in July

will be at Laor

August.
The through train from New
Bar Harbor, heretofore known

the first

A GIFT?

broken
your
you
or have you outgrown

glasses

thing

them ?

If you can’t think of any
suitable

Bring

Whatever it is

Your Troubles to

and we can

—if it’s your eyes come in
a competent op-

and consult
tician.

CAJfDO
I

is

help

the

York to
as

the

MAIN

STREET,

Death of

Sullivan,

Dunbar Bros.,
morning.

Mrs.

was

and all his life had

| company with
he

Mrs. Frank Nash and

member of the

of this

Mr. Dunbar

time next

Kim-ry I*. Dunbar.
(special)- Emery

June 28

senior

Dunbar,

baker,

the

[

place,

Harvey,

Sunday

In

in

1881

which

has

grown to its present extensive proportions.
The company now operates the

quarries here,

lumber

and

esteem of his fellow townsmen.

and conducts

a

The deceased
ential and
none

Back!”

mill at Gouldsboro,

Pa

re her.

“Ripped
Up the

B.

firm of

spent here.

the business

Prices

Sullivan,

native of

a

been

his brother

established

died

Cherrytield, who
were the guests of Mrs. W. H. Dresser,
and S. N. Campbell, of Cherrytield, who
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. George A.
of

general
was one

store.
of the most influ-

public-spirited men in Sullivan,
occupied a higher place in the
He

:

We think Ellsworth Tea and

had

Among Ellsworth

boys and girls at served his town as selectman. He was Coffee
prices are too' high.
college, in addition president of the Sullivan Harbor Water Co.
to those already
He leaves a wife and one daughter, Miss
mentioned, ‘are Miss
If you agree with us, and
an
aged mother, two
j Paulene Foster, from Wellesley; Miss Marie Dunbar, and
Charles W. Dunbar,
brothers,
Harvey
j Georgia Foster, from Cushing school, Mt. and a sister,
Miss Katharine Dunbar.
would like to get just as fine
Holyoke; Frank E. Rowe, George Pareher
Funeral services were held at the church
! and Harry Joy, from Bowdoin; George this afternoon, Rev. O. G. Barnard officiTea and Coffee as ever you
ating.
i Paine, from Harvard.
or

Among the graduates from the Medical
Brunswick last week
Col. C. C. Burrill returned yesterday
was Arthur L. Gould, son of Mr. and Mrs. |
* from a business
trip to Boston. He left
George Gould, of Ellsworth.
this noon for Portland, where the National
Miss Nellie F.
Eaton, of Stonington, |
who has been the guest of Dr. and Mrs. Association of Supervisors of State Banks
The
H. C. Mason and wife in Ellsworth the j are holding their annual session.
School of Maine at

|

State

past week, has returned home.
Henry W. Cushman, cashier of the
First national bank, attended the meeting and banquet of the Maine Bankers’
association at Bar Harbor Saturday.

Savings

Bank association

vited officers of all Maine

has in-

savings’

banks

to meet the commissioners while here.
There
street

a lively time on upper Main
evening, when someone in try-

was

last

_

Child Burned to Death.
West Franklin, June 23
(special)
One

of

the

saddest

accidents

used, at

—

that has

Ellsworth’s barbers have entered into

an

agreement for uniforni^'urs of closing.

evening.

a

price consid-

i

happened here for a long time occurred
last evening, when Helen, tne only child |
of John and Annie Dyer, was burned so
badly she died this forenoon.
She obtained some match >s after being
put to bed, setting the bod and her clothes

erably Cut,

1

we

invite your

special

attention to the fol-

lowing

items:

fire. Her m >th r was badW burned on
u; g th
the hands and ar- « in e> li »g'
flames.
Sympathy is CKienuod to the
family in their bereavement.

on

Boyd Bartlett, with his wife and two ing to start the electric street light* pulled
is spending this week
with his the top off the pole, landing the lamp and
mother, Mrs. Maria Bartlett, in Ellsworth, live wires in the street. Travel was
COMING MV! NTS.
before going to their summer home in blocked until Supt. L. H. Cushman, of
the electric lighting company, who was
Castine.
Thursday, June 2ft, 2.30 to 8 p. m at Free
summoned by telephone, raised the emThe ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
Baptist vestry—Sale by ladies’ aid society
bargo by disconnecting the wrires.
of Methcdist church.
church will hold a sale of
and
sons,

Coffee, 19-23-250.

Tea,

J5-40-45C.

Patrick

Thursday, June 29— Excursion of UniSunday school to Mt. Desert Ferry,
leaving by 10.45 a. m. train. Tickets, 25
cents for round trip.
tarian

Kearns,

shops will close Monday evening at 6
A sufficient number of subscriptions
Thursday evening at 8, Tuesday, WednesMAIN ST., ELLSWORTH.
for the extension of a farmers’ telephone day and Friday evenings at 9, and Saturline through West Hancock has been obday evening at 11 o’clock. On legal holitained, ana it is probable that such a line
days all the shops will close at noon. The
will be built.
a
barbers met Monday evening and made
Fulton Jarvis Red man, son of E. F.
this agreement. The barbers decry the
Redman and wife, formerly of Ellsworth,
OR SOME WHEELS, AXLES OR OTHER PARTS?
name of union as given to their informal
organization, and the word “trust” gives
aibcrt:£,cmuiia.
them cold shivers.
If you do you can find a large stock at my place, at the lowest prices.
The

|
!
j

!

of all kinds for the

New

Carriage

The Morse & Co. stave mill at Bull’s
Also a great variety of desirable second-hand
Several new diggers.
Eye bridge, near Bangor, in which Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., of this city, w*ere in- Wagons.
Instalment plan or easy terms.
terested, was burned Saturday. The mill
was operated
by Quy B. Moore. The
stave machinery was installed and ow'ned
by Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., who lost ♦
beside this about 5,000 pairs of heads and
ELLSWORTH.
30,000 staves. The total loss on mill and SOUTH STREET,
stock is estimated at $5,000, about half of
which falls on Whitcomb, Haynes, & Co.

3.

1_

LORD,

.....

I

Fourth.

Us,

|

There

was

no

insurance

on

any

of the

property.
silver

polish.

E. F. ROBINSON,
23

some

is still to be installed at

Campbell,

home from school

you.

best

were

William

Friday evening.

Fireworks

WHAT 15 IT?
Have

Bonzey,

Coffee

each and

George was committed to the county
jail at Ellsworth in default of fine, and
was brought to Ellsworth by Warden Dyer
Saturday afternoon. Fred Reading was
released on his own recognizance on conj
dition that he pay the fine by Tuesday.

H.

location.

new

and ball

[

That Headache?

oven

II.

there

flOO

fined

Don’t You Need

ELLSWORTH.

street.

F.

Among out-of-town visitors to the Ellshigh school graduation, concert

I)r. and Mrs. H. C. Mason entertained
of their friends at the home of
their parents, C. W. Mason and wife, last

and

HAYNES,

FLOYD &

occupancy of P.
who will move

aprons
fancy articles, ice-cream and cake at the
Free Baptist vestry to-morrow afternoon

“awfully cheap”only 35c. per pound.

schooner

worth

Knickerbocker express, has been rechristened the “Sunrise special”.

WE KEEP ALMOST EVERYTHING.

three-masted

were

costs, which amount to $36.85.

The store in the Coombs block on Main
street, near the bridge, formerly occupied
by F. W. Stone, is being fitted up for the

several

The North

The

guilty. They

Odioruc, 307 tons, was purchased last week
by C. J. Treworgy, B. S. JeLlison and Dr.
! A. C. Ilagertby from Boston parties.
She
| s ails Wednesday from Sullivan with staves
for New York for Crabtree & Havey.
j

this week.

week in

served with

j

16.

Admiral Evans in

of the moose, and w’hen arraigned in the
Bar Harbor municipal court, both pleaded

The Maine Central railroad will give exon regular trains to Bangor,
Saturday, July 8, when Ringling Bros.’
circus will show there.
The fare from
! Ellsworth to
Bangor and return, including
admission to the circus, will be fl.25.
cursion rates

Mrs. John M. Hale and Miss Katherine
were up from their cottage at Han-

moine the last week

WHITING BROS., General Store.

Nlne-Yoar-Oid Harold Garland loses

—

The committee on plans and specifications for th^ new Methodist church has
selected new plans, and will open bids on

fectly screened.

Resumed

••

cock Point

depart-

l»o

!n

Pew Weeks.
Ll'e-llody Not Yet Found.
There is fair prospect that the Union
A H Xorrty—Cot'apc in let.
Harold, the nine-year-old son of Gerrjjr
Admr i*oi»ce E*t Emily K Farnsworth.
shoe factory will be started up again in a
—KM S rno L Maxcj.
few weeks.
41
Arrangements have been Garland, was drowned in the river at the
Est •! ahua L Marshall.
Frank A Robi>lnaclrent.
made with Boston men who will become lower dam just before noon to-day.
A
Ce» inti « R—Excursion to Bangor.
interested in the factory and look after boat in which he, with Colin Jordan, was
Hovd A *t y net—Meats. Dsn and groceries.
Among the Bowdoin college alumni who the
Patrick Kp h- —Grocer a, canned good a, etc.
selling end. Details have been agreed playing, was carried through the dam*
Whiting Broft— Meats, vr gemhlcs, groceries, attended the annual banquet at Brunsand it only remains to draw up and Jordan succeeded in reaching shore, but
flour, dry goods, eie.
wick last week were John B. Redman, upon,
the necessary papers.
the little Garland boy was caught in the
Kllmwomtii Kalla:
class of ’70; John A. Peters, class of '86 sign
The Boston men who will become in- swift current below the dam. He was
John Lake—Mowing machine for sale.
and Harry E. Walker, daks of ’01.
terested are J. A. Blake and A. M. Red- seen once or twice below the dam before
Mt DK'-eut, Mr:
The Congregational Sunday school exMr« A llarklna— Freedom notice.
man, both well known in the shoe trade he finally disappeared.
cursionists
left
this morningion the Percy and with an
Me:
Atlantic,
established business. They
The two boys, with three others, were
V. for Swan’s Island. Only about fifty will meet the
Suaan F Pins ham—Boarder* wanted.
Ellsworth men half way in playing in a flat-bottomed boat or scow
boarded the little steamer, the unseasonGauiukek, MR.
financing the company which will be some distance above the dam. The five
Commonwealth Shoe A leather Co
Help ably cold weather keeping many at home. formed to operate the lactory, and will boys had been across the
river, and had
wanted
Miss Bessie Joy, who spent the winter look after the
returned to the east shore. Three of the
selling end.
Cambridge, Mash
with
her
Mrs.
Fred
W.
in
Messrs. Blake and Redman were in boys had stepped from the boat, and in
Star Advertising Agency.
sister,
Stanton,
Boston, arrived home last week. She Ellsworth Friday and Saturday last. doing so shoved the boat out into the
two
weeks
at
spent
btHKlM. LL OK MAILS
Camden, where Mrs. They looked over the plant, talked with stream. There were rough paddles in the
Stanton has opened her cottage for the the Ellsworth men interested in the com- boat, but the
AT ELLSWORTH FOBT-OfFIGB.
boys were unable to prevent
summer.
pany, and got down to business at once. the unwieldy craft from being drawn toIn eject June 6, 1906.
Members of Lygonia and Esoteric lodges, They expressed themselves as satisfied ward the dam.
MAILS KECKIVKP.
The east wing of the dam, which was
F. and A. M., attended service at the with conditions here, and that the shoe
Krom Wk«t—*8 17 « m, H2.S3, 4 20and *8.16 p m.
Baptist church Sunday morning, when market warranted the starting of the carried aw ay some time ago, lias not been
From Kaat— li n n m, 5.35 and IP 43 p n>.
the pastor, Rev. P. A. A. K ilia in, delivered factory.
rebuilt, and the water tumbles down over
MAIL CLOAKS AT roAT-oFFICK.
A meeting of the stockholders of the the rocks in a white rapid.
an excellent sermon appropriate
to St.
Going WKST— I l.,V) a m, §i *5 and *9 pro.
Union shoe factory will be held Friday.
John’s day.
Through this the boat was drawn, being
Going Kast—**7 a m, **3 45, J> 30 and §'J p m.
The building will be extensively repaired. turned over and over in the descent.
*lncludtna Sunday*.
J. C. Young, brother of Alonzo Young,
Both boys wrere thrown out and separated.
tlMIly, except Monday.
of this city, died at his home in South
Jordan succeeded in reaching the west
ft >•!!/• except Saturday.
COSTLY MOOSK MEAT.
Funeral services were
Surry Monday.
**K.»r pointi on Wafthinglon County It It only.
bank of the river below the reduction
held this afternoon at the church, Rev. J.
:Mt l>e«ert Branch and I’ar Harbor onb.
Men Who Shot Cow Moose at South ! works. The Garland boy rose to the surP. Simonton, of the Ellsworth Methodist
Gouldsboro < 'onvicted.
face once or twice in the deep w'ater below
D. I,. Fields has moved into the Wood- church, officiating.
George J. and Fred Reading, of Goulds- the dam. He apparently was not strugward house on Bridge hill.
The annual excursion of the Unitarian ;
boro Point, were arrested Friday by Game gling, and it is probable he was injured by
There will be n dance at Fox’s hall, Wal- Sunday school will be at Mt. Desert Ferry Warden George U. Dyer, of Franklin, on the rocks over which he was carried.
on the 10.46 a. m. train.
to-morrow,
going
Fourth
of
tham,
warrants charging them with the shoot.July night.
Up to 4 o’clock this afternoon the body
The public is cordially invited.
If the
Walter 8. Leighton was taken to the
ing of a cow moose at South Gouldsboro, had not been recovered.
weather is unfavorable Thursday, the exwhich
was
insane asylum at Augusta to-day.
briefly reported in The
Gerry Garland, the father, is away from
cursion will lie on Friday.
American last week.
home, being at Aurora on a business trip.
Mrs. Charles A. Hanscom, of Baltimore,
A movement is on foot to organize a
Game Warden Dyer, who w'as notified A messenger w’as despatched for him at
arrived last week to spend the summer.
Christian Endeavor society in the Baptist of the shooting late in the afternoon of once.
The boy’s mother is prostrated
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs. J. church. A
committee has been appointed the day it occurred, acted promptly and with grief. They have one other
son,
W. Tatley, of Montreal, Tuesday, June ‘JO.
to draw up a plan of organization, by-laws,
effectively. He drove at once to Goulds* Shirley, aged twelve years.
John
B.
of
be
to
submitted at a meeting of the boro Point, arriving thereabout midnight.
Judge
Redman,
Washington, etc.,
D. C., made another short visit to Ells- young people of the church.
He soon had evidence which fixed his
3iUrrtisrmfnt0.
worth last week.
The decision of the law court in the case suspicion on the Reading brothers, and
The county commissioners left yester- of Burrill vs. Whitcomb has been handed following up the lead, obtained evidence
day for their spring tour of inspection of down. It overrules the decision of the which seemed to him to warrant their
the county roads.
supreme court, which gave judgment for arrest.
The rescript from the law
Miss Leah Friend, who has been teach- defendant.
Saturday morning Fred Reading, the
for court is printed in full on page 3.
younger brother, confessed to the killing
ing at York, arrived home

Hale

ment, and the care we give our meats. We have the Neatest
Meat-Cutting Room In the City! Entirely new; per-

immVNKI) AT LOWKK DAM.

SHOE FArTOHV.

Prospect that Work Will

The engagement is announced of Mins
Inez Lara Kingman, daughter of Elmer L.
Kingman and wife, of this city, to Walter
Irving Thompson, of Bangor. The wedding will take place next month.

—

or

I MON

MOORE’S

About twenty Grand Army men, women
of the relief corps and others went on the
excursion to the reunion of the Eastern
Maine veteran association at Jacksonville
last

Thursday. Owing
by the

circular sent out

DRUG STORE,

ELLSWORTH.
CORNER OPP.

POSTOFFICE,

ELLSWORTH.

to

an

error

in the

railroad company
of departure of

which gave the time
train from Ellsworth as 7.32 a. m. instead
of 7.19, some twenty -five would-be excur-

(Continued

on

page 5.}

ELLSWORTH, ME•
The Ellsworth American

—

only COUNTY

pttner.

■■BBSS

CHRISTIAN
frtyer

EDITED BT

tinu Toflc For the Week
BoKinnlng July 2.

>l«**

Its Motto:

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—The making: of a Christian: his
•satiny.—I John ii. 15-17; ill, 1-5- (Conaeupon the
great fact that the material universe
had a beginning. There was a time
It is

temporal, not eternal. Having had a
beginning it will have an end. The
world and the inhabitants thereof have
a destiny before then:, a d we are to
consider the destiny of the Christian.
In the making of a Christian the fin&l
result is of great importance. Whether
little or much care should be put upon
his making depends upou his destiny.
What is it all to amount to? Is his life
to end in death except s.» far as he
■ball influence the lives of those who
come after him. or has lie a future life
of endless ages before him? An Angelo
would Ik* a foolish man to expend great
time and euergy upon a statue of ice.
but if working in marble that can
■turn! the tests of the centuries even
such a genius might w< ii give to the
task ilie best of everything that is in
him. Hence if a Christian's destiny is
•term:! rather than temporal we may
well **ag mire to enter in at the straight
gate.” This tsdng true it is of tremendous importance that Hod has revealed
the fact that the Christian's destiny
la an eternal one. “The world passeth
•way and the lust thereof, but he that
doeth the will of God abideth forever.”
Christians bear three relations to
time. They are to the present to what
Ss called tlie intermediate state (between death and the resurrection), and
in
the future after the resurrection,
the present we are the children of
teod. “Now are we the sous of God.”
Here in this present life we enjoy all
the rights and privileges of God's
Vhlkireu. What we shall be in the intermediate state has not been revealed.
*fcnd it doth not yet api>ear what we
teall be.” There has been much specu
tetion regarding the souls condition
between death and the resurrection,
hot nothing detiuite has been revealed.
After the resurrection we shall be with
Christ and like Christ “Hut we know
teat when He shall appear we shall be
■ke Him, for we shall see Him as lie
te.** Seeing Christ shall make us like
Christ and being like Him we shall
qpend eternity with Him.
The Christian’s destiny being an
•temal rather than a temporal one too
wuch time and thought cannot be exponded in his making. As Christians
we should consecrate all our powers to
the service of God In Christ and live
This
tor eternity rather than time.
world should be estimated at its proper
walue.
It is temporal; it will pass
•way; its charms even fail to hold us
before we are called Into the great
future, as one who lives for it al *r.e
finds sooner or later that it is vanity.
"Why then should we sacrifice eternity
"for time? Let us. therefore, not “love
the world” in an unworthy sense, but
let us, having the hope of being with
Christ and like Him. live as such
should live, for “every mail that hath
this hope in him purifietli himself
even as He is pure.”
BIDLE

at

Portland

And from that

Thoauiuli

P!nbham'w

It Is a great
satisfaction for a
; woman to feel that
■
she can write to

i anothertellin^her
1th© most private

Y

Then let us all, when we begin
To slander friend or foe.
Think of the harm one word may do
To those wc Pule know.

Remember,

curses sometimes, like
Our chickens, roost at home.
i>on'i rpeak of others’ faults until
You have none of your own.

by Alexia.

Dear M. B. Friend*:
We

do

not rvalue

that

that

holiday is so
pennies and

national
the

gathered

our

near

intensely
hand, and

at

nickels

are

being

counted over and over by
young America whose brain is working
out the problem of how many torpedoes
and

in

and firecrackers and

possibly

rockets the

hand77 will insure him, so that
he may celebrate the day as be fits its glory
and as his patriotism demands.
N. L. H. sends a coriection of her cooky
recipe, but there is no penalty for mistakes. Why? Because we all are liable to
“cash

on

make them.
I

expected

the

“everlasting corking”

Anonymous wrote about would call out
Here is the first. Home of us
replies.
like to cook.
Dear Aunt Madge:
1 hope no one lias tried the cookie recipe I sent
as I made so n any mistakes In writing It
This
is the way it should he
One cup of sugar, ^
cup butter, \ cup milk, 1 egg. 2 teaspoons cream
tartar, 1 teas poo u soda, any flavor preferred
When arranged In baking pan, put three whole
raisins on the top of each cookie, and bake.
What la the penalty we hare to pay for the
mistakes we make?
I am very sorry, as 1
realize it makes it hard for you.
1 can’t agree with Anonymous that “this cook,
cook, cook from morning until night doesn't do
any good". W hen our "Johns" come
home tired and so hungry we find the evoking
which we have done for them does then, any
amount of good,
My "John" giro# me a sly wink when we hare
anything on the table which is new and good
and it repays me for all extra trouble.
S. L. H.
any

j

one

Here

letter from M.
promised you last week. It is a
j ct for you to consider.
is

the

A.

B. 1

new

sub-

Dear Aunt Madvt.
There are some

thing* I want to say so very
much, that even if ray hands are stiff and
swollen and ray arras do ache, 1 will try to nay
a
few of them, hoping ray offarts will not
strike amiss. You who have Thk Ellsworth

j

May 3, (Mft) please

(laid

turn to

page 2 and looa over an article called "Summer
time Leisure” by Mary Aonaide Fanton. Now
while 1 cannot quite agree with her that bare
tables promote happiness or comfort, i do think
that for a family of four or less, a table, If
handsome (alas, there’s the rub; we do not all
have handsome square tables) looks wed, very
well Indeed, with just a lunch cloth thrown over
cormrwiae and good mat* ior the hot dishes.
The square lurch cloths are so light that a
child cai easily fold them, and are much less to
wash and iron than a long tablecloth, but if our
tables are plain cheap ones, I think they look
better covered with a good linen tablecloth
(white always). Even white oil cloth is preferable to any kind of colored table cover (to eat

from).
I pmlculariy dislike oil cloth, but have seen
tables which really looked rW’i and good
covered with oil cloth.

The manager of the bureau is W. T

8tewart. and the chairman of the committee in charge of all this work is
Rev. A. W. Wilson, pastor of the First
TTnited Presbyterian church, 386 Sixth
street. Portland. Ore. A letter sent to
bis address on any of these matters
will bring a prompt response.

1 do

not

Bat

man

onlv,

man

lull

noasfcl*-;

it a
wash

saving to use it, however, as 1 had miner
and iron good linen than to fni obU*. d to wash
or dust an oil cover Severn! times a day
For
very large and careless families they may be
economically used, but when partly worn what
looks worse? Remember your duett tableover
can be used in some wjy till me last reran*..i of
it Is gone.
If your dining room Is used only for a dint groora I consider It bc-t to allow the cbui. to
remain on the table much of the time ai>«t i.tus
save time and aching *i me as well ns il»* u.uaalng it.ia sure to get iu soaking and loMi.._
The thing 1
to point out to .wu was
about washing l*r* with b.
borax water. If
M. A. F. is ri. hi, we can e icly simplify glass
washing. I«t'«»ll by her way aud tell what
the res• \ »wic. 1 luv« haed to wash glass in
hotei.' h»«i rio-t* l..mediately in cold water,
then p
ui.au until all ray other dishes are
done. With a perfectly clean linen dry cloth
they require very little wiping this way. out the
quick dip in hot borax water is surely an Improvement aud for the d-lilies too and tray
cloths. Lei's try it.
Maybe 1 have said too much, but tbe question
of bow to
table clean and pretty is, to
my mind, one of the most important of all
housekeeping questions. I always have a few
fresh flowers for tbe middle of table if possible.
M. A. B

a
oi

wo-

sym-

Compound
suffering from

cure

the water be#In at the tail and with a knife
If you have never tried
•eraoff the scale.*.
it y* u will be surprised that they come off mj
scale*
be all In the water
and
the
will
easlr,
and not flying ar> uod sticking to everything, a*
la the case If Lite work la done In the old way of
taking them out of doom or into the abed and
trying to hold them on a boaid while cleaning
1 always uae a pair of large shear* to cut off
the brad, Ana and ta’l and »o open am *11 Dili
with. 1 bfVe an oil pair kept hanctng In th«
kitchen to cut flower*, clean flab and cot wire
screening w:th, and And them handy la many
w.»y* and they save a (tetter pair.
Like Aunt kiadge** John. I could cot poatl
bly attend the reunion In June, and so from
sclflsh motives should vole for September and
B it as no doubt the matter wl 1
Kast Surry
have been decided belore this goe* to prli t. 1
shall feel as If my owu eeldsnness has not conflicted with the Interest or pleasure of any of
our W 11. »Uier»
With lore lo all who read the column, as well
as to tbvse w ho write for It, l am a* ever your
SlSTKK B.

Thanks for the easy wav to scale the
It will help a good many. I am glad
the reunion time w ill suit you better
later; also glad you remember those who
read the column as well as those who write
for it.
fiah.

In

a

personal letter

Anon writes:

Dear

Aunt Madge:
My »t«ier toW me 1 bad

a request of yours t*»
I have been out of tow«. and ao have
been delayed. 1 see the question !a oce about
the reuuloo, aa 1 do not get home until after the
Fourth, June would be too e-trly, but you know
1 ant one who la rather out of tb ■; way and the
moat of them .ire nearer and It rests with them.
1 stay at home until the 12th or 15th of Sep
tember, w> any time I could go after the Fourth
1 waul to go ao much this year, If u la so I tan.
Right cow we are having such lor. ly days—the
real June days that we ail longed for through the
cold winter month*, and here at our new home
it la delightful, forit*# real country ai d we hare
a lortly lawn large et.ough for a swing chair,
croquet and Sower beds. Also h<*ve a small
kltcten garden. Ate our first lettuce June i
Peas ai« In bloesom ao we may hare some on
the Fourth.
A son.

answer:

the breath of old

hive

longed

and

dreamed these

ocean

of

for

pansies, heliotrope, mignonette, geraniums and begonias.
Another woman found sleep for herself
and her family during the Hireling, breathless nights, in hammocks rwung in the
rooms.
To the little ones
the experience savored of the delights of!

cool dow nstairs

..

S '"Vet

7/
6. r
ortii
best tiing t!
!.

Let each point, rout The
side that can show t;
'verage
■iOT in
per cent will receive
the church at the era 5 of the time, the
pastor stating tic* r son and preaching
ru lug to the church
a sermon thP.
f ■„ c. 1
on the need
co-operation, on
f the cider people
thd'.re.fl*
the valise a good
for the T:
■trolls Juu...
on Beat. vi, T. or
H. Haas Ln
forld.
Christian I'1

to

■■

out.

picnics, forever dear
the children—trips to

the

art*

the hearts of

shady nook, where sun
shadow dapple the tablecloth, and
some

meat for the
I

the

gods.

who thus, with the help ox
roof.garden and hammocks and picnica lives by the go*pel of open air and
sunlight, ia contorted, no less than her
sister at the —amide, with the problem of
the summer complexion. Although a good
He

!

and

the luncheon basket becomes

contents of

woman,

the

]

healthy tan ia no longer regarded as a
bugbear, but rather as a thing to be deaired, no woman regards with equanimity
the burning diacomfort

that

wind and

readily induce on a sensitive akin.
This, however, she can easily prevent. If
the water she uses is hard, she will keep a
sun so

her toilet table, and
will bathe her fate every night with a teaspoonful of this borax solution added to
a
bowl of water. She will then massage
her face with cold cream, which ia never
so soothing as w hen prepared in the folsolution of borax

lowing
Take

on

manner:
one ounce

pf spermaceti;

of white wax; five
almond; one and

ounces
a

half

of

one ounce

oil of sweet

ounce

of

rose-

water; twenty grains of pare powdered
borax. Dissolve the borax in the rosewater, and set the bottle in a pan of moderately warm water. Melt the wax and
spermaceti, add the almond oil and beat
slightly. Remove from the Are and pour
into the rosewater
foam with an egg

quickly, beating to a
beater. When partly

solid, add two drops of oil of rose,
beating before the mass is firm and
into little porcelain jars.

(ease
pour

<■eologit-ul Survey.

During the present summer members of
the geologic,
topographic and hydrographic corps of the United States Geological Survey will be at work in forty-four
states and five

territories.

In Maine, in co-operation with the
State and assisted by E. S. Hast in and C.

W. Brown, G. O. Smith will make a survey
of the Roc kland and Mount Desert quadA study of Devonian stratirangles.
graphy and paleontology in northeastern

w'hich you

which you have
Come and

many months.

Maine,

in New

York,
Pennsylvania
will be made by H. 8. Williams.
The
day; sort of a
of
the
State
will be ingranite
quarries
revelation. It oRne to me suddenly and
Why wouldn’t! vestigated by T. N. Dale, under the superclearly. It was this:
“The Mutuals” be a good name for our vision of G. O. Smith.
see

1

your Aunt Madge.
an idea
other

had

clan?

and

iUft

Think

it

over.

The streams of the State will be measured by H. K. Barrows, assisted by F. E.

Your
Aunt

Madge.

Pressey.
<’ounty C rops.
A summary o! crop conditions in Hancock county a* compiled in the June
bulletin of the State board of agriculture,
Hancock

is

as

Maim*

Hunker* at Har Harbor.

The annual meeting and banquet of the
Maine Bankers association was held at
Bar Harbor Saturday. The business meeting took place Saturday evening. Many
of the bankers remained in Bar Harbor

follows:

keep"the

over

Sunday

for

were

■

the

!

■

by

the most skilled workmen, while in other
places the granite cliff* rise sheer from the
water to a still greater elevation. Back of
aad above these rock formations rise the
verdure-clad slopes that border the lake,
for it is indeed deserving of the name
lake if any water in Maine is, and there is
within its circumference a tremendous

diversity

of scenic

beauty

and

sharp

So need

Klton Ware, of Bangor, was a member
one party, and in three
days he, an
amateur in fishing, caught
twenty-eight
of

So
was

for

a

inspired

w

ith the

four sudden

attacks

of cholera

lu-

fantnm, dysentery, dlarrhtca or lumtmr com
plaint. If you hare Dr. Fowler** Kx tract of
Wild 'trawberry In the medicine chest—AHvU

Banhing,

la what your money will
Invested tn aharea ot the

delights

of

he that he has since returned
second trip, when in one
day he

earn H

Ellsworth Loafi M Boilclina ass’q.
A
‘a

now

NEW

SERIES

open, Sharee, 41 each; monttof
paymente, 41 per enare.

WHY PAY

RENT

when you can borrow on your
aharea, give a ilrat mortgage and
reduce It every mouth
Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For
A.

kind of fish.

saimun.

to

experience.—Lowell.

geological

curloaitv.
Within the camp there is ever a cordial
air of welcome and hearty good fellowship, and as the beds are of great comfort and the table unsurpassed in quality
by the majority of city hotels, while
maintaining at the same time the quaint
comfort of the Maine camp-hotel, one
soon comes to feel himself at
home, and
to dread the hour when he must pack his
outfit and return over the mountain to
the noise and bustle of business life.
Lanklocked salmon, togue and squaretailed trout are the varieties of fish to be
taken here, and salmon are easily in the
lead, great attention having been given to
stocking the pond with this fish by Mr.
Jones when he was getting ready to
establish bis camp there. Asa sample of
what one may do, I will mention the success of a gentleman
who visited Tuuk
this spring for the first time-in fact
made his initial fishing trip after
any

the sport

mordant of

w

particulars Inquire of

K*mo

IlfcMKT w. CUSHMAN, UOC^
riret X*fl Bint Bid,!.

Prsatlest

Pauper

Notice

of
City
tbo-w who
five
next
the
»lurm*r
y*»[-ml are legal residents ut Ellsworth I for Mu
all persona trusttn*: iheui on my account, »•
there is plenty of room aud a'*«*omr»odauon« w
are lor them at the City Farmhouse.
M. 4 hrcainiT.
contracted With the
to support hoc »•*!*• lor

worth
HAVING
smm^I assistance

ru«*t

dbbrrtiBcmmts.

JL.

“Now,” began the moralizer, “take the
life of your neighbor, for instance. He—”
Appointments by
“I’d do it in a minute,” interrupted the
Among nominations by Gov. Cobb re- demoralizer, “if the law would tolerate it.
cently announced are the following in He’s learning to play the cornet.”
Hancock county:
“When you And yourself, as I daresay
County examiner of insane criminals, you notnetiwea do, overpowered as if were
Hr. £, L. Grin die* Mfc. liesen.
by m* \aiK'liOrly, the best Way is to go out
end do someth ini kind to aoroebody or
Agent for the p*u»cution of cruelty to i other.”—Johu Keblt>.
utviuials, Augustus C. Goeab.'. Castine.
Justice at the peac<-\ William A. Van
“Lite is a business v,«* are all apt to tnh>
[ manage, either living recklessly irom day
Norden, Long island p&ai&Uhn.
or silvering ourselves to-be
to
galled
[ outday
of onjr moments by the inamtW of
Scald bead t* an tes-fraa <>t the **«&!*--*cry ae
custom.
We should despite a hum who
|
*.*«« i> can Uu cured
▼cfe 5ou)«sd<n<
DaiB’is gave as lit lie activity and
foretbooghi to
Olncroeet; qck’U and perinaae-t In its results.
At any drug store, 50 cents.—Adet.

juL
interestin,'**

elected:

President,
Temple. Lewiston; vicepresident, Harry Butler, Portland; secreJohn
P.
Gould, Augusta; treasurer,
tary,
G. A. Salford, liallowell.
A.

—

sight-seeing.

The following officers

_

Those who know all about It or live when
they can have their fish prepared,at the market
need not MW tfcta, out there nu»y be others iiM
myself who live in ho blessed country, an«j
1- y s' e roost *-f their fish at tbe door, and mo*
of the Johns that I know much rather pay ?•.<
ticthan is elean (hem, or they may be io<
bnsjr -to step and do B, so I will send the may
peddler does it.
Taa-e avh-cp pan (I n-cd n>y.dlsh pan) foil o
colu. water, put l» one or more fish (lie said ow
at a time, but 1 found
they waled cutler to pu
thfeoj in and let theta soak a fear ralrmies' the*
one by be tsa.il and sdll bolding It uude:

camping

or

Then there

of the

resort* of

%

chairs were added. The
sunflowers planted closely, grew over six
feet high, and with their screen of mornmg-glories gave both shade and privacy.
As an inner border to boxes, she planted

Condition of grass fields, 97 per cent.
Condition of fruit trues, 73 per cent,
i Early varieties of apples have blossomed
j most fully. But little loss in apple trees
i last season is reported. Acreage of potatoes, 98 per cent-. Acreage of corn, 98 per
Ellsworth, Jane
Dear Aunt Madge and Sinter a:
| cent. The dairy herds will not be materiher’s texts.
If you’ve had a favor shown, pass it on. A ally increased. Farmers are not generally
y think was the fish peddler told me an easy way to scale fresh ] enlarging their operations.
1 tried it and found it true, so hoping it
fish.
Md In his ser•may help some other tired cook, 1 will tell you
the Governor.

j

for

and comfortable

■

For Junior Wwrkwii.
Divide tl>e Junior society into two

are

purchased for twenty-five cents each, she
supplied the security and cosiness given
by a railing. The boxes are filled with
earth and planted with sunflowers and
morning-glories. Boxes and flooring were
painted a dark green.1 Five or six light

yachting

least appreciated of the fishing
Kror Ita pttst Mt
KwtbrooV
Eastern Maine, as well as among
Cuptos, June 21 (special) Th« tv
the very loveliest a* a place of scenic Bsptistc|nartcrly.„d
yearly
“
Were it* advantages
better
beauty.
““***«* church
known, and flshermefi and tourists better IT. 18. There was a good
attendance
acquainted with its superior resources, it the meeting was very
is extremely probable that the commo- profitable, the
spirit of God
dious Tunk Pond camp would be over- prevailing.
“"‘lestly
taxed to contain the rush* of angler* and
Friday evening there was , Mrnin.
their families to try the salmon fishing, or Kev. 8. C
Whitcomb, of Bangor,
A
to enjoy the delights of a visit at this by a
testimony meeting.
beautiful portion of Hancock county.
Saturday morning the praise and
Even allowing for my enthusiasm In service was led
by Mr. Golden,
this regard, 1 think that my statement is ox-k; the
morning sermon was by VI
"*
readily proven, and having been at many Isabel Jordan, of Waltham.
of the most popular fishing resorts in
Hat onlay afternoon there
»„ ,
search of sport with Uu* rod for many
sionary sermon by Rev. B. C. WhlPomh
years, 1 think I am qualified to compare after which the annual
business meelin;
Tunk to the many that 1 have visited
was railed to order
by the president Fnd
with the odds in favor of the Hancock Rlaisdell. M. F.
Chick was chosen
atein
county pond.
ant clerk to read the church
letter.
This Is probably the best fishing preThe election of officers
resulted
as fed
serve in the county, at which one
may he lows:
President, Fred BlaiadrP,
comparatively certain of a good catch in Franklin; clerk and
treasurer.
M. F
the season for gmd sport, and yet not
Chick, Clifton; standing committee, w
ha\e to go far from the railroad.
My way H. Gordon, East
Franklin; delegate,to
is to leave Bangor on the
early morn- the State association to be held
in Hock,
ing train, and ride through on the land, Fred Rlaisdell and John
CrimminWashington county railroad to Tunk alternates, M. F.
D.
B.
Chick,
Smith.
Pond station, where we are met
by the
Miss Isabel Jordan, of
Waltham, w„
backboard which takes us over a most engranted a licence to preach the
tracing two-mile drive t& Tunk Pond Saturday
evening there was pressing hr
camps, presided over by that prince of Rev. I>. B. Smith.
camp proprietors, Simon Bunker, of East
Sunday morning's praise and prayer
Sullivan.
Mr. Bunker has been in
charge meeting was led by M. F. Chick, of Oilof this camp for many
years, in fact ever ton.
The sermon was by Re s. c
since the late Frank Jones built it for the
Whitcomb, at the close of wh„h th«
personal use of his family and their audience
repaired to a beautiful lake,
friends, and it is a revelation to those who srhere the
ordinance of baptiim was adenter
|ts welcoming portals without hav- ministered to two eandidatea, in a very
ing been informed of the creature com- impressive
manner, by Rev. 8.
Whitforts within.
comb.
}.]' p («
One big room—for remember it 1* but *
C«mp in npite of it* up-to-dutene** «fLuke \VIiiiic|irHMiikiT.
forde ample space for sitting,
Jjikr Winncpesaukce, one of the most
dining. »nd
general lounging room, with set bowl* beautiful lakes in tbe
country, in situated
having both hot and cold water for the at an elevation of 472 fret above sea
level.
convenience of
the guests, and above, Ita ideal location between
the Pemigesmall room* partitioned off lor
greater In- a asset and the Merrimack valleys at the
dividual privacy.
foot hills of the White Mountains has
The road between station and
camp made it a very desirable summering secw'inda over the
slope of the mountains tion. Weirs, Alton Bay, Wolfeboro,
and affords a lovely ride, second in fact to
Centre Harbor and other choice spots are
none in Maine, and takes one
over the delightful summer havens.
bounding babbling brook whieh dashes
A large and palatial steamer, the Mount
down the side of the mountain, and
by Washington, sails over the lake covering
gravity pressure affords a stream of water a course of sixty miles and stopping at the
strong enough for Are service in the house
principal porta. The surface of the lake
below at the edge of the
pond. This is dotted with innumerable islands, who h
wster, although brook water, ia from a serve as charming summer
grounds fur
big apring far up the monntain aide, and cottagers and campers.
ia of surpaasing clearneaa, being indeed
The scenic surroundings of lake Winunsurpassed in Maine, if equalled. Sim- ncpesaukee are beautiful beyond descripthe
water
of
the
ilarly
pond is of the tion. In the distance tbe high peak of
highest character, being cold throughout Mount Washington can be observed,
the summer, and exceptionally dear. while
nearer, the summits of Belknap and
Kisb taken therein are hard and lirm. and
Passaconaway are visible.
the big salmon lured from its
No better region In New Hampshire can
frigid
depths in the early season afford the flneat be selected for a summer vacation. Send
for
the
s}*ort
lucky angler.
six cents in stamps to the general passenThe scenery surrounding the
pond is ger department, Boston A Maine railroad,
distinctive, being different from any that Boston, for tbe beautiful colored
map of
has been presented to roe in my many laikc
Winnepesaukee, showing tbe nutrip* over the Htatc. In places the shore merous islands, glens and coves.
rise# abruptly from the very water’s
A two-cent stamp will bring you a deedge,
while in others there are Mind beaches, lightful illustrated and interesting dethe sand of the whitest, and
offering a scriptive booklet, entitled “Lakes and
delightful effect to the eye. Among the Streams of New England/’ which giv» a
features that are of interest to every visi- detailed
description of New Hampehrs
tor is the block ledges, where the shore ia
chosen lake.
formed of immense blocks of granite,
piled one on another to a height of twelve
The only faith that wears well and bolds
or fifteen feet, the blocks of stone as
its color in all weathers is* that whuh is
reguwoven of conviction and
set with the
larly placed one on another as if done
one

pj

learning again the benefit
us by the out-of-door.
We are learning also, that when we are not
free to seek it in the mountains, or on the
river, or at the seaside, it is still possible
to achieve something of that benefit, even
in the heart of the city.
One woman, for instance, detected wonderful possibilities in a fear yards of uninviting tin roof outside her windows.
She {Mid a carpenter to cover the roof with
a few wooden platforms, built in sections,
With a
so as to be easily removable.
number of large shoe boxes, w hich she
we

held in trust

yl

—

the

race,

Eunice, where are you? Somewhere in
good old Hancock county, I know, taking
in

voice

the

source of our pleasure
holiday spirit that we take to a
summer resort, quite as much as anything
that we find there. And that spirit we
can cultivate and keep by ua even through
a long, hot summer at home. The essential
thing, of course, ia to lie in the open air
and sunlight as much as possible. As a

is

every

any form of
female ills.
No other medicine in all the world
has such a record of cures of female
troubles as has Lydia E. Pink ham s
Vegetable Compound. Therefore no
prudent woman will accept any substitute which a druggist may offer.
If you are sick, write ^rs. Pinkham.
Lynn. Mass for special advice. It is
free and always helpful.
woman

wnen

times

are

domestic economy.
After all, the true

her
for
pa thy
«ick sisters, ami
woman
who
had
a
has
above all.
more experience in treating female ills
than any living person.
Over one hundred thousand cases of
female diseases come before Mrs. Pinkham every year, some personally,
others by mail, and this has been going on for twenty years, day after day.
Surely women are wise in seeking
advice from a woman of such experience, especially when it is absolutely
free.
Mrs. Pinkham never violates the confidence of women, and every testimonial letter published is done so with
the written consent or request of the
writer, in order that other sick women
may be benefited as they have been.
Mrs. Fred Sevdel, of 412 North 54th
Street, West Philadelphia, Pa., writes:
Dear Mrs. Pinbham:—
Overaytxar ago I wrote you a letter asking
advice, a* I had female 01s and could not
carry a child to maturity. I received your
kind letter of instructions and followed youi
advice. I am not only a well woman in conI
sequence, but have a beautiful baby girl
wish every suffering woman in the land wouki
write rou for advice, as you have done so
much for me.”
Just as surely as Mrs. Sevdel was
Lvdia
E.
Pink hams
cured, will

Vegetable

there

charms in vain—times when another voice
compels our attent ion, a voice not dulcet
with the honey of allurement, bat quietly
insistant and painfully convincing. at
such a time, who can gainsay the voice of

illness, and know
that her letter will
be seen by a wo-

/

point begin.

—Selected

Health.—

to

Vp|«tablc Com*

Lyilla
pound Cured Mr*, Fred Seydel.
K-

]

We have no rich! to judge a man
Until he’s fairly tried ;
Should we not like his company.
We know the world Is wide.
Some may have faults—and who has not?
The old as well as young;
Perhaps we may, for aught we know,
Have if»jr to their one.

Philadelphia.

■

tin tiled

land confidential
I details about her

Should never throw a stone.
If we bad nothing elae to do
Than talk of those who »id,
'Tls better we commence at home.

Fair

diTisions. Cull one "C,” tbe other "E."
Give each a captain. Let them try for
three months to see which side can
hr
W the best report on the follow
It:'; pol
1. Atte:.
‘he Sunday school.
°
Learning it' -Iden Tests.
; .• 1- endum-..
e morning church

Bu

How

speaking of a person's faults,
Pray don't forget your own;
Remember those with homes of glass

We learn from President Roekwood
•f the Oregon Christian Endeavor I'd
Ion that Christian Endeavor is to be
well represented in connection with the
I^ewis and Clark exposition, which is to
be opened at Portland June 1 and
close Oct. 15. A good committee has
been appointed to have charge of the
Work, and they have obtained headquarters in the downtown section of
file dty.
Here will be a bureau for
renting rooms in the homes of Chris
Han families for the accommodation of
tee best class of exposition visitors.
The hotel accommodations in Portland
wiD not be adequate to the demands
made upon them. One dollar registration fee will be charged for the use of
the bureau. During the exposition it is
planned to have Endeavorers at the
railroad station to welcome visiting
Endeavorers and give whatever assistance they ('an.
Further, it is the intention to hold In Portland during September a Christian Endeavor institute,
after the fashion of the pioneer institute at

She

In

Amkkk as

Cbrlntinn Endfnvor

Obtain Mrs. Pinkham’s
Advice and Help.

BE CAREFUL WHAT TOU SAY.

READINGS.

Ps. xxili. 1-6; Matt, vi, 31-34; xxv. 31
46; Luke xvi. 19-31; John xi, 20-27
xiv, 1-6; I Cor. xv, 19-24; II Cor. iv. 17.
18; I Pet. i. 1-9; Lev. ii. 10.

in

Women

Und*d

neoUT"*

ANHABLK FANTON.

MARY

i

exception,

The voice of the summer resort is heard
the land. It murmurs seductively from
the advertising pages of the magazines,
and swells to fuller tones in the alluring
that come
and prospectuses
booklets
to us unbidden through the mails. It
is a siren voice against which it is hard to
close our ears. Behind the most businesslike statements lurk sounds of winds and
waters and bird-music, hints of coolness,
comfort and content- It appeals not only
to memories and old associations, but to
the love of exploration and discovery in
the heart of even the most common place
of us.

Hopeful

and

The purpose* of this column are succlwtlj
the title and motto— It Is for the mutua
benefit, hik! alias t»* f»e helpful and hopeful
Being f<*r the com non good, It Is for the com
moo use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicit*
communications, and Its success depends large!)
on the support given It In this respect
Com
munlcatlons must be signed, but the name o
writer will not be piloted except t»y permission
Communications will be subject to approval 01
rejection by the editor of theeolumu, but non*
will be rejected without good reason. Addrcsi
all communication* to
The amekican.
Ellsworth, Me.

agree

when The world did not exist.

•*Helpful

BY

^
thirteen Mlmon.
HU i.
001 **
it merely chance*
to
Salmon oa»e
Aft motive
owe 01
of which 1I had the exact
One
of
Moot
nene.T
it i* aaf* to eay that mot* fln»
Waters In Kiwtorn Maine.
; taken out of Tunk each y*.r tfc.
(From tht Stain* SporUman.)
01
»ny other aalmon waters in thi»,.„
“‘"rtofth,
Tunk Pond is, In my humble opinion, BUte.

rrXK FOND.

THE HOME IN SUMMER.

“AUHT MADGE".

staled in

•ratkm meeting;.)

Scripture and acieuee

atrijrrtisrmmtg.

fllutnal Brndit Column.

ENDEAVOR.

conduct of any other business/'—/?.£,.

*

“Neither Corned Beet nor Roast Beet
but much more delicious than either

"

Cl. This delicate ami delicious meat retains
all its juices, possessing the taste and savor
o£ fresh meat. <1, It is a palatable prepared
luncheon—just the thing for picnics and

Ki

ii?

m itRiM' vs. wiimoMH.
of Supreme Court Revrr«d
IXh I'Ii',i
by the loiw < imet.
the case of Bnrrill vs.
Th>- decision In
Whitcomb has been banded down from
It reverses the decision
the law court.
which (cave judgof the supreme court,
ment for defendant.
This case was tried at the last October
court In Hancock
tf-in of the supreme
The
county, Judge Powers presiding.
C. C. Burrill
setion w»a brought by
as sheriff,
sgainst H. P. Whitcomb, who,
seised several
acting for another creditor,
from a store on which
ehi-ts of tea
which
a blanket
plaintiff had covered notmortgage
only goods in
he claimed
waa made, but
atoek when the mortgage
atook added later.
Tie rescript from the law court, which
follows:
j, by Justice Whltehouae.
all stock In
A mortgage of chattel* including
furniture and fixture* that may therethe farther pro
after i* acquirer, contained
should hare the right
Tui.»n that the mortgage*
of
the
mortgaged
property
liOtKWtoa
lie road* thereto,
*ntl of any additions that might
U for his Interest so
whenever he should deem
doIn this case, the plaintiff a* mortgagee, took
»don of the mortgaged property Includpo
s»ock In question for the
Ip* the after acquired
his right* under the mortpurpose of cnlotclng
**d sought to retain possession of U a*
Mft1nst an attaching creditor.
e was no act of del very of such after ac
Tl
qolrtd stock on the part of the mortgagor at
him and
Ml j nme after It was purchased by
nsloo of U w»« taken by the mortgagee
p,.
of
the
mortgagor
wUbout any other consent
ihsn that contained In the agreement found In
to

another Hep, and hold*, that actual
poaaeaalon
of «t»ch property taken
by the mortgagee In the
BXerclae of an
granted In
the mortgage, la alto
to a

authorlty^expreaaly
equivalent

delivery by

voluntary

the mortgagor, and If *uch poateanlon la retained, It in ike*
good the mortgagee'*
Hen as agalnat an attaching creditor,
statutory
provisions for the
registration of chatti l
mortg.t_.M-- Jn effect precisely like our
own,
ext*ted In all the Mate* from which the fore.

g*»lng decisions have been cited, but In no ease
directly Involving the questions now liefore the
court, have they neen held to tie In conflict wltn
the equitable doctrine above stated.
Nor

MU

apparent

that

such

a

contract re

apvcttng after-acquired property is in

contra-

vention of anjr esuhli nel ru es of public
policy Indeed It would seem to lie n ore In
obedience to the principle* of found morality
and eonalderattona of pubdc duly to sanction
the net cf the mortgagee In taking and holding
the properly in accordance with the express
»*rnm of the contract, rather than the act of the
mortgagor or an attaching creditor In taking It
awny from him lu violation of the agreement.
It I* accordingly the oplidou of the court that
the Clio a I* maintainable and that the entry
must be (xccptloua sustained.

Kirn in to cakiboi.
The monitor Putitan has been ordered
Hast port for the Fourth of July celebration.
to

Patent has been granted to Frank Gutman, of Lewiston, for discharger for wooldriers.
The steam

mill of

saw

E. 8. Stetson <£

Co., at Lincoln, was burned last Friday
night. Ixsss $7,500.
(-apt. William E. Bogart, of Hamixien, a
retired deep-sea sailor, died Saturday,
the mortgageTnc presiding Judge ruled as a waiter of law. aged seventy-two years.
tint ••me mortgage of futnre acquired chattels
George Battson, of Campobello, aged
wro* v«1d Against an attaching creditor without
fifty-six years, a retired fish merchant,
of
the
and
on
the
mortgagor
part
fome new act
committed suicide by banging Saturday.
tak. n without the consent of

tbst possession
tic? mortgagor and retained by the mortgagee
before and until the attachment, was not suf
gfleot to make the mortgage good." The case
comes to this court on exceptions to this ruling
The respective rights of mortgagee and attaching creditor! or other third parties In re
gard to after acquired property claimed under
chattel mortgages upon facta analogous to those
at isr, bare frequently received the attention of
this court, aud obiter dicta may be found and
authorities are cited In several
some early
Maine cases tending to support the defendant’s
position; and on the other hand, recent decision* from other states have been died with

approval tending to support the plaintiff's coo
tendon; hut the pr.dae question now presented
does not appear to have been necessarily Involve*! and directly determined In any reported
ctae

in this State.

can state*.

It la
no

well aeuled principle in equity requtr
elution of authorities in Ita aupport that

a

agreement
give aecurlty
property
yet In existence or In the ownership of the
party making the contract, or property to be ac
quired by him In the future, although, with the
exception of chattel a having “potential existence" it create* no legal estate lu the thing*
when they afterward* come into existence or
are acquired by the promisor, does constitute
an

up on

to

not

i.jululdo Hen upon the property so existing
acquired at a subsequent lime, which i* en
lu the same manner and agnlust the sam*parties a* a lien upon specific things existing
and owned by the contracting party at ti*e dale
ac

or

force

of the contract.
in recent year*,

day, July

18.

The

International (taper company has
awarded the contract for the construction
of a pulp mill at Livermore Falls, to cost

$300,000.

about

The schooner Rattler, of Eastport,
bound from 8t. John, N. B., to Lubec with
salt, ran ashore at Todds Head near Eastport, Sunday, and will probably be

a

total

the court has

shown

a

strong

to reject the narrow Interpretation o;
the common law rule found Ita come of the
earlier decisions. and a readiness to adopt a
more reasonable and tqultaole doctrine which
simply require* the mortgagor to observe the
obligation of bi* ex pres* agreement in the mort
The common law dogma which la salo to
gage
require some new act on the part of the mort-

tendency

gagor to protect the mortgagee’s Uen, appeals
U» have l>een founded mainly upon one of Lord
Bacon*# I,atln maxims which declares that
“though the grant of a future interest la invalid
yet a declaration may be made which will take
effect on the Intervention of some new act—in
tervtnleule novo actu
As one of
the first instances stated by
Lord Bacon to illustrate the maxim had refer
enee to a “new act*' on the part of a grantor, it
appears to have been assured by some of the
courts that no other act would suffice to effectuate the prior agreemeut.
Butsu.h a restricted
meaning was not required by the text of the

Gov. Cobb

and it was explicitly repudiated iu
subsequent case*.
It is uniformly conceded that if (be mortgagee
lakes possession of after acquired property, in
maxim,

the annual

At

meeting

of

the

board

overseers of Bowdoin
college Judge
Clarence Hale, class of 1889, of Portland,
and Prof. Alfred E. Burton, dean of the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology,
were elected members.

of

W. North, of Augusta, died
aged sixty-seveu years. Dr.

Dr. James

Sunday,

North's ancestors
settlers of

among the original
and his father, the

were

Augusta,

late James W. North,

mayor of the
1880 and again in

was

1857,1858, 1858,

in

1874.

Elmer Keyes, of Bangor, shot and killed
wife, Isabelle Keyes, aged thirty-two,
Sunday night. He then turned the revolver on himself, inflicting a serious wound.
Jealously was the cause of the tragedy.
Mrs. Keyes was the daughter of John Neil
and wife, of Bangor. She married Keyes
his

twelve years ago. They have two
ters, aged ep-ven and four years.
The Itoard of

State

daughe

normal school trus-

at Portland Friday for the purelecting the teachers for the varischools. The only change announced

tee# met
pose of
ous

the Gorham normal school, of
which Prof. W. E. Russell was elected
principal. W. J. Corthell, the venerable
principal of the school, some time ago announced his desire of being relieved of
the duties owing to his seventy-three
years of age. Prof, ltusseil had been Mr.
Corthell’s assistant fora number of terms.
was

LAW

*IMK

KKOAEDlNfl

WEIGHTS AND HEASUSSt.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh GO
rounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
neigh 70 neuritis.
The standard weight of a Ouehei nt potato*;-*
n goon order and lit for shipping. Is no pound*;
>f apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of neans lu
tool order and At for shipping, is 6*2 pounds
J? wheat, beets, ruta-hage turnips and peas, 61
pounds; of corn, Vi pounds; of onions. 62
pounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
>f barley ana buckwheat, 48 pounds; o' oats.
12 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
Review «f tt»«* Wet*a.
The Ellsworth markets are dull, with few
r>rlce changes, flutter Is almost a drug on the
market, at '8 to 22 cents retail.
Eggs remain
firm at 20 to 22.
In vegetables, the only materlnl change In
price Is In new potatoes, which drop to 25 <*30
sent* a peck, ami will soon be crowding old po
;atoes out of the market.
In fruits watermelon and cantaloupe are the
latest arrivals. Strawberry growers have been
fdt hard by the cold, wet weather, and as the
reason moves this way, prices which ordinarily
lrop. hold at 15 to 18 cents, while the quality of
berries Is not up to the average.
Provisions, Ash and grain show no changes
from last week.

at

Holman S.

Melcher,

an

ex-mayor

of

and for thirty-six years engaged
holesale grocery business in that
city, died Sunday, aged sixty-four years.
He was mustered into the 20th Maine at

Portland,
in the

w

tlon in the mortgage authorizing the mortgagee
to take possession at auy time, is not a mere license revocable at the pleasure of the mort
«»8or, but a valid and binding contract which
contalos In force until p. rformed.
It is therefore difficult to understand upon
*bal principle of Justice or conception of common right, a mortgagor can be permitted to defeat the acknowledged equitable rights of the
mortgagee by simply withholding his consent
io violation of hi* express stipulation in the
mortgage. According to this doctrine, if the
mortgagee seeks to exercise his right to take

opening

contract in behalf of a
the purchase price of

member of the G. A. K. and masonic
bodies, and vice-president of the board of
trade. He served one term in the legis-

illegal purpose.
question raised
stitutionality of the
The

were

the

statute in

into one, under the
The

Publishers Paper Co.

the

con-

-^j.raBaaaK3citteuJ

question,

It’s the ammonia in

MSZ.E-Ef9 ’S

Rest factory (new) per ft.Ifl’1Best dairy (new).1.
Dutch (Imported;.*
Neufchatel. .or

\<*w

President of K. >1. C. S.
the Hast Maine conference seminary,
Bucksport, at their meeting in Bangor last Friday, ejected
Frederick K. Bragdon, of SoylesviUe, R.

POWEHINE

The trustees of

that makes it a powerful dissolvent of grease and dirt. The
common household ammonia, in bottles, may have some
strength left by the time it reaches your kitchen, bu' sometimes it does noil In FftSMer's Powertno, pure ammonia, is
locked up tight in every granule of the soap—when sprinkled
in the water you get the full strength immediately—the
cleaning power is all there I Its quick action on dirt and
grease makes it possible to accomplish much work in a very
short time. Restores the original brightness to everything.
You don’t have to rub or scrub. Miner’s Powerine, with
ammonia, does the ipork. Large package 5c.
THE PENNSYLVANIA SOAP CO..
Facto lies: Lancaster, Pa. and Buffalo, N. Y.

I., president of the ^'-miliary* to succeed
Rev. S. A. Bender, resigned.
Mr. Bragdon was a dark horse in the
Chicken*.25 <j <t
race, the contest up to within a few days
18
Fowl...16#
of the election being
between James
Hay.
Brooks, of Bangor, and E. A. Cooper, of
Be«t loose, per ton.
12$!4
Mr. Brooks withdrew from
Baled.*.Is Bucksport.
the contest when Mr. Bragdon’s name
‘Hrsv.
Loose. 8tfll
was
Mr. Bragdon received
presented.
Baled.
18
sixteen votes and Mr. Cooper seven.”
Vegetables.
Mr. Bragdoji was born in Brewer thirty40 5 V) Tomatoes, Ih,
’'0
Potatoes Ini
Potaoa s,new pk 23 g 3
fcw ti*e years ago. He graduated from WesTuruipa, tin
to Onion-, new ft
01 §’«
leyan university in 1891 with degree of A.
2
.0
Beets, bune.
Spinach, pk
10 Cabbage, new ft
4
String beans,
B., and from Brown university in 1895
(5
1
Kail-h.
Carrots, mu rich
with degree of A. M. He has been teach04
1thubard, lb
Beana—perqt—
06
12 815 ing in public and highgschools in New
Cucumbers,
Yellow-eye
10
Pea,
Asparagus, bunch 25
Jersey and Rhode Island several years,
Frolt.
and has been superintendent of schools at
20 830 Oranges, doz
.36 8.45
Apples, pk
60
Unions doz
26 88'
Saylesville live years.
Watermelon, each
Fresn laid, per dor...20 822

10

Strawberries,

Coflee—per ft

Rice, per ft
.060.08
*20 826
.168-26 Vinegar, gal
35 Cracked wheat,
.06
—

Hlo,
M ocha,

36

Oatmeal, per

ft

OoVong,

ft-

Granulated,
Coffee—A A
Yellow, C

Powdered,
Molasses—per
Havana.
Porto Rico,

he does not waste it

even

by taking

‘ac-

says a writer in World's
.20 count of it,’
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
Work. “Time to him is only the chance to
.04
.30# « Rye meal,
Granulated meal,ft 02R get things done; and no matter how long
.07 Oil—t>er gal—
it takes, they must be done.
B, .06 -*
Linseed,
.66#.70
“In his office safe there is carefully
06
12
Kerosene,
OSfflo
locked away a |2,700 Swiss watch, given
gal—
him by a European scientific society.
It
.35
.50
is never used.
He buys a stem-winder

.60
Lumber and Building Materials.
M—
1 25
Lumber—per
Spruce,
135
1S®14 Hemlock,
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 13 gli Clapboards—per Si168*20 Kxtra spruce, 24 §26
Spruce,
Spruce floor,
20#*25
Spruce, No. 1, 20 §40
20 860 Clear pine,
25851'
Pine,
5u
Matched pine,
20#26 Kxtra pine.
Laths—per M—
Shingles—per M—
3 25
2.50
Spruce,
Cedar, extra
00
2 75
2
Hemlock,
M
2 25 Nalls, per ft
2d clear,
.04®.06
M
1 60 Cement, )>er cask l 50
extra •>»«,
**
1 25 Lime, per cask
No. *,
.75 Brick, per M
7811
Whitelead.prft .068-08
Provisions.

Syrup.

Beef, ft:

•18 f .SO

Steak,
Roasts.
Corned,

.158.25
.0b®

Tongues,
Tripe,

14

18

.05808

Veal:
Steak,
Roasts,

20
.108.14

Pork,

ft.

16
16

Steak, ft

Chop,
Pigs’ feet.
Ham. per

.06
ft

Shoulder,
Salt

16 8'20
la
1!
10

10312

Lard,

the stem, thrusts it
and

06
os

g

14
8

7

50

1*2

Rlueflsb,
Scallops, qt

Coal—per ton—
Wood—per cord
5 00 36 50
Broken,
Dry hard,
3 00 ®5 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
1 00#1 25
Nut,

“•

will

of his horses from Calais.

ship

;;2T t ;a:iswiEMi

are sure,

business is good and capital easily finds profitable investment ?
Then go to California, where both health and opportunity await

your coming.

The

Chicago, Union Pacific and
North-Western Line

is the most direct route to the Pacific Coast, and there are two
fast through trains daily via this line, over the famous double-

railway between Chicago and the Missouri River.
Special low round-trip rate-s are in effect via this line
throughout the summer to various Pacific Coast points, and
colonist low rate one-way tickets will be on sale during September and October, which give an unusual chance for settlers
to make the trip at a minimum of expense.
track

t«

INSTANT

BROWN’S
RELIEF

Daily and personally conducted excursions are operated through to San
Francisco, Los Angeles, and Portland without change, on which a double
berth in

remarkable record of
success in curing all stomach
and bowel troubles, as well as
coughs, colds and sore throat.
We will refund the money
when it fails to cure if used as
directed. Send for free sample

•'

olives, prunes and almonds, alfalfa and grain, where crops

WARRANTED
CURE
Has

trousers
When

varied than in any other equal area in the world, where the division
of great ranches affords a fine opportunity to get a small farm that
will assure you a competence?
Do you want to live where, with a minimum of labor, you can
grow profitable crops of grapes and small fruit, oranges, lemons,

7 60
7 50
7 50

bought

his

it.

intermediate points.

Do you want to live where the climate is mild the year round—
where labor is never oppressed by stress of weather, and where
animal vitality is never lost by mere conflict with cold?
Do you want to live in a region where the resources are more

7 04
5J00
Blacksmith's
Buttings, hard
Flour, Grain and Feed.
n5fl
48
bu
bbl—
Oats,
Flour—per
5 7587 00 8horts—bag—1.25 g 30
Corn, 100ft bag 1 30 ®l 35 Mixed f^ed, bag,
1 35 8 «f
Corn meal,bag 130 <jl 35 Middlings.hac l45gl *5
1 5fi
t .’racked corn, 1 S0«il35 Cotton seed meal,

death, Mr. Johnson

into

looks at

all

CALIFORNIA

12 816
25<j30
Fuel.

Salmon, ft

never

Portland
Seattle, Tacoma and

Tourist Cars for Chicago (berth, $2.75', connecting with Tourist Can; for all points
west, leave Boston on f traous “Continental Limited”
Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays, connecting ut Rotterdam Junction with same train
from New York, same days.
declining Chair Cara >Seat3 FREE).
PrlvIVgr o* Sc, ping Of 1 10 Days at Niagara Falls.
For reservation ofPu/f-ntm Pula~‘CaSUr^*z Btrth-,als» P-.U’man Tourist Car Berths,Rates, etc., apply to
H. R. MrrLELLAN.G.E. A., S*7 BV*y, New Y«r±. J. I». HcRXATH, V.S.P.A. 176 Washington 8t.,Bont<m.
C.H.ULTTA,8.E.P.A..13th A Chostantfits .Phi la. J K.BAKRY, Tourist A£t.. 70 Wa&hinKt*m8t., Boston.

it
gets too clogged with dirt to run, he lays
it on a laboratory table, hits it with a
hammer and buys another.”

pocket

C5
W’cstern lamb, 12<125
Fresh Fish.

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,

Fast
Vestibuicd
Trains Daily

costings dollar and a half, breaks the
chain ring off, squirts oil under the cap of

Tongues, each

many

to
Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City and
\ Omaha, making direct connections for Texas,
Mexico, Colorado, Los Angeles, San Francisco,

■46 8.65

Sugar—per

Forbes'

99
“Follow iiic Flag

Mr. Edison’h Watch.
“To Mr. Edison, time is so valuable that

.os

m

!3BnB-CS335£ga

15§18

Hubert isnitnua.

merged

to

was as

wtfich does not make participation by the
vendor in the purchases illegal purpose
or even his
knowledge of such purpose
necessary to prevent his resorting to our

stockholders of the Eastern Timber
Co. and the Publishers Paper Co. met in
Portland last week, when the two comof

The PennsylvaniaSoapO5*

for

The

name

sold

_

Creamery per ft.....25 y :h
Dairy ♦.If.a 2?

lature in 1898.

panies

vendor to

goods

vendor had knowledge that the
vendee was to sell them In another state
if the

of

Portland, active, energetic, able to do ail
her own housework and still young at
heart. Her brother Daniel, although a
resident of East Machias nearly all hia
life, moved to Augusta, after the death o
his wife in 1896, and makes his home with
his children, three daughters having married Augustf lawyers: Hon. H. M. Heath,
Charles L. Andrews and Orrin A. Tuell.
To Care n Cold in One Day
He is as erect in figure, rugged in health,
Take LASaHVK BKOMO QUININE TableK
All druKirlatM refund the money If It fall* to core ! and carries himself as sturdily, in spite of
r. W
uiovc’e »1kubturt U ul tact. do*. iftc. j his eighty years, as most men of forty.

mortgage. It is universally conceded,
before stated, that possession taken by the
mortgagee, by virtue of the mortgagor’s consol given after the property is acquired, is to
be deemed equivalent to a voluntary delivery
by the mortgagor, and such a “new act” as will
effectuate the previous agreement.
It appears from the uniform current
of
modern decisions that the law has advanced
as

a

was soon

bond issue of .$2,500,000 was approved.
The directors are: Victor F. Lawson,
possession of the property under the mortgage, Frank B. Noyesand Augustus 8. Peabody,
and the
mortgagor gives an express as vent, npt of Chicago, Robert B. VanCourtland, Oakrequired by the tertwc of the mortgage, the leigh Thorne, H. B. Hollins, Benjamin F.
mortgagee's equitable rights are preserved.
Yoakum, William A. Hall, James R. BurOk lint oilier hand. If the mortgsgor objects, j
Homer B. Parsons and J. F. Ackerin violation of hi* agreement or stands mute, net,
of New York, and George B. James,
the mortgagee’s possession, though expressly man,
work at Portsauthorized by the contract of the parties, will of Boston. Construction
mouth and at water powers along the Saco
not suffice and hi* rights are lost. Such a rule
river will now be pushed. The company
cannot be founded on principles of right and
justice.
has contracts with publishers for fl,000,And it will be seen that such a rule has no 000 worth of
paper a year for twenty
has
in
U
than
stronger support in authority
years, beginning on the completion of the
reason and equity.
mill.
But it is suggested that by Sec. 1 of Chap. 93,
A Scranton, Pa., newspaper recently
B. s., “Mo mortgage of pernonal property Is
valid against auy other persou than the parties claimed that Scranton is the home of the
thereto unless possession of such property is oldest twins in the United States, if not in
delivered to and retained by the mortgagee, or the worid. They are John and Mary
the mortgage Is recorded, etc.”
Cooke, born March 12, 1826. The State of
In this case It has been seen the mortgage was
Maine, however, can beat this record.
duly recorded, and possession of the good Daniel F. Gardner and Hannah F.
(Gardthereto described, including the after-required
born January 25, 1826, at East
property, was rightfully taken and retained by ner) Parker,
are
hale
and
still
hearty. Mrs.
the mortgagee by virtue of the consent of the Machias,
mortgagor previously granted in the stipulation Parker is the wife of John W. Parker, of
of the

force

recover

Its the Ammonia

courts.

Country produce.

the Civil war as a corporal,
Ex-Mayor John M. Johnson, of Calais,
appointed first lieutenant of has
bought the property of the late J.
Co. F. and later captain. He was proMalcorab Forbes, at Ponkapog, Mass.
accordance with an expressed agreement in the | moted major April 9, 1885. He served in
Mr. Johnson will continue to use the
mortgage, with the* consent of the mortgagor j both branches of the city council in 1889
In addition to
as a stock farm.
given after lie acquired title, it will be sufficient j and 1890. He was registrar of the Maine property
Hanks and other Forbes horsea
to perfect the
mortgagee's lien. But a Atipuia- j Commandery of the Loyal Legion, was a Nancy
at auction after Mr.
which he
the

and

'Ebbrrtlfxmmte.

Butter.

Groceries.

min F.

city

■

Collection of Liquor Debts.
decision by Chief-Justice Andrew J.
Wiswell in the action of H. F. Corbin and
others vs. Peter F. Iloulehan rules that
chapter 20, section 66 of the Revised
Statutes of Maine, which
prohibits the
maintenance of an action in the courts of
this State to recover for
intoxicating
liquors bought in another sUte with intent to sell the same in this
State, is not
in violation of the federal
constitution,
which gives Congress the power to regulate thf commerce between states.
The rescript states that it is a fundamental and elementary rule of the common law that the courts will not enforce
an illegal contract which is
contrary to
public policy or which is in contravention
! of the state
of
independent
any statute in
| relation to the same; no court would enA

28,1905.

WKDHHDiT. Jane

Cantaloupe, each

loas.

on Friday appointed BenjaKilby, of Eastport, as register of
deeds for Washington county, to fill the
caused by the resignation of
vacancy
State
Highway Commissioner Paul D.
mptctabllUr

jurisdictions by rourrt of great
aad high authority. and thi* court 1* now at
liberty to adopt the view which la moat in ac
cord with the principle* of equity and sound
mtMig and at the same time beat supported by
the weight of judicial opinion la other Ameri-

Ing

The Maine Press association will have
its annual excursion this year to the
Rangciey lakes, the week beginning Mon-

KLbSWOKTH MARKKA

a

Pullman tourist

sleeping

car

from

Chicago

costs

only $7.00,

via the

a

Chicago

S North-Western, Union Pacific and
Southern Pacific Railways.
W. B. KNISKERN,

Norway Medicine Co., Norway,Me.
L_---

P. T. M. C. & N.-W.

particulars

FILL IN THIS COUPON

Key West
RIVAL

Ry., Chicago,

111.

Please mail free

AND

to my address, California
concerning rates and train service.

booklets, maps and full

MAIL IT TO-DAY.

NWiSi

Best fOc. CIGAR
Has been
—

To Cure

the market 12 years. Big Seller
sales constantly increasing.

on

WHY?They.™ MERIT
BUST

DEALERS EVERYWHERE

CEO. 8. HARRIS A CO.
Distributor*
Boston, Mass.

Take

Laxative Bromo

a

Cold in One

Day

Tablets.
Quinine
^ <vl//
ThiS

Seven Million boxes sold in post 13 months.

Signature.

Cures

Crip
Days.

to Two

on

every
box. 25c.
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another assart Hancock county
a rwerd-breaker for weight, bet

<■*£-•€*
a big one.

as

can

be

seen

no

complications

Rorksport

terewt

project*.

m

arrow*
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FRANK

RAREST

WILD

BEASTS I

tkc emt*m or

EARTH'S

GREAT

CIRCUSES

in

cu

Fort Knox garnaon of
time*. several of whom struck their
•
colon to Hancock county girl*.

Shady .look; !krft
food water. furnished
Apply to

at

;

Foregathering

of

Famous

Fools

Foil Of Fmh, Freakish Foe

The Best Scholars Of i!I Brete Creation

]

F rom Tusked Titan To Tiniest Tot
-A

cmstorotJTMS-

HIGH-CLASS HIPPODROME

KOTICA
T HEREBY re!e**e to my no in or son. TimX othjr Harkins, bi« time during the re
n&ninder of his minority. I shall claim none
of bis earning* scr jysy »nt dr- U of bis conMsv A Haaa’.jis.
traciinf »fter this d-te
Mount Desert. Mr.. Jane M. IPW.
hPEOAL notice..
not trespass in Csnlcaioctti Park.
I
demand protection to life end property
from the coante of Hancock, the Htate w
Maine, and the Unite4 State* "f America.
M«sr C. Fun Awns.

DO

Of World-Wide keaown

Make acid

F«-nuJe
Cluri/<em; P'^wU/ Jockeys; IWiag SideSaddie Lrferti; St«*el-N«rr*ed 'Hti j li innifu ;
Heroic Hurdle Celebrities; Roman Bareback

K'foeatnaoiL

\

}1
j

The Mifscwleua Chaam-Vaulting Creliata
Whose troukaoeous Rival Feuiome F lights
Make L»fC Seitutkn Shudder.

NOTICE.

proprietors of M -unt Desert Bridge
Corporation are bereny notified that the

npHE
X

THE DIP OF DEATH
I

Sanaa! meeting of said corporation will be
held at its toll bouse in Trenton, on the
second Mondsv of July nest, aft two o'clock
p. m for the following purposes, eti.:
First. To choose officers for said corporation for the ensuing year.
Second. To transact each other business as
may legally come before said meeting.
F. M. H* wo*. Clerk.
West Eden. Jane 15.1905.
JIOTICk.
fcs hereby girea that the following
described town of Brick sport Bonds are
called in for payment, ani that the interest
will cease on same, on and after July !. 190&. to
wit:
Nos. TI. 7f. 71. 74, each of denomination of
• id) erf iasne of July 1, lffML
Nos. ST, 5k, each of denomination of *50G of
Isaac of July 1, ISd
Nos 50. Si. each of denomination of tl.CKKi of
issue of July 1. 1*93.
A. F. P*ci, Treasurer.
Bncksport. Me., June 1.19U5

N'OTICfc

THE TRIBUNAL OF NATIONS
A

New and

Entirely Original Personifying
Pageant of ketph-ndem and Historically Heroic Fascination

"JUMBO
The Famous

JERUSALEM”

Camel Colossus Of His Species.

A TRIUMPHAL FETE-IN TOKIO
Introducing the Champion Mikado 'Proupe of
Japanese Gymnasts.
The First, Finest, Host Finished
Bicyclists, Bareback Equestrians,

Aerial, Bt#, Acrobats, Lea pars. Tumblers, Mid-Air Comics, Etc.

Gigantic. Glorious, Free Street Display

A Millionaire March of Mammoth Magnificence*
and Mardi-gra* Mirth.
two Pf. M FORM A sets lMti.r, Ra tw Ok Shivs,
Stupendous New Process Waterproof Tent*

#n

M

AINE CENTRAL F*

IR

RINGLING BROS.

j
|

Bangor, Saturday, July 8,

1**05.

TAKK KKUULAK THAI NS.
Excursion tickets at low rate* with
admission added will be sold tor regular trains, a* follows:
M.
A

JCALPH-WILUAMH.

|

j

*7.10
HANCOCK,
*7.18
FRANKLIN ROAD.
WASHINGTON JCT., 7.76
7.33
ELLSWORTH,
ELLSWORTH FAILS, 7.37
*7.49
NICOLIH,
BANGOR, ARRIVE, 8.45

•11.30
11,50
11.57
•13.0?
IMS
1.10

Hat*-*
!iw hiding
diuistion

$1.50
1.50
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35

Returning—A pedal will leave
| liangor at 6 p. m., stopping at all sta-

tions on branch and uounecting with
steamer for Bar Harbor.
GEO. V. EVANS.
V. P. AC. M.

%*■»«•r

(

hai*f».

Medford. Mass.

F. E. BOOTH BY.
O.F.tT.A.

IN

A CURTAIN SALE.
This sale embodies Lace Curt sins, Unified Muslin Curt sins. Swiss, Irish
Point. Portieres, Conch Covers and a fidl line of Draperies and Furniture
1

\

Covering.

We devote a whole room to Carpeting* and
carry the largest stock In the city.

HOSIERY AND

Draperies.

We

UNDERWEAR.

The merit, the honesty and the price fairness prevailing in the Hosiery
and C ndenvear end of our business have won for it an enviable reputation.
Spring showing is now most complete, and the choosing-time is here. We
make a specialty of Children's Hose, and think we have the best and m ist
for children sold anywhere.
See our line of 12 1 -2c hose for Men, Ladies, Misses and Children;
also our 25c line.
If you buy hosiery from us once you will never buy anywhere else
afterwards.

satisfactory hosiery

GLOVES, CORSETS AND MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.
If you want goods which give satisfaction, don't past these departments.
The assortment is enormous, and prices as moderate as inferior goods are sold
for.

LACES AND TRIMMING.
Our store is known for taste and up-to-date goods in that line.
want the

style,

If y..u

look these over

Our Shoe Store.
AVe devote a separate store to Itoots and
We carry the largest stock and assortment in the city. All widths, styles and
si.ce* for Men. Women and Children. If you
want shoes that fit, up-to-date in style and
in any quality, we have them.
in

We are

great

making

them

believers in

children,

comfortable.

and

For that

reason we carry more of an assortment in
Children’s Shoes than all the other dealers

combined.
The reason we sell so many shoes for
Children is simply because we better supply
the Children’s needs than others do. Every

requirement, fit, shape,
prices.

looks, wear, and

moderate
Fuuh’sId Pen Gold Plated,
with Rubber Handle; bolds Ink to last one
for sample 40
Month
Price
writing.
Address C. 1>. McOows, Medford,
cents
Maas.
*1.0 >

Hcgal Xcticrs.

GREATEST SHOW

A

M»rr la

Printing Press that will Flint Cards, Linen,
or anything
in fact.
Three letters of each
kind. Type Holder. Ink and Pad, and everything tb-.t got* to make it complete, for 20
r—nt*
Postpaid. Address C. D- Mcflows.

WORLD'S

AM.

NOT LEARN SHORTHAND?

Do you wish to get a poMBa In the city? Why
not equip yotimell tor out* by fakitg a correspondence eourw in shorthand anil typewriting,
and studyine during your leisure hours? Write
to-day for full inf filiation and rorumm^td*
ttoua Temis tea v«a!>le. and easy payment*
TIM»-*U’ short
fftnppttea fu»Til*»lw*?i
hand SdMwI.Tks Wsulo i.iVskhlsglon I>.C.
Boys.

3.50

Shoes.

2Sbrr.isnnnttB.

I WHT

1 tt>

WOOL CARPETING.

1H

A

*3 to *7.30

MATTINGS, FLOOR OIL CLOTHS,
LINOLEUMS, RIGS. ART SQUARES, AND NOVELTIES

BO A HUKKA VAXTEO.
LAUD U&Str COTTAGE-A beautiful
spot by the sea, tad the place to so for •
mof time and yon will f*t it. Tome sad see
for yon reelf.
8 c»a* F. Pivk*am.
Atlantic. Me.

A wedding in which Ellsworth ia inter'
President Roosevelt, not content
rated took place at the Free Hired Baptist
with having instituted negotiations
march, Portland, at 3 o’fttxrk Wat Thora*
which promise to bring about peace day afternoon. The brtde w« M im Ethel
between Russia and Japan, is now France# Hwett, daughter of Mr* Eunice
trying diligently to arrange an armis- Hwett, formerly of EUvaorth, and the
tice between the opposing armies groom wa« Karl Augusta* Fisher. eon of
Of eour » the subject, partaking as it Mr and Mn F. A. F »ber, of Astoria,
does of a military character, is a most Ore. Th-? decorations in the church were
feme and wild flowers. Rev. E. P. Wile* a
delicate one, and the President could
was the officiating clergyman
not urge tbs arrangement on either
The bride, who wa# given in marriage
unless
be
were
in
a
to
position
power
by her brother, Fred K. Hwett, wa#
offer some guarantee with regard to
gowned in while coiieae, with lace trimthe attitude of the other, which be rnings. her veil was worn off the face and
He is, nevertheless, pre- : tier booqoet was a ahtmtr of awed peaa.
cannot do.
senting in the strongest possible light i The maid-of-honor was Mias Grace Clark,
the humane side of the proposition, cousin of th? bride, who was gowned in
and the pity if more lives tboold be | white over green aiik and carried a boo*
of lavender awed jews.
lost at a time when permanent peace qaet
There were four bridesmaid*. Miaa M.na
teems to be in sight.
At present
Thomas and Mis* Laura Wilbur, of Portthere seems to be little likelihood that
land. Mi** Margaret
Greaser, of Ettathe President’s humane efforts will
worth, and Mis* Marie Ekhn, of Bangor,
prove successful because of the insist- ail of w hom wore w hite over pink and
ence by Japan that she cannot risk s ; earned
bouquets of pink sweet peas.
loss of the strategic advantages she They all wore white picture hate with
now enjoys in Manchuria without tome plumes, aw did the maid-of-honor.
Ur. Walter Foster was best man, and the
more definite and frank indication
os hern were Georg*
Parc her and Frank
from Russia that she desires peace.
Rowe, of Ellsworth. Frank Bradford and
on
the
other
hand, pursuing
Russia,
Henry Haim.
her time honored policy of avoiding
An extremely pretty feature of the wedevery semblance of frankness in her ding wu the pmcnce of the rovm^r* of
diplomacy, positively refuses to com- the Zets pfai society, of which the bride
mit herself.
was a member, who were all gowned in
white and wore garland** of daisies on
their head*. Miss ins liar boar and Mi**
The "Knox Idra”.
Winifred Briggs carried arm booquet* of
The Knox county democrat*, head’d
daisies; Min# Lena Adams, Miss Hope
by Dr. George L. Crockett, “the sil- Nickerson, Miss Elsie Tolman, Mim Mart"er-tongucd orator of the Andros- jorie Chandler, Mian Maude Ilart, Mow
coggin,’ in the March (or a State po- Mabel H toad man, M i«* Mabel Morse and
litical issue, have hit up an kina. Mias Bertha Lang carried daisy arches.
A reception followed the ceremony at
They wili take the bit in their teeth,
and try to drag the democracy of the summer home of the bride's sister
Maine along with them under the and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond E.
at the Cape.
Mr. and Mrs. Flatter
banner o( the "Knox idea”.
The Dewey,
assisted by Mrs. Bwett, who was
Knox idea, (or boldness of concep- received,
gowned in black with trimmings of lace
tion, knocks any other idea the Maine and jet, and Mrs. Fisher, who wore
light
democracy ever had higher than a tan silk.
conked hat. It involves not only reMr. and Mrs. Fisher left on a short
submission of the liquor question, but wedding trip. Mrs. Fisher travelled in
distilleries and breweries for Maine as gray, with hat to match. They w ill rewell. Dr. Crockett, in talking of the side at Astoria, Ore., where they will be at
Knox idea, incidentally made a can- home after September first, but before
did admission. He said: “For many going West they will return to Portland
for a short stay.
years the democratic party of Maine
The bride’s gifts to her maid of honor
has been hanging on the ragged edge ami attendants were
signet rings with
of nothing. It had no issue, no cour- her and their initials. The
groom gave
but
and
small
folhis
best
man
and
ushers scarf pins.
age
consequently
Here
Knox
is
the
idea
as
Among the Ellsworth guests present
lowing.”
beside those already
mentioned were
outlined by Dr. Crockett:
Miss
Helen Adams
and
Miss Annie
■'The Htftte rnunt hare Ha own dtailiJery acd
The many Ellsworth friends
Kingsbury.
brewery.
of the bride extend congratulations.
~TM# will afco Imply a stringent Itcenne law
awl the compulaory pur'-fcaae of ail liquor*

IO

CARPET SEASON OPENS.

Sptila! Xstirr*.

WKMUNG HKLLS.

5

5 to

Petticoats,

Carpet buying has began in earnest. Thu store stand* ready to
figure on any sort of floor-covering for any amount of space. The best service
is at your disposal, and the fullest and m wt complete line to choose from.
We
offer specially good trades in

-SET

war

Miss Ells B. Ralph, of Ellsworth, and
John C. Williams, of Portland, were married quietly at the home of the bride's
If the democrat* of Maine adopt
sister, Mrs. E. E. Bpring *r, in Ellsworth,
their
in
the
the Knox idea,
slogan
Bunday afternoon. Rev. P. A. A. Killam,
next State campaign well may be of the
Baptist church, performed the
“Maine rum for Maine people!”
ceremony, using the ring service. Only a
few immediate relatives were present.
The bride has been a successful teacher
Health and cheerful new* mutually beget
In the public schools of Phillips. The
each other.Joseph Addison.

Do-3f*cottage

roomy

1 to

The

mNBttSff. I» /».? and Autaot.
ASonata, E Inworth.

*wm-vimhkm.

from the State plain*.
••Tins profit* aecrulotf from uteae plant* ahall
be uaed to support the common «:hoo,a."

to
of ioall
catioa, 1 offer for oaie aft a
of
merchandise,
nay stock of
.ocateo is Lassoine Grant* Store. *Uanted in
W. F
UoielMr; slot rent of said store
B -r*-a :*<»*. Laanoiae. M*

THE

15

Petticoats.

An enormous assortment and all the new weaves. Particular attention is
called to the new weave—the Panama Cloth—at 75c and ♦ t, and Mohairs
from 50c to ♦ 1.50 jer yard.

ZolcL

the

15

5 to

DRESS GOODS and SILKS.

Btfitd#

pad's
boya
the Spanish

big gun*, hot
They haven't forgotten

not in the

Horn, with black potato;
U» ystwli; yooeg o&4
Mao. Joa* Warrxoas,

aM«t
to

ALL FEATURE SHOWS Meftr HANI>I«E-Owiog change
bargain.
goods
general
THE

IO

5Jto

Silk Waists,
Wash Waists.

C:>TTAG*-Tfc*
weight
MMtod.

JO

5 to

llaia Coats.

'ilk

CfMlMtt tota<f aft CanUsitos Co**.
ia*«»ire of KtLm H
C*/>c**tt. Rock and. Me.

ROBBINS HOWE~B»*
Apply

A.

2-50 to

Costs,
fwt
fofTt», Eli*-

Rights**

MOWING

OtATIIT

* 7-50 to #20

Walking skirts
Kress Skins,

Ladies’ and M isses'

LAUNCH
to C- ft-

towg.

The active saie of Tsi ter*4- >-nt» will he increased

Suits from

Two-kionw mowMACHINE
irf Mehta*. oa« too bsgry. Apply to
Ma;ae.
iotv Lack. El* worth

THE GLOfliOUS 6RAN0Lr NEW

letiRf vtaioaa of Mae ©oat*

of the
1

help.

Jcr Jtak.
ASOLENE

Department.

when you know of the stylish
lot of fresh arrivals. Prices
wilt psrtwrulariy please you.
We hare Ladies’ and Misses’

GASOMEB, BUSK.

SATURDAY, JULY 1

All booaaae of a rumor
big gua*.
that there ia to be something doing at
Part Knox in the way of replacing the
anraroent with modern weapons. and the
Not the
stationing tnere of a garrison.
Their inJeaat inumwd are the girt*.

to

ra

isrveribefcww.

and

are

The starting np of
arise.
the factory will in itself give a distinctly better tone to the has! ness
atmosphere of Ellsworth, and in this
way aid In the consummation of other

likely

Our Cloak

CcimvEaltk Skce S Leader Ct.

Ellsworth,

Jh ta onroad
The clatter of machinery is the shoe ^Eto’, after » Japanese boMmms. Hi*
factory will prime Elis «ortc ears for weight u fifteen poanda He >* peculiarly
aoow
the noise of 4am building, the ham of and hnod^tweljr narked, being
the cotton yarn spindle* and the noise white. except for three dark yellow spot*
He a
bark and a yellow tail
Of the Milder* on the new high school ot3 hi*
'.*raed by Marion Vaaata, of Canine, and
bcikSicg.
a devoted to hta nttatr’wa, following her
a boat the tarns like a dogIt is pleasant news to the people of
Ei swortb that there is every prospect
of the resumption of ope rations at
the Union shoe factory. Negotiations
between Ellsworth sod Boston men
hare passed the point of preliminaries—it only remains to draw np and
■ign the necessary papers, and so far

for eMBpeteirt

CIRCUS DAY,

ha wK-

more

matter at

W> ar* afaia tnereasms oor pndxtwn, ami arr in aped of *:r»t-cla.** brip
in ratting-room and otitrhinp-fwom
Tlii* » a food opening fit
steady job

of tV wsawdro® of tattle*
«> »:• |4vt Oft- Mvwfnrit l*i*s*r* fwr B»T
#
-*t«d H ratan; Ut«* C*>
Aim* fca«aea(| home i» filing rawsrfif
9cM JjT
M •» r»r»4 * 7 Sa< '* tittff* C«M.
rt*
v 09
F
•* dignity the body of iolut Paul Joe**,
o
'tffultf* *r»«t
5 *.*.
1/
i*»»
¥ J
CBC3IET A CO, T*terf«, O
:«nJI* the fad that i» Ih oM barying
*;<*
J*
Tka*
<r
Tie
MM
XU aot.
< Jaraf Zi
groend hack of the tittle whit* cImkAi at
Tu#
I’m*!!/ f*t&*
Manset. 2taw the body of OM Jonathan
Brwro. who served in lb* navy ander
Umairr at*.
This w«i'» «lili«n of The
John Paul Jooaa. The grave » annaarked.
AffMTimB I* 2.i!">0 copies.
bat the L’. A. R. are tanking afiofia to.

UOOfc'S PHASES.

Many

you will

Shoemakers.

speded, a***®*
fmsrr Utut »a«
knot# b*tng ansrotaiaad. TV
Shxoeveil will «r*art for the ncrth pda
*-**

firm friends of this store.

are

yet have tested these methods; these we invite.
Yo- 'i! find this a good, liberal, broad-gauge shop to trade in,
work* for the interest of its customers. \q
a store that

<*

*

*£:.

to

«■•

a

18 IS 20 21 22 23 24!
25 26 27 28 29 30

A*-

■■

«h*p

j

A

result
as

what prices competitors are offering their good*,
find them at onr store as cheap, and in many inr«r
vrA ►■*■»* fcte tr «*■**•*►
T-ftr
i'-to *ae«inv..**-»p *«€
:>w 4rr»*4r*-»*'*
We are not given to sensational methods of
st !•
cheajwer.
wow*
cftar
>4
*.<&
i
nacre
,.*d
*5-*a
but
business,
depend on the conservative method for
doing
W e s,.ll more Dry Goods out of our store than
our success.
tBmrt
any store in Hancock county, which prove* our method right
OCT— Hrrie# dtajpeaed «l *t te-aw*-.
*n£
•
j We call y<*ur attention to a few of our leading departments
HAT1 Aeajffr w «*** vrUftttO'i
versa*** y*rtf to rot e*4 ■**« »t »*? few tte j
which are remarkably strong.
^■mo& C*».*«-ffrr« T. /row, CTtoererlli

b*

po*e* banting
10 j\ That ItorjM^ort'twilt
triad trip off Portland baris had
t l*x I•.« week, Beeidea g*«*mf per***
and
n 12 13 14 15 16 17! | two# of tlKrrvaeiaf oftfe.*tk machinery
dSWlOp^

5

_4

as a

may not

SBAod im tfr ?mw » ^4-te* to^ftoesJ «***■*•
M U sw *** aHkM* »«Jr* «wv **
;te w wore* «*• j
r feed *• *# c**r 4& ■aw
Tt 4*' j
■wsjaor tnwH *f 4u*w •«»** ••** wnorttve*.,.
to i* a*M»£S<d;-w*«*• dfi*»d lor.
;«( » rare.a.i
«.%#%••*% tte ■qnwrii.
ra*- Ti—iMTH *•*

.UUnqr-OeiHTa:

1.

and

•tt

llasmbai E. Hamlin »iSl h»«t bra
vlDr
<j*art*ra at ESatmdL a*
tB* matu: «tu)r»-y-**aa*'*ml, Warms E.

year. There were thn* Hat****.
*!«*— Mine* dmrad*
rtrnmr *»*• **
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rpiH ^subscriber
b« has been

bcrebygmi ftMlM that
A
July appointed adminIstrator with the will annexed of the eaof Emily F. Farnsworth, late of ttouthHarbor, In the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds an the law directsAll persona having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to preseat
the same for settlement, and all indebted
ther-to are requested to make payment im
Alton E. Fasnswosth.
mediately.
June 6. 1**.
tale
»e»t

rfTHK subscriber hereby gives notice that
A she has been duly appointed administratrix wltu’be will -untied of the estate
of Marah L Mascy, late of Castine, in the
county of Hancock, deceased, and given
All beiMBS having
bonds as the law directs
demands against the estate dx said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indented thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
LuxtB 8. Hooks.
June fl, 1905.
subscriber hereby

gives

Newest F stalons in Men’s and
Ladles’ Shoes—Styles you can't get elsewhere.
I he Hump last is the latest. All are i>ip toe. Military heel.
It s
dead swell; you ought to see it. Of course we hare other lasts perhaps a little

notice that

he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator of the estate of Joshua L. Marshall, late

of southwest Harbor, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law diAH persons having demands agaiast
rects
the estate of said deceased are desired to presell the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imSkth Norwood.
mediately.
June n, 1WS.

sensible.

Our Assortment Is so large that we know we can please you.
Our price on bhildren’s shoes is from
.©O
tIAe to
Aliases Shoes,
$1.00 to 2.50

Hoys’ Shoes,
Youths’ Shoes,
Men’s Shoes,
Ladies’ Boots,
Ladies' Oxfords,

1 .OO to
1.00 to
1.25 to
;i.so to
1.00 to

3.00
3.00
5.50
4.00
4.00

Particular attention is called to our enorassortment of Ladies' and Misses’ Oxfords. We are showing several styles at
each price, which makes an assortment une
mous

qualed by

anyone.

W e' have the largest store in
space, occupying two
whole buildings, with the largest
assortment, the best goods
and the lowest prices. Modern
Dry Goods, Fancy Goods,
Ladies’ ready-to-wear, Carpet and Shoe Stores.

M.

GALLERT, Ellsworth,

Me.

GRAX^KK*

affairs.
LOCAL
(Continued from
page

1.)

Those who
,ioni*t»
the weather
» fine day,
went enjoyed
at Jacksonville, while It rained
tieinff clear
lelt *l h',m0

wen

Ellsworth.

in

Morang returned this noon from a
Boston. A» chairman of
burin*** trip to
trade committee ou the cotjbe tKiard of
mill proposition, he had another
ton earn
B. Hanford in Boainterview with Arnold
committee is making thorough
ton. The
the propoailion and ho
invest oration of
A
far ha* found everything satisfactory.
of trade will soon
meeting of the board
C U

be

tailed.

The launch Viking, built bv Charles H.
to her owner, 8. W.
Cnrti*. was delivered
Wilder, this week, and was taken to an
snch"rage off his summer place at NewM. Haines. Mr.
bury Neck by George
with the launch a
Haines will remain
abort time, until Mr. Wilder is thoroughly
familiar with the machinery. It is probable that whan Mr. Haines returns he will
bring a new launch which has been built
and which will add
for him at Brooklin.
another to Ellsworth's rapidly growing

mosquito

fleet.

*F. W.

Rollins and wife art" in Mnssachuaetta visiting frienda and relatives and
attending graduating functions. Yesterdav they attended commencement at
Wellesley, their daughter, Misa Harriet,
being a member of the graduating class.
ls*t Friday-class day—they were the
guests of William I). Clark, Harvard, '06.
Mr (lark spent the summer of 1003 in
Ellsworth, the guest of hia cousin, Mrs.
Rollins. To-day Mr. Hollins is attending
He it
commencement at Cambridge.
expected home -the last of this week.
Mrs. Rollins and Miss Harriet will return
next week.

last Thursday a Polish laborer at work
the railroad near Nieolln, in Jumping
beon t moving hand-car, was caught
tween the handle-bars and the frame,
receiving injuries from which he died a
few hour* later in the Bangor hospital.
The man was known as JohD Smith, but
that is supposed to have been merely a
convenient English name in place of his
His
own unpronounceable Polish name.
relatives, if there an any in this country,
Coroner C. R. Foster, oi
are unknown.
Ellsworth, held an inquest Friday, the
verdict of the Jury exonerating the railroad company or its employees from blame
for the accident.
on

Kegnlur

—.-V

awjcrttsn-.uTiv

AT LAMOIN'K.

Meeting

of

Pogramnte

OlebrntloD of the
THE NEXT TERM
Glorious Fourth.
OF T11K
The liveliest spot in the immediate viof
cinity of Ellsworth on the Fourth will he
North Ellsworth.
The fan will begin
early there and last until late. Ellsworth
people who are going cannot get there too
early to find something doing.
The day will be ushered in with a salute.
A feature of the forenoon will be a parade
1903*
July
5,
Opens
of fantaatics. There will be other attracProgressive nml enterprising men wanted to
tions to keep things lively until noon,
become Lite Assurance salesmen.
You may be thorotutb'y educated and trained when dinner will be served at
Agriculin our SelxHd ot InstrweMon by men who know
how. Tuition free. Write for full particulars. tural hall from 12 to 1 o'clock. There will
be opportunity to obtain refreshments
FRANKLIN H. HAZKLTON,
or luncheon at the hall all day.
No. 93 i:xchan;e St.,
Portland, Maine.
The afternoon programme will include
horse racing, running raws, sack races and
minor sports. B. T. Sowle will be on hand
FROM BAR HAIHIOIL
with his automobile and help to liven
Plans for Fourth of July Celebration things up.
There will be dancing all the afternoon,
—'V'11 lasso Improvement.
and in the evening a grand ball.
MonaSaturday and Sunday Bar Harbor enter- ghan will furnish music during the day
and
for
hall
the
in
the
evening.
tained the member^ of the Maine BankThere will be a display of fireworks in
ers’ association w o gathered here from all
the evening which promises to go ahead
parts of the State for their annual conven- of anything of the kind ever seen in this
tion. Many of the members were accom- S3ction of the county.
panied by ladies and the party w'as quite a
The annual banquet was
large one.
RUST.
served at the Lynam house in the evening,
previous to which a business meeting was
Kiln wort li Port.
held. Sunday the visitors took the twenSAILED
ty-two mile drive as the guests of the Bar
Friday, June 23
Harbor Banking and Trust company and
F
J
Sch
Whitcomb, Smi h, Uondout, ®taver,
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
the First National bank, of Bar Harbor.
"ich Revenue, C'o«i»»n, Ea**t Rluthill, lumber,
The wedding of Miss Jennie Ethel Sta- Whitcomb, II 'vno & Co
sch Sonny side,
Stonington, lumber,
ples, daughter of Charles Staples and wife, Ellsworth Lumber Rtrltour,
Co
and Leigh R. Graves, took place at St. SavSaturday, June 24
ior’s church Tuesday evening of last week.
Soli .lull* Frances, Alley, Salem, lumber,
Whitcomb, Hayne® A Co
The ceremony was performed by tie recARRIVED
tor, Rev. Stephen H. Green. The maid of
Monday, June 2(5
honor was Miss Branch Pendleton, and
Sch Henrietta A Whitney, Woodward, Boston
Walter Russell was best man. After the
BORN.
wedding a reception was held at the home
of the bride’s parents, where Mr. and Mrs.
A PRAHA M—At Stool ngto"n, June 19, to Mr and
Graves will make their home.
Mr® VarfcU A Apraham, a eon.
Plans have been made to have a Boston BROWN—At Bar Harbor, June 3, to Air and

Green

Mountain Pomona.
June 28
(special) —Green
Mountain Pomona met with Lamoine
grange last evening. A delegation of
about 125 from the several granges in this
part of the county was present, despite
the heavy rain of Monday which
caused j
the traveling to be rather bad.
After the opening exercises, a large num- i
her united with the Green Mountain Pomona, it being the first meeting held since
the separating from Hancock Pomona.
The fifth degree was then conferred in
form on a class of thirty-nine.
After recess and dinner, the first busi-

Lamoine,

ness

Instruction

the

lass of '().*>,

K.

II.

S., < loses Its

symphony

The

mer.

exercises

of

KLL3WORTII t'ALL$,

and BALJ..

The commencement day closed w ith the
class concert and ball in the evening.
singing by the lotus quartette, of
l^w iston, and
readings by M. Dennett, of

Drw-iaton,

were

greatly enjoyed.

Miss

Dora Parsons was
accompanist for the
parts in the programme.
The dance w-hich followed crowded the
floor of Hancock hall to its
capacity. The
in its gay decorations of the class
colors, crimson and white, with colored
electric lights and the many light dresses
•nlo

«f the
ladies, presented a
1 ho junior class served

pretty picture.
refreshments in

Sl'INNEV—At Little Deer Isle, June 21. to Mr
and Mr® John F Spinney, a
daughter.
l Elite I M j
8 nN8()N— At South Deer Isis, June 22, to Mr
ami Mrs Lyman E Stinson, a eon.
TAPLKY—At Rockland, June 21, to Mr and
Air® Walter M Tapley, a eon.
TAT LEY At Montreal, June 21, to Mr aud
Mr® J W Tail-jr, a daughter.
YOUNG—Ai Southwest Harbor, Jcne 21, to Mr
and Mr® Fred Young, a daughter.

for the church here for the summer report
that through F. E. Hartshorn, of New’
have

other end of the town
sports to be held
under the auspices of the Dirigo Boating
Co. A number of events have been arranged with suitable prizes. The races
will be held in the forenoon, beginning at
10 o’clock. The events are as follow's:
with

David Hals bury has sold a pair of teamhorses to parties in Walt ham.

|

CONGREGATIONAL.

M. Adams. pastor.
Sunday, July 2—Morning service
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Prayer and conference
day evening at 7.30.

meeting

on

UNITARIAN.
Rev. S. W. Sutton,

a

pastor.

at

Fri-

!

DIED.
!
:
1

I

YOUNG

&

including
on

EMs worth.

The Faiflous and Reliable

MIANUS
outsells thein all in Maim*. Fully guaranteed, kw tr.
high in (luality.
HOKTl.AMI

|

boat

slip.

School Gruduatea.
Following is a list of this year’s graduthe
Ellsworth
ates from
grammar
schools, who have obtained the necessary
rank in the examinations which qualify
them for admission to the high school:
School street—Percival Cushman, Carrie
Estey, Charles Eppes, Robert Fernald,
Helen
Annie
Hurley, Eva
Leighton, Rath Lord, Myrtle Monaghan,
Edward Parsons, Harold Sinclair, Sadie

pasturage; buildings in fair condition.
Also 1 express wagon, 1 buggy, 1
meat-cart with refrigerator.
For further particulars enquire of

G. B. Stuart,

j

Geo. W. Patten,
Levi W. Bennett,

FOR SALE.

BAB HARBOR TO BANGOR.
Sun-

day*
A M

So W Ilbr
No E 11 Or
Seal II or
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Steam
4

Laundry and
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All kinds of
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Ellsworth.

A M

BANGOB TO BAB HABBOB.

A M

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

A M

8 08
« It
8 M

5 86 7 40 1 05 4 15 4 15 13 18
y 05 11 05 5 30 7 20 7 20 S«
Sunday 7 0*.

Potld 1*56

Main Street,

P M

A M

Inlays.

t7«
17 08

...

P II

T3UBIAL LOTS in centre and near the entrance of Woodbine Cemetery belonging
to Lygonia Lodge. These lots are beautifully
situated and well graded and easy of access a
alltimes. Iuquireol
H. L. MOOR or

H.

It
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7 Ot
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LOIS IN WOODBINE CEMETERY.
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Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 6.13 •
arriving E1U-worth II 56 a m, 9.47pm
with Washington Co Ry.

m, and
connect
*

T

L.

i

W.

X

7

! J 0 R DA M, j\

11

UNDERTAKER,

IJ.
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I
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v'ith $10 worth of our Soapa.
Extracts, Spices, Tea. Coffee.
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Standard Groceries.
Send at once for our new, big
catalogue of two PREMIUMS.

»

Daily.
Leaves Sundays
Sundays only.

at 9 a m.

v
Sundays only steameyl
leave* Sou'liAest Ilarhor 2 20 p m;Nortiieaa
Har or 2.SO p m ; seal Harbor 2 50 p m, to cowme. with ihli tialn.
fStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
z

Tickets l or all points South and
West for sale at the M. C. K. 14.
ticket ortice, Ellsworth.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boston

and St. >Johu.

Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to EllBWortn.
F. E. BOOTH BY, G. P. & T. ▲.
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
EASTERN

Steamship Company.
SUMMER SCHEDULE.

SI'PPLV CO., Dept. A
17 Oak St.
Augusta, Me.
IIOM K

Six

Trips

a

Week.

ESTABLISH F.P 1848.

WM. FARROW,
SAI L_-!V! A KER.
Dealer iu Duck, Bolt-Rope and all
kinds of Trimmings used in making
sails. Everything to work with.
WIIAuF,

FOR

ROCKLAND.

ML.

SALE

Home-grown grade

Commencing Monday, May ], steamer J T
Morse leaves Bar Harbor dally, except 8unday_
1 30 p m, for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor.
Southwest Harbor, Brook tin. Deer Isle, Sargentvllie, Dark Harbor and Rockland, connect*
lng with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Catherine leaves Bluehlll dally, except Sunday, at 8 p m, for South Bluehlll, Stonlmrton, North Haven and Rocklaud, connecting
with steamer for Boston.
Si earner Juliette leaves Sedgwick dally, exc» pt Sunday, at l.30 p m, for Herrick’s Landing
South Brouksvllle, Blake’s Point, Eggemoggin
Dtrtgonnd Rockland, connecting wltn steamer
for Holton.
RETURNING
at

Several ginxl business Horses, new and second
hand Carnages. Harnesses. Agent tor H. A.
Moyer's Fine Carnages. Everything as repre
seated or no sale.
Terms reasonable.
K
H
GOIILI).

of

PEAS FOR SEED
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Long Distance Telephone.

RESTAURANT.

From Boeton at t p m daily, except Sunday.
From Rockland at 5.30 a m, daily, except Mon-

day.

All cargo, except live stock, via the 'steamer*
of this Company, Is Insured against lira and
marine risk.
F. 9. Shkrman, Gen’l Agent. Rockland, Me.
Calvin

Boston.

Austin,

V.

P.

A Gen’l Manager,

Ellsworth, Bluehlll and Swan’s Islani
STEAMBOAT LINE.

Meals and Lunches at all hours. A
Mrs. S. A.
good dinner for 25c.
Moore, AVater Street, Ellsworth.
Rooms formerly oempled by I*. 8. Bowdeu.

IStoftBBional CarSs.

Bath Rooms.

WA8HKK,"

....

A M
A M P V; T M
S 60 11*30 y
1*7 1
9 01 11 soy
j 7 20
9 20 11 .*« y
7 40
ld H* 1 < U « (O: ‘9 0

...

Notice.

AX V PERSON desirous of securing a situation in Boston and vicinity,
or New York City, can by
sending 10c
in silver) receive 200 reliable want advertisements by addressing Star Advertising Agency, Cambridge, Mass.

.•

Commencing June 5, 1905.

..

Assessors.

Special

JStiamtiiu

..

Ellsworth, Ifh.

May 31, 1905.

At HANCOCK HOUSE STABLE,

long.

Entries for the events must be made at
the Bar Harbor Record office before 5
o’clock July 3. The starting point will be
above the bar and the finish at the Dirigo

We offer for sale on easy terpis an
85-acre farm; cuts about 15 tons of
hay; has an orchard of 75 thriving
trees (grafted); two good wells of water;
wood enough to use on place; excellent

TILSON’S

|

feet

fcsuroaOs and

TO SETTLE AN ESTATE.

Emery B

The assessors of Ellsworth will be
in session at the mayor and aldermen's
ladies'
Single-oared sculls, single canoes,
room, Hancock hall building, on the
double sculls, men’s double sculls, tub
last Wednesday of each month, bej
and
contest
race.
race, tilting
power-boat
!
In the power-boat race there will be two ginning June 1, 1005.
F. B. Aiken,
one
for
boats
under
classes,

cos

MIAN US MOTOB WORKS, 20-33 Portland Pier.

DESK GIVEN AWAY

DUNBAR—At Sullivan, June 2B,
Dunbar, aged 4U years.

the Market.

liafttttt.eitt OirigM
C'lnl) Hnfi,

DOW,

the Olds Gaso-

GASOLINE ENGINES,

DOWNEY—At Bar Harbor. June in, Maurice
Downey, jr, of El I a worth, aged 42 years, 2
months.

ASSESSORS' NOTICE.

carnival of water

(■raimnar

Rev. J.

j MARSHALL—GOTr- \t Bar Harbor, June 24.
! by Rev Angus
MacDonald, Mien Georg a
M March ill io Vivian C Gott, both of Eden.
PaBKKB—CHILDS—At *tonlngton, June 17,
| by Rev d D Hun-r un, MUh Alum Ptrfcer to
James Frank Child®, both of >tonlngion.
RA LPH —WILL! A MS-At Ellsworth, Jure 25,
by Rev P A A Klllam, MU® Elia B Ralph, of
Kllaworth, to John C vVililam®, qf Portland.
ST APLBS—GRAVES—At Bar Harbor, June
1
20. by Kev Stephen II Green, MU® Jennie
Ethel Staple®, of Bar Harbor, to Leigh R
Graven, of Franklin.
5WETT—FISHER— At Portland, June 22, by
Alls® Ellul France® Sweit,
| Rev E P Wilson,
formerly of Ellsworth, to Earl Augustus
Fisher, of Astoria. Ore

twenty-five

Susie^

CHURCH NOTES.

Rakes, Tedders.

Reapers,

We also h»ve all kinds of Farm Machinery,
line Ftiglne—any power.
“KMFIRK” CREAM SKI'ARATORS- best

—

feet in length and the other for boats over
twenty-five feet long and not over forty

Mrs. Nettie Delaittre and daughter
of Salisbury Cove, visited friends and relatives here a feu'days last week.

P. V. Allen has sold his farm generally
know as the Haines farm, to parties in
Poston. He expects to leave this week for
Boston, where he will reside.

MARRIED.
BLODGETT-TAPLEY-At West Brooksvllle,
June 25, by Rev K P Green, Mbs Annie Alay
lilodgvtt to Olden DougUsa Tapley, both of
West Brooksvllle.
CAIN—'TOKREY— At Kockport, June 21, by
Ri*v Charles F Smith. MU® Emma L Cain, of
Kockport, to Ernest M Torrey, of Deer Isle.
LA W—HIGGINS At Ellsworth, Juno 26, by
Rev James D O’Brien, MU® Mabel 11 Law, of
Cambridge, Mu®®, to Jesse K Higgins, of

forenoon at the

LAK KWOOI>.

Norris L. Moore recently purchased a
team-horse of Mr. Carter, of Mariaville.
Howard Rollins has gone to Bar Harbor,
where he has employment for the summer
at the Newport house.

Mowers,

—

DYER—At Franklin, June 24, Helen M, daughter of Mr and Mrs John Deer, aged 4 years, 4
I moon a, 22 days
KNOWLES— At West Eden, May 16, Infant son
there will be a ball game between the
of Thomas and Addle Knowles,
aged 10 days.
recently-organized Bar Harbor nine and PRAY—At Bar Harbor, June 23. Daniel E
Pray, of Mt Desert, ageu
years, 10 months,
another good team.
In the afternoon a
11> days.
baloon ascension will be the chief attrac- V A UN IT M—At
Penobscot, June 21, Edward 8
tion. The Bar Harbor band will furnish
Varnum, aged 31 years, 1 mouth, 6 days.
YOUNG—At 8uriy, June 26, .lames C Young,
music during the day.
aged 58 years, 9 months.
The Fourth will be celebrated in the

for

CONCERT

Lampher, a son.
LUST—At Lon/ Island, June 19, to Mr amt
Mr® I'tfctrl* 9 K Lynt. a daughter,
iBKD-At Center, June 19, to Mr and Mrs
Edmond .1 heed, a daughter.
SllEPARO—At Little Deer lelc, June 15, to Air
and Mr® Lewi® A Shepard, a son.

gan in earnest

*ell

Emery was scholarly, and contained much
Wholesome advice. He likened life not to
»
race-course or to a battlefield, in which
the contest waa to out-distance or defeat
one s
fellows, but to a great co-operative
workshop, in which the good of all was
for the good of each.

Afr® tin reel I us

Work on the improvement of the Grand
Central lot, as it is commonly known, be-

the

delivered. There was no striving
erudite discussion of things beyond
their reach, but subjects of common interesl were ably treated.
The address to the class by Justice L. A.

The better the tools, the better the crop.
Have them in readiness, for tho weather
is fickle. We have the best of

—

<

engaged Royal
Haven, Conn., they
N. Jessup, of Brooklyn, N. Y., who is to
first
the
Sunday in July and
Ellsworth high school, w-hich were in be here on
of September.
progress when The American went to remain until the middLe
pHss last week, passed off very pleasantIv. Mr. Jessup 1§ a member of the middle
class at the I'nion Theological aeminary
The class parts and the
essays, without
York city, and comes highly recomexception, were admirably prepared and New
mended.
commencement

Air® Arthur Brown, a non.
UULLI VER At Bar Harbor, June 15, to Air
and Mrs Le.-l.e Gulliver, a sou.
HUTCH IS*-At Bar Htrbor, June 5, to Air
mod Mrs Arthur Hutchins, a daughter.
JON KS At Stonington, June 19, to Air and Airs
Itoliert June®, jr, a son.
KRM.KY-A* Castlno, June .2, to Mr and Mrs
•f•!»«-* Kelley, a son.
LAV 1*11 KB —At Seal Cove, June 15, to Air and

here during the sumorchestra
will be heard

orchestra

HERE.

SOON BE

MARINE

reguUrly st the swimming club, and it is
planned to give a public concert at the
Casinqjmce a week. The members of the
orchestra w ill arrive during the first week
in July and will probably maice their first
grange to convene a goodly number of vis- public appearance here July 9, when It is
iting members remained for the evening planned to have the formal opening of the
session. The programme for the evening
swimming club.
was the drama u'Willow-dale”, presented
by Lamoine grange.
VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT.

Commencement Day Pleasantly.

The

WILL

HAYING TIME

Life Assurance

Tuesday morning, when a
Bert Oowelt, o( Lyrtn, Mass., la visiting
Maurice Downey, Jr., of El la worth, died
four-horse-team started in to plough up
friends and relatives here.
at Bar Harbor Monday noon, after an illthe lot. Plans of the lot and the proposed
Mr*. Nettie DeBeck, of Waltham, is visne*§ of less than three daj-t from an acute
improvements were made by Engineer
her
Mrs.
I*.
sister,
Eugene
Clough.
form of Bright’s disease.
Mr. Downey, iting
Hill, and a crew of men was at w’ork
Miss Maliei Maddox went to Bar Harbor
who wua employed at R. H. Kitt red go's
Friday and Saturday taking measurements
market, was taken suddenly ill while at on Friday, where she has employment for and driving stakes.
work Friday evening.
Mr. Downey was the summer.
The lot is a large and very valuable one
forty-two year* of age. He leaves a father,
Miss May McCarthy, of Waltham, Mass., on the corner of Main and Mount Desert
wife and ktwo children,
also a sister, is
spending her three weeks’ vacation with streets, and was purchased by the town
Mrs. Mary Hennessv, who have the sym- her mother here.
several years ago at an expense of $45,000.
pathy of Ellsworth friends and neighbors.
Mrs. Gertrude DeBeck. and child, of At the last annual meeting of the town it
The body waa brought to Ellsworth MonClifton, have been visiting here with her was voted to lease the lot to the Bar Harbor village improvement association for
day night, and funeral services will be sister, Mrs. Alfred Smith.
held at 8t. Joseph’s Catholic church tothe term of ten years, the town reserving
James Howard, who has been in the solmorrow morning.
Kev. J. u. G:Brien will
the privilege of cancelling the lease upon
diers’ home at Togus since last fall, is
celebrate requiem high mass at 9 o’clock.
payment to the association of the sum it
a
on
home
ninety days’ furlough.
may have expended in improvements,
The talk on Porto Rico, by E. \V. Ix>rd,
Miss Margaret loiftin is home for the such sum not to exceed |2,000.
assistant commissioner of education there,
M isa Laffln is employed
summer vacation.
The village improvement association is
wa* enjoyed by a good-sized audience at
in the public schools at Berlin, to
It
grade the lot and grass it over.
Hancock hall hast evening. His talk was an teacher
N. H.
not confined to the educational work on
proposes to lay out paths across the lot
and set out trees, shrubbery and flowers.
The Children’s day concert, iiostponed
the island, but gave a general'idea of life
for Hwo weeks, was given by the members The band stand will lie moved from its
and conditions existing there, presented
in an instructive and interesting manner. of the Sunday school on Sunday evening place near Main street to a more centra!
location on the lot, and seats will be
Mr. Lord was introduced by Henry M. i n the church.
Hall, president of the Ellsworth high
A dancing party, arranged by several placed here and there.
school alumni association, under the aus- young ladies, was given at Gerry’s casino
pices of which the entertainment was Tuesday eveniug. It was well attended,
FOURTH OF JULY.
given. The musicial programme included and was much enjoyed by all present.
Workmen are busy getting Lindall’s
piano solo by Mias Nan I. Druinmey, vocal
Miss Helen A. Thomas, who is employed
park ready (or the Fourth of July celeaolos by Rav. P. A. A. Killam and Miss as teacher in the
public schools at Madi- bration to be given under the manageHertha (iiles, and a duet by Misses Mary
her
sister, ment of C. E. Lindall. There will be
son, is here for a few days with
F. Hopkins and Emma Allen. The proMrs. K. P. lx>rd. Miss Thomas is on her many attractions at the park during the
ceeds from the entertainment will form
way to her home at Eden to spend her day and evening, prominent among which
the nucleus of a
building fund for a new- summer vacation.
will be a display of fireworks every hour
high school.
The committee appointed several weeks during the day, ending with a grand disIn the forenoon
ago to arrange for the hiring of a supply play in the evening.
( OMEKT AND BALL.
<

2ltib£Ttt0emrut0.

for

School

programme for the afternoon
session was the installation of Miss Grace
\\ oodworth, of
Franklin, as lady assistant
steward. J?ho grange then closed in fifth
degree and opened in fourth degree.
Miss Phosie Higgins then gave the address of welcome which was both interesting and novel. A hearty response was
given by Bro. Hall, of Bay View grange.
The report of committee on by-laws was
read and adopted. \V. M. Julien
Emery
was authorized to
procure regalias for
officers.
From an invitation extended
from Nieolin grange, it was voted to meet
with that?grange Sept. 2. Also an invitation from Pamela grange to meet with
it Sept. 27 was accepted. The annual
meeting will be with Bay View grange on
Oct 7.
After business was disposed of the follow iug programme was carried out:
First topic Resolved, that special farminglis more profitable than mixed farming
was ably discussed by members.
A talk
then followed upon the necessity of
our
.farms more self-sustaining
making
by buying less and raising more, followed
a
by
topic which was very interestingly
discussed: “Can {firming b© made as attractive an other callings?
If so, how?"
Closing remarks for the good of the order were made by W. M. Julien Emery,
and a vote of thanks was given to Lamoine
grange for entertainment. Thus closed a
profitable and interesting session of the
first meeting of Green Mountain Pomona.
It being the regular evening for lamoine
on

AT NORTH KLLSWORTH.

EVE,

short notice.

NOSE,
and

THROAT

EAR.

SIMMKK SCHEDULE.
Steamer PEMCY V.,

Capt. A. E. Smith.
Trips Per Week.
Commencing May 1. 19<fi. steamer will leave
Ellsworth Monday, Thursday and Saturday at
7.30 a rn for *Surry, *South Surry, Bluehill
(connecting with Eastern 8 S Co at Bluehill for
Rockland and Boston), *8outh Bluehill, * North
Brooklln, Wed Tremont, Bass Harbor (MoKlnley) and Atlantic.
Three

Goods called for and delivered
Holies,
municipal court
Church closed during July and August.
H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
tastefuUy decorated in Pastor’s address, East Lamome.
WEST END liKIDUE,
the junior class
ELLSWORTH, ME.
At East Lamoine, Sunday, July 2, serD. W. BUNKER, M. D„
colors, light blue and
m.
vice at the church at 2.30 and 7.30 p.
Strout, Willie Scott.
vhite.
TO INSURANCE SOLICITORS.
the
at
June
schoolhouse,
BAR HARBOR, ME.
29,
Thursday,
W’est side—Julia Barron, D. E. DonoNOTICE: If you are an insurance man and
Christian Endeavor meeting at 8.00 p. m.
are looking for a good opportunity. NOW IS
RETURNING.
AMlSKM KNT XOTKS.
van, Ella Hawks, Abbie Snow.
YOUR CHANCE, a first elans Company writMETHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Leave Atlantic at 6 a m, Tuesday, Friday
F. SIMON TON, M. D.
No. 4—Beulah Jordan, Sherman Milli- ing HEALTH AN!) ACCIDENT
INSUR
ROBBING CIRCUS.
and
at the same points and
Rev. J. P. Simonton. pastor.
Sunday,
touching
ANCE
has
been
admitted to the Mate
recently
ken, Lester Tate.
connecting at Bluehill with the Eastern 8 S Co
of Maine and desires a manager for each couuty.
Saturday next will be circus day in
Friday, June 30- Prayer meeting at
from Boston.
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON.
No. 5-Harry M. Bellatty, Maud E. If you are experienced, can furnish good
rewhen the Frank A. Robbins 7.30.
The aoove schedule aleo gives a through conferences. and PRODUCE GOOD
^Usworth,
to. will
Morning service at Bellatty, Hattie E. Clark, pjjl Dan forth, YOU ARE THE MAN WE WANT RESULTS,
Sunday, July 2
MANNING BLOCK. nection via Eastern S 8 Co from Atlantic, Bass
pitch its large tents at Wyman
Apply at OFFICES.
Harbor and West Tr< mont to Boston
Sermon by the pastor.
Sunday Mary A Leighton, Arnold J. Fatten.
once! PEERLESS CASUALTY CO., Kox 384,
Tuesday
Park. The Robbins show is a good one. 10.30.
and Jirlday, and from Boston Thursday and
Residence. No. 9 Hancock St.
KEENE. N K.
at 11.45.
Epworth league at 7.
No. 10—Lula Seeds.
There will be a parade in the forenoon school
Saturday.
TELEPHONIC.
Evening service, 7.30.
Connection 1h made at Bass Harbor (McKloand performances in the afternoon and
Cigarphotio In Your Mouth
Baysiae—Preaching Sunday at 2.30 p. m.
8teamer Clmbrla for Bangor and Bar
An old dog does not bark for nothing.
and everyone thinks it a Cigar.
Harbo
It is the
e'ening. Many thrilling acts are prom- Mr. Simonton.
greatest musical* ever got
L.
All freight billed through via Eastern S 8 Co
Jokes
L.
BAPTIST.
up.
was
a
It
LARRABEE, to all points to and from Rockland and Boston.
^d, among the most sensational being
simply question of veracity be- played with it as well as the latest tunes.
the “Dip of
cents.
Address C. D. McGowx,
tween us,” said the oldest inhabitant. Price 10
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor.
*Flag landing
Death”, in which two daring
Dentist.
Medford, Mass.
NOTICE—This steamer can be chartered every
service
at
“He
said
I
was
a
liar
and
I
said he was a
bicyclists tempt disaster by shooting
Sunday, July 2—Morning
Wednesday for excursions. Capacity 126 pas10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening liar.” “Huh!” rejoined the village post- Semi Postal for my Illustrated Catalogue Office: Room*. First National Bank Building, sengers.
down an inclined plane and
through space praise and preaching service at 7.30.
formerly occupied by Ellsworth Dental O. W. TAPLKY, Manager.
°n their w
master. “That’s the first time I ever heard of Books, Pictures and Frames, Toys. Games.
Parlors. Telephone 57-B.
heels. The company carries a
Bible study and praver service at 7.30
Tricks, Fancy Goods, Jewelry and Household
WAI.TEK J. CLARK. AgUkt,
®ne menagerie w'ith it.
of either of you telling the truth.”
Friday evening.
Specialties. C. D. BcGown, Medford, Mass
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
lt».
l*U:

banquet

*oom, which

room

and

were

E#

—

J)R.

KUaworth,

The America?, ha a tubscribon at 107 I a mo ini- June 27. As this is the first
of the 117 post-offices in Hancock county rtfolir meeting of the new Pomona, an
AU t’u tAker paper* in the County com- interesting and profitable meeting is anbined do not roach *o many. The Ameri- ticipated.
cas i* not *h* only paper printed in
G?orge Hall ind family drove to Bangor
Hancock county, and has never claimed to and returned the first of last week. Mr.
be, but it is the only paper that can prop Hall went on business. Mr. Hall took
criy be called a Goctcty paper; all the photographs of the interior of the •*ntral
rout art merely local paper9. The circula- school building last week. The phototion o( The Americas, barring the Bar graphs will be used in the leagm exhibit
Harbor Records rummer list% it larger to be made at Hampden in July.
8.
than that of Jill the other papers printed
Jane 24.
in Hancock county.
FRANKLIN ROAD.

NEWsT

COl NTY

County Ifemt

War additional

*m other

Ipmyn

■where lie will be

Darid

Tenney

Ravside.

fo-day

employed.

were

#

Since this Bank
lost

cy

on

sent

from the

hand

it

by U. S.

care

of

by opening

son.
Nel-

I Capital. $50,000.

filling

position

bis

while

Omni* W*

G.

June 26.

EILSWORTH, WAINe.

COUNTY NEWS.

be is

away.

r«,

mw

SOUTH B ROOKS VTLLE.

BLUEHILL FALLS.

Dorotny Tibbetts, of

! Mr«. E. B. Gray, who baa been In BlueFriend is on the sick list.
hil! for the past six months is at home.
Wilbur Friend is carpentering at the
A family from New York is occupying
Mis* Della Hill has closed her school I Point.
T. T. Harvey’s cottage at the head of the
Mr and Mr*. Sunders, of North Blue- ;
year at W est Springfield. Maas., and cairn
I cove.
home Sunday.
hill, sfx-nt Sunday with Mrs. Angie Bray. 1
The family of the late Prof. Gapen. of
Charles Purdy, of Brookline. Mass., prePleasure* Baker, of Jacksonville, Fla_,
sented twenty-nine books to the Brooklin is visiting Mrs. Nevin at “Airly Deacon’) Tufts college, are at their cottage at OrI cutt’s Harbor.
library Saturday.
oh Mill island.
School No. 5, taught by Olive Condon
Miss Chase, of Boston, Mrs. Stone and
School closed Friday after a very succlosed Friday.
Miss- Condon won the
Mis* rtimmons, of New York, are at Mrs. cessful terra taught by Margaret Hinckley,
of both parents and pupils.
E. 1. Hill s for the season.
of Blue hill. She endeared herself to all. j respect
In naming the pupils not absent oneMrs. Frank Watson and son Walter are
Harry Conary arrived Friday from Cali- half
day from the spring term at Buck s
stopping with Mrs. Watson's mother, Mrs. fornia. being six weeks on the homeward j
: Harbor school. Doris Condon's name was
H. M. Atherton, this summer.
trip. All are very glad to aee him home. |
inadvertantly omitted,
Mrs. Elia McFarland Wilkins and son. He called at Brookline. Mass., on Capt. R*
of Magnolia, Mass., are the guests of G. F. Candage. who although eighty years j The teacher and pupils of school No. 4
Webster McFarland and wife.
old, attend* to bis bustMas every day. gave an entertainment at the school house
:
is the proMiss Agnes McFarland came home from He intends to spend a part of August Friday evening. Following
! gramme: Instrumental music, Messrs,
in Bluehill.
where
she
Holyoke, Maas.. Wednesday,
CnrMBs*.
June 26.
j Condon and Gray; recitation. Julia
baa been visiting since her school at Fox! Cousins; dialogue. Charles Cousins and
croft closed.
WEST FRANKLIN.
j I Aura Bates; recitation, Doris Condon;
The Dodge family and Miss Stevenson,
I
instrumental music, Venie Haskell; reciJanie Springer arrived home from
Mias
of Washington, D. C., arrived Sunday.
j tat ton, Percy Bates ; recitation, Kate Has*
They will board with Mias E. A. Mayo Bangor Wednesday.
kell; tableau, from Dickens; recitation,
Mias Hazel Hardison has gone to Seal j
thia season.
j Sadie Hates; music, Condon and Gray:
Harbor for the summer.
An entertainment was held in grange
recitations. M. Harvey, EUa Condon,
Mrs. Helen Spencer and little aon ar- Esther
hall Friday evening under the auspices of
Charles
Gray, Laura Bates,
the Brooklin high school. The proceeds, rived from northern Maine to-day.
Cousins; tableau, Ella Condon; recitawill
toward
new
a
is
books
Arthur Eunker, with
$22.
go
crew,
building tions, Leora Green, Hattie Saunders,
procuring
for the Baptist Sunday acbool library.
the piece of road designated by the county Alfred Chat to; tableau, Hattie Saunders;
High school closed Thursday with ap- commissioners as the State road. Mr. dialogue, Addte and Bake man Bates; recipropriate exercises. The teacher. Miss Bunker is doing his best, and all are look- ; tation, Emma Condon; song, Sumner
Lizzie Hutchingson, of Norway, left Fri- ing for an A1 piece of road.
Condon; recitations. Murray Bates, RusSchools closed Thursday. West Frank- sell Condon, Nellie Bates; music; tableau,
day. Miss Hutchingson has accomplished
much for the school, and won the respect lin was fortunate in having two good j Marjorie Harvey; recitations. Kathleen
and love of her pupils.
It is to be re- teachers. Miss Mary Chandler, of Colum- Condon, Agnes Chatto; song.
Hattie
gretted that she will not return for an- bia, and Miss Caaaalina Springer, of Saunders; recitations. George York, Edna
other year.
It is hoped that they will I York; exercise by eight pupils; dialogue,
Franklin.
Sumner and Irving Condon, Willie Gray,
June 26.
Uiie Femme.
return this fall.
Ch'e’kb.
; Ida Ladd: valedictory poem, Lftia Bates;
June 23.
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
vacation song, school. After the proEAST SULLIVAN.
Mrs. Austin Smith is in poor health.
gramme. which was successfully carried
^
Edward H. Smith leaves this morning out, i-**-cream was served. The teachers
I)r. Furgerson is in attendance.
for Orono to take a specie 1 course at the received some valuable present* as a token
A little boy came to the home of Mr.
summer school.
of esteem from the pupils. The proceeds
and Mrs.
Stinson June 22.
at

End

West

for

Allie

Timer.

Lyman
Jacob Bryant

His

are

sister

from

is

in

Miss Agnes
from
chusetts. Sue goes into the library at Sorrento this morning.
Patten is bom**

health.
Maas., is

very poor

Newburyport,

with him.

Sunday, July 2,

Sunset, and Vivian
Small, of Freedom, spent Thursday and

Evelyn Small,

Friday

of

Mrs. Fred Rackiiff was called to Ro£kthia week by the illness of her

Thompson.
Francis Stanley left Thursday for the
Isle of Shoals, where he has employment.
Harry and Walter Stanley also .left
Thursday. They are to be employed on

closed here Friday, June 23, after

School

very pleasant and profitable term of
eleven weeks taught by Mertice Small, of

Bunset. Misa Small possesses the rare
facultv of being able to keep up the interest of the school to the end of the term.
Parents and children are loud in their

praise of

done,

her for the work

and all

wish that she may be returned for the fall
term.

H.

June 24.

NORTH DEER ISLE.
Mark C. Whitmore returned from
to

Bangor Saturday.
Mr*. Melville Thompson

from

a

a

trip

ha* returned

visit in Casline.

Augustus Webb, who is employed at lair
au Haul, was home Sunday.
A

son

was

born

Shepard, June la,

at

to the wife of Lewis
Little Deer Isle.

M iss Genevieve Allen, of New York, is
her mother, Mrs. Meredith Ellis.
Frank HaskeH has sailed in the
schooner L. T. W hitmore from Btonington

visiting
Capt.

for New York.

Mrs. Arthur Gray and daughter
New York with

Capt. Gr^y

on

are

in

the schooner

Hugh Kelley.
Capt. Ernest Torrey, of this place, and
Miss Emma (3aine. of Rockport, were married June 21.
Mias
was

Lilian

married to

Bray, of Mrerett. Mass.,
Capt. Edward Hutchin-

son, of Little Deer Isle, June 17, at th<*
home of the bride. Rev. J. M. Bbepler, of

Everett, performed

the ceremony.

June 26.

E.
EDEN.

park.

Sunday

The

schools will be

*

Saturday

June 28.

help
C.

the

taken at
asked

afternoon.

is

at

from E. M
vacation.

homo

summer

Dyer and Mildred Wooster
Northeast Harbor Friday to spend

Misses Lola
left for

offering

are

to

dictionary.

Mure hie Gordon

summer.

William D. Moore, of Fall River. Mass.,
moved from town thirty-six years ago,
is here for a few weeks visiting friends.

All children who

part in the exercise*

a

C. seminar}’ for the

who

j

Mrs.

H.

ter

Surplus,

$50.000J;

Eugene

Bunker and

infant daugh-

on

their course toward*

produce.

part*.
For three years some western capiIt is w ith regret that friend* here learn talists have been
thinking of building a
o? th* death of Emery Don bar, Sullivan
palp and paper plant at this point, and at
Harbor. Mr*. Dunbar formerly lired ben1, ;
periods of four and flva months, rumors
and her mother and brother are
at ill would b*1 current that
operations were
among us. Heartfelt
sympathy is ex- to begin at once, only to be contradicted
tended to each bereaved family by all.
a little later.
Calais people had about deB.
June 27.
spaired of anything being done, but in
February, 1H05, work ot a preliminary naDEATH OF JOSEPH H. WEST.
Within a few years Franklin ha* loat ture was begun and now operations are in
by death, several influential citizen*. A full awing.
The pulp and paper mill* will be of
few day* ago a man of intelligence, of
honesty, devoted to home and home in- medium aixe, giving employment to about
terest*, a man of integrity, in the person six hundred men with an output of about
of Joseph Henry Weal, answered the sud- 125 tons of paper per oay. The dam Is a
den roll-call, and we know hi* genial pres- substantial structure thirty feet wide at
A*

a

former member of

State legislature, and

more

inent and faithful in town
be

long remembered

of considerable length.
A number of atreeta have been laid out,
some of them having the same names as
streets in Calais, Main street and South
street being instances where the new town
has copied after the older one. Then
there are First, Second*and Third avenues,
with others to be Laid out and named
later.
Calais, being the nearest larg* town to
the falls, will naturally derive a large
amount of benefit from the new town in
the way of increased sales by dealers in
staple lines like clothing, shoes, etc., and
it is expected many dollars will flow into
the merchants' hands from the up-river
base and

the

recently promaffairs, he will

and missed.

funeral occurred at the home Tuesday forenoon. Rev. C. E. Petersen speaking words of appreciation of the dead citizen, and word* of consolation to the bereaved ones.
The music by Mrs*
Petersen, and Mr. Young, of Hancock,
was of rare sweetness.
The floral tribute*
included seventy-two white carnations,
tallying with age of deceased, and other
beautiful flowers from
nephew* and
nieces, and from Mr*. M. L. Walker and
Mrs. T. W. Burr, of Bangor.
Senator Hale, of Ellaworth, A. R. Devereaux, of Lamoine, Rufus, Young, of
Hancock, John Hill, W. O. Emery and
Augustus Havey, of Sullivan, -sere among
those present from out of town.
The

In

thousand Ortnsns l,TP
^

own

stroll

Wjr ap}*

at

And *»ytng: *’1

10,

adjourn
MI have been eating oniuna," confect
the pretty girl in the dim parlor. ‘-Then
1 will tell you a ghoat *tory/’ whisper*!
the auitor.
‘*But why a gho*t story?”
“Because it will take your breath away.*
more we

dbtirrtisrmrntB.

USE

J

ROGERS
-PAINTS!
WHY?
Because they

Spread farther,
Cover solider.
Wear longer,

Appear handsomer,
Give better satisfaction,
Are cheaper in the end.
,'UmuUcturfd bjr

DETROIT WHITE LEAD WORKS.

the site of

over

defect#. -Gotth*.

girt

wtw> Heed out at Luorve
dad a f»A mho waft rr*U>«*l and »t*ro,
H«M ‘tank fount men
A

InrTHiUT. Mil'll.,
ami >Uil by

Their
bread,

maccaroni and beer.
Soon

the

into

pulp

large

trees

which

Croix river

will

and converted

into

noble Saint

with

©over

be

the

ground

para white

paper, and perhaps return to us later with
the printed word* which convey the noble

Mr*.
from

thoughts of some modern Dickens, or the
world’s doings as told by a present day

din-

newspaper.

H.

The I’owrr to Pleaae.
The power to please i* a tremendous ■?fwt, Mys h writer in Sucre**. What ran be
more valuable than a
personality which
always at tract a, never repels? It is not
only valuable in business, but also in
It makes statesmen
every Held of life.
and politeians, it brings clients to the
lawyer and patients to the physician.
It is worth everything to the clergyman.
No matter what career you enter, you

advantages possessed by

the

motor in the

a

where th«* 250 Italians are located.
diet consists chiefly of Italian

!

Thf Motor Kn^iiif.
“It is interesting to note, that the use of
motors for host* prereeded the so-called
motor boat of to-day,” says H. P.
Burobeli in May Outing. Owners of cat boats
for pleasure sailing and the small fishermen that ply their
uncertain trade off
the New England coast, were quick to

appreciate

with St ita

operations
after work has ceased, one point catches
the eye quickly. This is “Little Italy,"

The Misses Ingalls will be at the Hobbins Point house for the summer.

Lilly Lake house opened Saturday
six guest*, W. J. Harper, proprietor.
Melville Manchester and wife and
E. R. Reed and son Harold drove over
Northeast Harbor Sunday and took
ner at Mrs. Mark Reed's.
June 26.

Fbrtyotie

town.

i

CENTER.

p*^

Baring, toy*making. Their product
aelUforfci
where the waters become calmer and the
800,000 a year.
St. Croii river runs in tranquil beauty to
We must not. take the fault* of
n«,
the aea.
youth into our old age; for old age
^
grandeur

io-oay the sound* ox the carpcm*r »
himmpr, the click of the Italian's pick,
the lusty roW of the mason, and the bang
treduced a variety o? recitations. and of the
blaster's charge make op a common
pretty music with motion song* in which seme pv.tiphony mhi h carries
delight to
*11 did well. Mi—c* Eleanor Dyer, Helen ?
the wage-earners of this section.
The
Bartlett, Marion j farmers who live near, see in
Macotnber, Marion
Sprsgu- *
Bragdon. Evelyn Dwtlley, Te— Hart- | Falls a new and good market for their
well
and Beatrice
Allen took leading

ence no more.

JT

\

a

boat.

are

in town from

Kingman

for

a

cannot

overestimate

the

importance

of

few

Worms?

t

»*■

Chalien

Record Books

-•

Ln^ine;

—

j

j

j

CLARION
FURNACES

rarity

worth.

Prounding Piles.
Drngaiste refund money if PAZO OfHTIitHT
falls to cure any case, no matter of bow long
standing, in 6 to 14 days. First application gives
esse sad rest- Me. If your drugahrt hasn't It
send tfte In stamp® and U will be forwaxUeo
postpaid by Par;* Medicine Co.tSi. Louis Mo.

J

Dr. True’s Elixir

June 26.

one
*

OCEAN VILLE.

Friday morning's boat
Mrs. Lacy Gross, from
Marblehead, Mass.; Miss Alice Lane, from
Quincy, Mass., and Mias Marion Cleveland, of South Hanson, Mass. Mr. Bake*
naan, who was called aw ay a few days ago,
The*arrival»

were as

on

follows:

returned.
June 23.

also

A.

CA8TINE.

or

Edwin

8.

Connor,

a

Gaatine boy,

as

president of the class of ’06, Bates college,
the Ivy day exercises of the

presided at
junior class

last

w

eek.

Hump Back

SCOTT’S EMULSION won’t nuke •
hump back straight, neither will it make
a short leg long, but it leads soft bone
I and heals diseased bone and is among
tl*c few genuine means of recovery in
I rickets and bone consumption.
Send for free sample.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemist*,
409.44$ Pear! Street,
foe. and #i«oo; all

Kaw Yack,

dragfiata.

MToo
But tl

(

he kind

ami

jour

o' me'lura*

ad*.

upon

that

tar

appeal*

to common »cnw;
1

Ton may talk about your dodgers,
circulars and i>uul«.
But 1 calculate they don't assist an advertiser

and youi

especially in winter, when the snow is on
the ground,
1 wonder where jour posters and your dodgers
oan be found?
But within the cosy homestead, when the parlor
stove's aglow,
rbe newspaper Is read aloud to everyone we
know.”

GREAT
HEATERS

are

tinuously from fall to spring, with our revolving grate, which keeps the fire bright
and clean. Doors are large, radiating surface is all directly exposed to the fire, joints
are absolutely
Every casting is
tight.
made to fit exactly and last for years.
Ask your local agent about CLARIONS

ing boat outside of the knock-about or
design yachting class, that is not
equipped with a gasoline motor.”

Ake.

Cuic fur Files.

Blind, Bleeding

UMt !

J**

*y!
I”a

**To the fisherman, to whom several cultivating that charm of manner, those
which attract people to
NORTH LAMOINE.
weeks’ visit among home friends here and hours of monotonous rising and falling on personal qualities
j
a becalmed sea meant loas of market or
yon. They will take the place of capital
of Ellsworth, was the at Lamoine.
Bertie
Austin,
f
wortbl as fish when he did reach port, the or influence. They are often a substitute
Miss Florence Dunn arrived home from
guest of his aunt, Mrs. Walter Young, last
small motor, from one and one-half to for a Urge amount of hard work.
week.
Boston one week ago, accompanied by
Some men attract business, customers,
four-horse power, just powerful enough to
Many rlulurra *rr troubled a
and trmUd for mouthing elmt. A few <1Mrs. Wellington Barbour, of Bar Har- Miss Sadie Emery. Both left lor Northcarry his craft along from three to five clients, patients, as naturally as magnet**
east
Harbor
is
Hfcr
Mrs.
V.
E.
bor,
Wednesday.
visiting
mother,
miles an hour, was a veritable godsend. It attract particles of steel.
Everything
1
vj\
Walter Lowrie, w ife and little daughter,
womutf HwyetiM.anl protf* »
Young.
emancipated him from supine dependence seems to poiut their way. fo^the same reau u.»ri**»,reri*i>
M>t-- iwuu.
teautlf!Uirxearvno
4ic
dl j. r. tun a <♦*.. Ankara, Mr.
The Misses Natalie and Dellie Salisbury, of East brook, were guests of bis sisters, on the winds; he became master of the son that the steel particles point toward
•
Mrs. E. F. Bartlett and Mrs. Nettie Dyer, elements and could calculate with some the magnet because they are attracted.
of Ellsworth, are visiting their grandparents here.
Saturday night and Sunday.
Buch men are business magnets. Busidefiniteness the times of his return to
Advertisers. Publishers and Prir'ors.
j
ness moves toward them even when they
Mrs. Lena Biai*doll, who left last week land.
School elosed on Thursday after a sue- i
“Within the last two or three years, ! do not apparently make half so much
ccfiaful term taught ny Miss Inez Carver, for l^ewistoa and Portland, was present at
QA\/r Tim* and 1
MONEY i>»
Bates college commeii'-ement. w’here her thousands of small motors have been put! effort to get it as the ie>s successful. Their
of Lagrange.
But if we
in the deep-cabined cat boats that crowd friends call them lucky dogs.
Robie Norwood and family, of South- brother. John E. DeMeyer, was a gradus
ate.
the New England harbors and shore analyze these men closely we find that
Ad«*T»i«T,J lb-cord.
i west Harbor, arrived Saturday for a visit
have attractive qualities. There ia Subscription Reconi,
jr“*
The
Job l'rl>*u.-r‘»
three*masted schooner Jeremiah resorts during the summer. Heavy row they
to Mr*. Norwood’s parents.
Advertising Rerun!.
charm
of
some
Record
about
personality
Corrr#poiK!enr«’
old-fashioned
usually
steam
and
Smith loaded for T. M. and W. B. Blais- boats,
naphtha
June 26.
Y.
t-'Tf
Imb
and
xel
for
Rul«i, printed
quick
w ins all hearts.
•*
dell & Co. and Mailed last week for Phila- launches, have likewise been converted them that
»m| rtfvrence. I>escr1pt»v* circular and
llat on application. J*u».«»shr-i by
WEST EDEN.
delphia. The achooner Sarah C. is at the into motor boats, and the familiar choo- j
K. A. & \\ K. CHILD.
choo of the hard-working Utile engine is
Most people are more anxious to share
Wesley Paine has moved his family to ( wharf loading.
KHI”
heard in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, among i their troubles with others than their good 14 DOVKR 8TRKKT.
Bar Harbof.
F. 11. >1 tcomber and wife, of Seal Harthe Thousand Islands, in the Gulf
luck.
of
Miss Helen F. Mansfield, of Orono. was
F" O R
bor, Mrs. r^na Campbe ll, of Hail Quarry,
SALE
Mexico, on the Great lakes, throughout
Mr. Stubbs—Certainly, I am going down
in town a few days last week.
and F. A. Noyes and wife, of East SulliOttv
.)nd-h.i .<1
the long, w inding course of the Missis- to the club to-night.
We are going to
The little daughter of Mrs. Lelia Tripp, van, were in town Tuesday to attend the
sippi, in the harbor of Havana and eyen in have a monster meeting. Mrs. Htubba
Knox Mar c Css .line
funeral of their uncle, Joseph H. West.
| who has been quite ill, is better.
South Africa.
On the Dutch canals, the Yes, you are all monsters to be at the club ;?b. r.
a ».*• iiu for some one. So
Mrs. Grace Marion Brown, member of
A. 8. Bunker has rented a pan of E. M
«•
n**-motor barge is a common sight.
tie*sod. Inquire at
j when you should be home with your
ladies'
quartette. Bangor, made a brief
Hamor's bouse and mpved in last week.
“The small motor, therefore, as an wives.
S 81-T #o»*S, 8R00KIIN ME.
SHERr
cal! on Mrs. Genevieve Collins last Thurs- 1
1
Howard Cousins and daughter Ethel, of
auxiliary power, has demonstrated its
her train, and a few
while
awaiting
day,
Brewer spent the past week with Charles
■J'Obrrttstnums..
j fortunate ones heard her fine voice in sev- utility beyond question. No mechanical
Phillips at the Narrows.
j device has ever been invented combining j
era! songs.
both
reasonableness
in
with
ease
of
S.
June 21.
i
price
|
| Preparations for Children's Day concert management in so satisfactory a manner
MAKLBOKO.
were made under difficulties, but the re- i as the motor
engine. No fire is needed to
Jennie and Charlie McIntyre, of Boston, salt was pleasing, notwithstanding. Mrs. | get up steam. Two or three twists of the \
f
i are visiting their grandmother, Mr*. Mary jj Petersen and Miss Lucy Butler saperin- wheel and the motor gets to work, and so
! tended the final rehearsal and concert. ; long as its supply of gasoline bolds out, !
McIntyre.
No one need live in a cold house when
I
Crown of June," in- ! requires scarcely any
Daniel McIntyre and family, who have An exercise, "The
attention until the
neat oi
immense volume can De nau »»
destination
is
reached.
been visaing relatives here the past week,
and economically in a Clarion.
easily
in
a
“If
not
it
will
the
already
^brrtiscmntts.
case,
Ellshave returned to their home in
No trouble for any one to run a fire conshort time be a
to find a small sail-

of Bay View grange
Mountain Pomona at

(iiwrwutwJ

recitations.

purchase

are

FEAN KLIN.

at the regular hour,
pa*tor will address the

to meet at the church

w.

A

and

entertainment, flh.25,

\

service
The

dose of the service.

will take

Eden baseball club would like to
arrange a game with some nearby team.
The boys are practicing evenings on Eden

Helling,

m.

for the

The

attend Green

one

a.

the

Bar Harbor.

will

of

10.30

exercises

George Richards and John Hodgkins
both have employment at carpentering at

Several members

sist

from the

June 26.

_

a

|

as

con-

There w ill be responsive reading. special music, a solo by Miss Harris,

Mrs. Frank

Ports-

be observed

children.

land

the Mimieota, running between
mouth and the Isle of Shoals.

will

Massa-

Children’s day in the church. It will

here.

daughter,

currenus.

The First National Bank,

lie Stanley.

>.

with

is visit-

of

Crabtree is

the

having surplus

an account

it

^owt Fourth
**
careful not to look at the
ptrtorj,,
of the celebration which
Kitty and Tu
*<« *P with the aid of fmk- Henry
Boat on Otvbr next Sunday. a
mU|
I bouae in a roar. Billy the Boy Artin)
! also have a glorious Fourth at the ex,.
of Professor O. Howe Wiae
and
i Hchreart. The Sunday Ofobe wiB „ *
*
a remarkable Fourth of
inly cap, wjtt
| immense apread eagle on it. which ;
girls, a* well as little boy,. * m
^
cut out and wear.
of
the
j One
strangest and strong** serai
■tortea ever devised, ia about to
i^giB
this Boston Globe. The open rig >
Si4ji,„
of it will be published neat
Sunday
“t'nder the Gilded Dome, or H ugox
leas Department Store," is a
wunfeu
story of science and love, riche* and p«.
erty, petaecution and justii-, daring n.
pioils and thrilling situation*.
«

~*,S

ftiruated ten mite* tooUiwm from Cbl«is, is the village of Sprague* Palls.
visited this
When Uk* cenaut* man
(dare in 1900, it contained Jo*t seven person*.
To-day be find* 500 men busily
! engsged in nil kind of labor-carpenters,
jointers, n»on», dam-hoi Idem and Italian
j <«arth-diggers-and the one magic- word
j which furnishes the motive power to push
t be men to great exertion, ia mon**y.
i Until a brief *ix months ago the only
sounds that could be hmrd in tbia little
hamlet were the weird sc beech of the
engine on the Princeton branch aa it
: passed by, the occasional drum of a partridge, the swish of a deer aa it broke
through the adjacent under brush, and
Maine** miniature
boom of the fall*,
bold
Niagara, as lh*y tnmbled in

free

can

Mrs.

[

Washington, IX C„

You

Mail.

Therr.

From ik* Lrmritou Journal.,)

never

Lacy Jones.

Mrs. Phrona Moore,
Bangor,
Mrs. Wilson, of Washington, I>. C., and
era, Mrs. Olive Marshall and
ing her
two friends are occupying “Rockledge”.
! Mrs. Rose Young.
Kay,Carter came home from Hebron SatEdward
Butterfield and wife have
urday. where be has be**n attending closed their home here, and gone to
school
! Southwest Harbor for the season.
Lester Nutter '.-ame home from Blaekr
I C. E. Scribner, station
agent, is in
h
?
has
the
where
wood. N. J., Friday
spent
Frank
Aroostook county for a week.
winter.

Misses Emma and

letter

established it ha-

was

At any time you wish currency to use at
once, we can send it by Registered Mail. Insured,
to any address, without cost or risk to you.

Bangor Sunday

in

was

a

yourself

daughter Edna, of

and

attend the funeral of her aunt.

to

J. Carter and son. of Stonirfgton
ire visiting N. A. Fleet bey and wife.

May Stanley Jones and little
Of FiKhburg, Mass., are visiting Mrs.

Do Your Banking By Mail.

here last week.

Mrs. Stella Shaw

Mrs. E.

Mr-

ress

in

was

HufMln* of HI* Paper Mill In Prog-

■7&mm*mammmKmmmKrawmmmmmamMm mu..

years in the West.

BHOOgLXN.
R. R. Rabson goes to Stonington

AH »ho want

Bar Harbor Friday.
Horace Smith has returned after bwo
Eddie Graves

The Bom

SPRACit'K* FALLS.

or

write ns.

WOOD Ct BISHOP CO.

And

THE CLARION OAK FURNACE,
FOR WOOD AND COAL

Sold by J. P.

ESTABLISHED

BANGOR.

|*J9,

MAINE.

ELIIRIDGE, Ellsworth, Me.

/i

N HWS.
( O U Nl\
<>•«•» Jlmw>
pose,

equals Job in patience, or really is
perior to him, as she bears her trials

**•»

iMutoiHt-

June 26.

Spray.

WEST BROOKSVELLE.
The

buildings

of Charles

being painted.

P. Tapley

Mrs. I,. A. Stewart has
house for the summer.

county

conference met

attendance

ores*,* were interesting, and the entire
n-ssion could not fail to 1* a help and an
inspiration to those who attended the
Mrs. Herrick’s Sunday
van us meetings.
g-hovl class No. 5, which wss the flower
committee, thank Miss Maria Wood for
her generous contribution of flowers.
HR!.IX.

with evvrgreena.
T the music of

the Mendelssohn wedding march played by Mrs. Mayo, the
bride paused into the parlor on the arm of
h^r father, where she was met by the
grtsmi attended by bis brother Carl as best
The bridesmaid* were Margaret
man.
Hinckley Mid Ethel Adams, of Lowell;
the maid of honor, Eva Snowman; ring
bearvr, little Edith Hinckley.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. R.
L. Olds, the ring service being used.
There was soft music during the ceremony
and while greetings, good wishes and congratulations were extended to Mr. and
Mrs. Hinckley. Delicious refreshments
were served by Ethel and Caroline Snowman, nieces of the bride.
About thirty-five of the relatives of
both families were present. The bride
was gowned in white liberty silk with

opened her

pearl and lace trimmings.
bouquet of white lilacs.
honor

wore

white muslin

She carried
The

as

did

inaid

J

handsome

many very
presents, showing the

and

esteem

springtime

beauty,

so

valuable

in

lie

tokeuiug of a life-journey long
joyed by them.

in

en-

Elmer

day

Johnson, of Sorrento, spent Sun-

ith his

grandi*rents.

Byron Chatto is entertaining at the
home of his parents, Pierce Drew, of
Orono, class 1U08.

Almira, wife of Simon Flood, w’ho
been critically ill the past ten days,
mains in about the

Friends here had
Warren

Capt.

much

improved in hc-alth.
Leverett Gilley and his sister Thao were
at home over
Sunday, returning to Isle au
Haut Monday, where both, also their

Mrs. Rose

same

re-

condition.

pleasant

a

has

call

from

and son Wendell
loading at Surry.

Chatto

while their vessel

was

Gray, with

her four

visiting

Mrs.

J

from

at

Deborah Cole

arrived

eight-months’

an

Thursday

visit among her

setts.

A picnic'lunch

|

gh improved in general health,
>T<t take a step without crutches,
ally

to

church In

a

wheel chair.

reeitaliin
l, u m A lk-y, Cl i
Rav Gray, OYfye

Hbniej^

ro-

Win p i

fjord

4r

cana net

She

They are with their mother
Rodolph Sargent cottage.

very

Lura

Alley,
Bomsey.
June 23.

Belt

XliAilP.

Doan's Ointment Cures Eczema and

Charles Higgins, of Waltham, Mass., is
his vacation with his parents,
Frank L. Higgins and wife.

Waltham, Mass.,
and

spend

to

wife.

L. Ellis and son, A. V. H. Ellis,
Pryor as guest, arrived at
Green Island from New York Sunday
morning, for the summer.
with

Mrs.

Miss Ida

H. Brown

was

application

One

Doan’s Ointment

of

their vacation

Stover’s parents, C. H. Stover

with Mr.

Piles.

Itching

Rodman Stover and wife arrived from

home

stops any itching of the skin.
treatment
or

cures

eczema,

protruding piles,

eruption

Saturday remedy

Sunday, attending the funeral serat Somesville of her
uncle, Capt.
Emmons Pray. Capt. Pray’s many friends
in this place were saddened to hear of his
death on Friday morning at the Bar Harvices

season.

bor

or

to

salt

itching.

Short

itching, bleeding
rheum,

any skin

It is the

because

use

Lena

McFarland,
husband

in

who has

Bangor,

so

cheapest

effective.

One

Main St.,

H.

from

Saturday

and

the

says:

edge
“I

of

Sunday.

a

number of

misery

business and

the irritation fairly tortured

I

learned of

procured

when

engaged

I

have been in

me.

Mina Robbins and Mary Leonard are
spending the week at Northeast Harbor.

on

suffered for years

irritation which

an

living

town, Ells-

ointments and remedies failed to cure.

Albert Bartlett, of Center, visited friends
here

near

worth, Me.,

his uncle last week.

II. McFarland.

cases.

m

Chester Leonard, of Winthrop, visited

Mildred

obstinate

C. E. Sinclair, blacksmith,

Mrs. Katie Bartlett is visiting friends in
Ellsworth.

re-

lias cured

Ellsworth testimony proves it:

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.

been

has

60-cent box

hospital.

June 26.

Moore and baby Helen
recent guests of her grandfather, J.

in

my

Doan’s Ointment and

E. G. Moore’s drug store.

it at

Irving McFarland and A. E. Foren, who |
Fred Wescott, of Ellsworth, has been It not only benefited me, as I had hoped,
employed at Bangor and Frankfort,
doing mason work for Abel Bartlett the but it cured me, and I can recommend it
spent Sunday at home.
week.
Mrs. George r*. Woodward, of New York, past
without hesitation to any person suffering
Miss Elsi M. Robbins, a graduate of
with her sons Harold and Raymond, is
from eczema, hemorrhoids, burns or anyvisiting her parents, S. C. Thorsen and the Castine normal school, is at home for
a short time.
wife.
thing for which an ointment is required.

are

Sumac.

June 28.

SEAWALL.

BASS HARBOR.

Misses Helen Jackson and Cora

Newman,
on

of

business

Mt.

Mr.

Next

|

week he wiil come with his family to
spend his vacation of fifteen days.
^
Ralph Haynes, of Waltham, Mass., came
his
Mrs.
Lura
to
visit
sister,
Saturday
Dolliver. He will spend his vacation at

old honi-* at Oak Point. His brother
came after him Sunday.
June 2b.
D.

his

Warren

WALTHAM.
Arthur

Hastings,

of

Boston,

is

visiting

relatives here.
Blethen and wife, of Lisbon Falls,
visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Sarah Haslem has returned from a
visit to friends in Vermont.
W.

are

J. P. Sinionton, of Ellsworth, was
initiated in court Snyctic, I. O. F., as an
Rev.

honoray member recently.
Benjamin Willey, who has lately purchased a tine jwir of horses, has gone to
Northeast Harbor, where he has employment.

WEST TRENTON.

Mamie Copp has gone to
the summer.

Capt. Philip Moore, wife and Master
Harvey Moore went to Southwest Harbor
last Saturday in the launch Ruth.
O. J. Joyce went to Stoniugton last
Saturday to see his daughters, Jennie
Rose and Nellie. He returned Sunday.
June 26.

Chips.

SOUND.

^

Remiek and Mrs. Ethalia
guests of Mrs. R. C. Wasgatt.
Mr. Howard and family, of
Bluehill,
have moved into the George Nickerson
Mrs.

Reed

Mary

are

house.
Mrs.

ing

Elizabeth Cox, who has been visit-

relatives

here,

Boston.

has returned to her

*

H.

June’JB.

Northeast

John Davis apd w ife, of Bar Harbor,
w.-ruho guesii »f A. S. Hopkt-i on Sun-

Y.,

sole

the name—Doan’s-and take

other.

Berry

Mrs.*E.- M. Higgins was thrown from
h£r carriage Wednesday morning as she
was driving to Northeast
Harbor. The
accident was caused by a wheel dropping
off the carriage. The horse ran for some
distance, hut was caught before any further damage could be done. Mrs. HigHar- gins was only slightly injured.

Harbor for

no

SLcgai Notices.

Routt* to 1‘HCillc Coast,
-* t bkaeo, ITuion
»y \urili-\V«-'.tern
lice with two hist thronga trains per day is
tbr *i .t;ct route to the
ncltie Conm, over the
only dnulde tracts valiway between Chic.-i^o ami
ti e Missouri River.
The Overland. Limited.
than three days
e.Uyitrh'-Hght'el dally train,
eu route. Tin* best of threrything.
Low rati-a,
i-hohte of routes. Booklets,, maps nod i*? it information sent on receipt ol 4 cents in stamps.
W\ Jl. Knlokern, T. T. M., C. & N. W. Ry.,

Georgo M. Hopkins, who for several
has Ken employed on the yacht
owiv'd by J. S. Kennedy, spent Sunday
with his family.
Edward Riuaido, who was stricken w ith
paralysis some three weeks ago, suffered Chicago.—Adit,

*

rI1HE subscribers hereby give nonce i»*..
1
they have been duly appointed administrators of the estate of Ivory Grant, late
of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, an^ given bonds as the law direct*
All persons having demands aga.nst the estate of said deceased are desired to present
t e same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Sarah L Pascal.
Dwinal Grant.
Annik E. Collins.
June 6. 1905.
Inez Witham.
NOTICE

FOKKCLOSOKb.
Aluuson F. Haslain and Aid is
of Waltham, County of
Maine, by tbeir mortgage
deed dated the twentieth day of August,, a. D.
1888, and recorded in the Registry of Deeds
for said County of Hancock, in Hook 2*27,
Page luO. conveyed to me, the undersigned,
Fred K. Hartshorn, formerly of Ellsworth, in
said County of Hancock, but now of New
Haven, in the County of New Haven. State of
Connecticut, and Ambrose W. Ellis, of said
Ellsworth, premises described in said mortgage as follows:
“Lots numbered Forty-three and Fortyfour situated in the town of Mariaville,
Hancock Co., Kiute of Maine, and bounded
and described as follows: On the north by
Lota No Fifty-three and Fifty-four. Ou the
east by Lot No. Forty-two.
On the south by
Lots No. Twenty nine and Thirty on Tilden
Lots so called. On the west by Lot No. Fortyfire ou Orrm Frost lot, accor .ing
o a plan
and surve y of said Mariaville by Isaac Coolidge. the West Branch of Huron” Itiv. crossing said No. Forty-three. Containing Three
Hundred anti Twenty Acres, tnoie ot less,
IV.. 11111.
and i tlendll
to
Ottvt •.
,.une
conv: v
by Fred Dorr ... said Fr.-d E. Hartshorn iml Ambrose W. Ellis by bed dated
October imirth, 1879 and recorded in Hancock
Begiatry >• Deeds, Volume l«3,
-gc 444 and
conveyed by -tid Hartshorn and E lis thistiay
to us the said Alausoa F. and AUlis P. Has
OK

P.
u*lam,
WHEREAS
of
Hancock,
H
State

is

nuw^brokin,'

lthoda C. Dickens and William J. Dickens,
minors, of Mount Desert, in said county. Petition filed by William 8. Dickens, guardian.
For license to sell certain real estate of said
minors, as described in said petition.
Stephen 0. Dow, late of Tremont. in said
county, deceased. Petition filed hy Benjamin
B. Reed, administrator, for license to at 11 certain real estate of said deceased, as.described
in said petition.
Charles B. Coggins, late of Surry, in said
;ounty, deceased. First and final account of
Ida A. Bellatty, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Noah Brooks, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
William H. Hooper, executor, tiled for settleLoriuda A- Candage, late of Bluehill, in
laid county, deceased.
First anu final account of urial L. Candage, administrator,
iled for settlement.
William Tracy, late of Gouldsboro, in said
rounty, deceased. Firju and final account of
Bedford E. Tracy, adrhinistrator, tiled for

settlement.

Hannah F. Tracy, late of Gouldsboro, in
•aid county, deceased. First account of Bedlord E. Tracy, administrator, tiled for settleDavid Coffin, late of Castine, in said county,
deceased.
First account of
Joseph W.
rhompson, administrator de bonis non, filed
for settlement.
DeGrasse Fox, late of Eden, iu said county,
deceased.
Petition tiled by
Harriet Fox,
widow, for an allowance out of the personal
estate of said deceased.
Mary M. Adams, late of Redlands, State of
California, deceased. Petition tiled by Robert
Mathews and Henry B. Ely, executors, that
the amount of collateral inheritance tax upon
said estate be determined by the Judge of
Probate.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock bs:— At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, iu and for said county of Hancock,
on the sixth day
of June, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and five.
J
appearing that the first Tuesday ot July,
the day for holding the regular July term
ot said court, falls upon the fourth aayBof
July of this year:
It is hereby ordered that said court be held
on Wednesday, July
fi%h. at Bluehill, the
regular place for holding the July term ot
said court.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of Probate.
A true copy, Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

IT

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock sb—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the sixth day
of June, in the year of
our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
five.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to b'e
a copy of .he last will and testament of
Mary Scott Newoold, late of the county of
Montgomery, and state of Pennsylvania, decease d, and of the
probate thereof in said
Rtate of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated,
having been present* d to the Judge of probate for our said county of Hancock for the
purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded
in the probate court of our said county of
Hancock.
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to
all persons intt rested therein, by publishing
a cony of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Elh worth, in said county of Hanfifth day of July,
cock, prior to the
a.
d.
that they
1905,
may
appear at
a probate court then to be held at Bluehill,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
O. P CUNNINGHAM. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original.
Attebt:—T. F. Mahoney, Register,

A

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in*fei<i for said county of Hancock,
on the sixth day of June,
in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and
five.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy
f the last will and testament
and four codicil, of John C. Nichols, late of
Brookline, in the county of Norfolk, and
Commonwealth of Massitchusetts. deceased,
and of the
prob-.te thereof in said Commonwealth of Massachusetts, duly authenticated,
having be n presented to the judge of prolate for our said county of Hancock for the
alio,-ve<i, riled and recovded
P'irpoB. of bruj
n,
tb'
probate couti ot o .r said county of

A

<rurr

a

1 h»t no,:
thereof be given to
ute
sU*<
.ie11 iu,
by publishing
rnci
,re< weeks successively
th
Amt..can, a newspaper

j.

nlippiNOPoi

j,

iu the
primed

at

Ell«worth. In said county of Hau-

iu
the
fifth
day of July
mat they may appear at a probate
then to be held at B.uehill, in and for
said county of Hancock, at ten o'clock in the
f »r* n*K>:i. omi show cuuk, il any they have,
against the same.
o. p. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original.

cu. k.

a. d.
couri

Attest:

—

T. F. Mahoney,

Register.

fJIHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
X he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Margaretta D. Webster,
late of Castine. in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imEdward C. Bowden.
mediately.
June 6, 1905.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor of
X
the last will and testament of Harriet Upton
Butinan. late of Ellswoith, in lot- county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto arc requested
to make payment immediately.
John \. Peters.
.June 6, 1905.

r|*1HR

fllHE subscilber^f re by gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
X.
of the last will and testament of Henry
W. (iray, late of Orland, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds bt-nsg required
by ihe terms of said will. £1) persons having
demand against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and hH Indebted thereto are requested
to umk* payment immediately.
Xun
MarvE. Guay.
1

an

rjiHB
of the

la-

(loti, la
Hancock.

J.

for«!

now
there
brsach of t lu* cm■ 11 i<>;• t her
foreclosure of stiid mortgage,
oiice for that
welfth dav of June. A. D, 1005.
Fawn E. Hartshorn.
Ambrose W. Ellis.
i.

+

petition.

>,

home in

Addle Darke has gone to Bar
«
bor for a short time.

Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellswortli. iu and for said county of Hancock,
on the sixth day
of June, iu the year of
cal treatment.
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and five.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
Lewis Benson, of Somerville, Mass., is
a copy of the last will and testament
spending his vacation with his sister, and codicil of Phebe A. Lawson, late of Denin
the county of Denver, and state of
ver,
Mrs. Ella Jackson.
I
| Colorado, deceased, aud of the probate
Mrs. Fred Hall and little daughter Ella thereof in said state of Colorado, duly authenticated, having been presented to the
and Miss Jessie Stanhope, of Calais, are
judge of probate for our said county of Haucock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
visiting relatives here.
and recorded iu the probate court of our said
The ladies of this locality gave a
county of Hancock.
That notice thereof be given to
chicken supper Saturday night to raise allOrdered, interested
therein, by publishing
persons
a copy of this order three weeks successively
money for the steamboat wharf. Proiu the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
ceeds, $24.
printed at Ellsworth, iu said county of HanJune 26.
X. Y. Z.
cock, prior to the fifth day of July, a. d.
1905, that they may appear at a probate
court then to be
held at Bluehill, in and
UOTT’S ISLAND.
for said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and show caase, if any they
The infant son of Frank A. Babbidge have,
against the same.
O. P. CUNNING HAM, Judge of Probate.
and wife is seriously ill.
A true copy of t.ie original.
Miss Hazel Kenney, of Bangor, joined
Attest: -T. F
Mahoney, Register.
her parents at the St. Paul cottage last
subscrim. hureoy gives notice that
rj^HE
A she has Lt-; u duly appointed executrix
week.
of the last will au»1 test:., tent ol Joan
Mrs. Frauk Hutchins, of Orland, has Whitmore, late c I l.wouu. in .ie county
of Hancock, det.-n.>cd, no Ln- ,.S r»
joined her husband at the Lucy P. Miller quired by the tern.- of
wi 1.
A I. p* sons (
s
U
having demands sg un-.t tn^ estate
cottage.
deceased aredesin. to ,.re«e».: it ■. aino tor I
Rev. D. M. Angell, of West Tremont, settlement, aud all iuoeioed tl. ret.« are'
to make payment ‘Uunienia'ely.
preached a helpful and interesting sermon requested
DlL.a i‘. VVH.fMORK.
June 14, 1905.
here last Sunday.

Visitors in town Sunday wore Eugene
Clough and family, of Ellsworth Falls,
William Connick and E. L. Kingman apd
wife, Ralph Jordan, Ellsworth.
H.
June 20.

Mrs.

Price 50 cents,

V

Desert Rock,

last week.

all dealers.

agents for the United States.

went to Bar Harbor Saturday.
Miss Nellie Dix returned Saturday from
Bar Harbor, where she has been for medi-

Mrs. Walter Newtnan and Mrs. Lester
went Saturday to visit their

here

by

Remember

II. Hopkins, of Bar Harbor, spent
Sunday here.

Newman

Charles

j
B.

S.

ill, is better.
Dolliver, of Waltham, Mass.,
was calling at Seawall Sunday.
He is
stopping with friends at Mrs. Vernon
King's at Manset.

!>arents, Dr. Homer and wife and
French and wife, at Franklin.

For sale

Miss Louisa

June 26.

who has been

was

C. M. Bartlett is able to leave the

Mrs.

hospital and is now visiting
Howard, of Pleasantdale.

Mrs. Katie Newman fell and hurt her
side quite badly last month, and is in very
poor health.

se asons

X>up
day vvo^ffMpftd C

Stops Any Itching.

M.

spending

turned home.
were

the

INDIAN POINT.

Mrs. Mary R. Butler returned last week
from a short visit to friends in Hancock.

Mrs.

at

managed in

he

fflctucal

Friday.

June 26.

E. H. Butterfield and wife have gone to

Mrs.

on

Sedgwicr—The fairs should

a more honest1 way than some of them are
I do
not think any fnvor* should tie showu.
Would
It not be I letter to offer more premium on what
a farmer can raise on Ids farm, includin
Mock,
and leave out some sideshows?
The judging
should be done by men with no favors to give
A. H. Dorhy.
anyone

and

Southwest Harbor for the

—

Hannah Gilley.

The Misses Lonies arrived

Milliken spent a few days of last
week with bis brother in Veazie.

visiting her

Lynn more.

Miss Alice Knapp is in town for the season.
She is accompanied by Miss
Dorothy
Bristol, of Scranton.

suc-

The school taught by Miss Lizzie Davis,
Bluehill, reports the following pupils
Mrs. Eliza Jordan, who has been critiMildred
not absent during the term:
cally ill, is improving.
Lord, Grace Lord, Annie Smith, Agnes
Percy Davis •'has purchased the James
Young, Howard Young, Wilson Doane,
and will move there
Helen Haynes. Absent one-half day only: Twynham homestead,
this wreek.
Everett Moon and Herbert Lord.
C.
Companion court Sunbeam, I. O. F., pre
J unc 26.
sented the drama at Amherst Friday evenSOUTH BURRY.
ing, June 23.

visit her daughter, Mrs. Byron
(arpenter. As her husband and son
Mrs. Hattie Curtis at ill remains very
Halph are away in their herring boat, she
" ill
extend her trip to Amherst to visit poorly.
her sisters, the Misses Kimball.
Mrs. Wilder, sr., is visiting her son’s
Southwest Harbor will celebrate the family at their summer home.
Calvin Young expects to go to Stoningnational birthday. The affair is under the
management of the Masons, and while it ton to work at stone cutting this week.
may not be on so large a scale as last year’s
James C. Young died this morning after
celebration, there will be ball games, with ten days’illness with typhoid fever. His
hrnss band, dinner and other attractions son Curtis and
daughter Ruth arrived Satfor the day, followed
by a ball at night.
urday night. The family have the symTh*; Christian Endeavor society here pathy of the entire community.
"cm to Manset Thursday evening to asSchool in this district closed Saturday
:: t
in the reception given by the M&- after a very successful term of nine weeks.
1*
rt
local
union to Rev.
Clarence The programme of closing exercises was aa
Lmsry, who has been one of the maiu- [ follows: Reading lessons, first, second
BKv$ of the anion since it was organised andPthird divisions; salutatory, Clifford
and who will 1*
greatly miaaed, though '(.'oggina; readings, Lena Young, Lyn
charge at St. George is not so far ! Co# is; School history, Helen Greene; reeawuy as to prevent occasional attendance, itgHoufi,
Qnto* Louis-. Alley, Earle
l
Lpngrcg&tionai sewing circle met Bouse?, Ifeieu jfcneue: proph y, Olive

;'1'-

a

of

to

the

Fred

a

children in New Jersey and Massachu-

home.

W. T. Holmes has bought the Gilley
hill lot of Mrs.
Eugene Stanley, his chief
desire in the purchase being to strike pay
dirt w hich he is now hauling to grade the
grounds of his new* house.
Mrs. Jacob Mayo, jr., went to Trenton

Mrs. and Miss Hamilton, of East Hampton, Mass., are spending their vacation at

Mrs. J.

children,

D. W. Winchester’s after
visit with her sister, Mrs. Ernest Moon.
is

*etk

Hunday

ith

few weeks.

a

Crippen company.
Mrs. Fred Ralph, with her little daughter
Dorothy, is visiting her parents, Dr.
and Mrs. R. J. Lernont.
J. T. K. Freeman has returned from Portland, where he has been for medical treat
roent for the past three weeks. He is very

Mayo

w

w

Rose Steele, of South Bluehill, is
visiting her children and friends here for

T.

at the

Walter Nevels and Albert Grindal have
The latter has employ-

gone to Bangor.
ment there .f

Charles

Mrs.

Miss Flossie Hancock is clerk for George
Harmon who is doing business for the J.

Miss Gladys Mayo spent a part of last
with friends in Hancock. Upon her
return she was
accompanied by the Misses
Jennie and Martha Ball, who spent a few

in town

Fullerton spent last week
here.

Charles
his uncle

daughter has been added to the
family of Fred Young.
Miss Rebecca Trait, of
Bucksport,
visited her sister, Mm. Lucinda Dodge, a
few days last week.

will ftud work until fall.

was

last week.

SOUTH WE8T HARBOR.

‘lays

II. Staples, of Penobscot,

P.

M.

A little

father,

improving.

Horace Herrick and wife and C. Abbott,
Bluehill, spent Sunday with R. C.
Abbott and wife and Mrs. Emma Hooper.
Mrs. Julia Stanley went to Bass Harbor
K. C. Abbott, who had his foot taken off
last week to visit her daughter, Mrs.
last month, is slowly gaining.
Charles Mitchell.
Rae.
June 26.
Mrs. Lizzie Moore?has been stopping at
EAST SURRY.
Mrs. Anna Newman’s.
Mrs. Newman,

the

to be

J. Frank Gray, wrho has been ill for
about three months, does not seem to be

j

of

the fore-

June 21.

Friday after

H.'hool closed

Hancock Co. Agricultural 8o.
PknoksCOT—I wouM take some of the larger
premiums on horses and divide among other
exhibits, leulug some of It go to the dairy and
fruit and vegetables. Give a small premium
to|
every variety that Is worthy of a premium, and
have every variety marked true to name, and
put men on for committees that know the
different kinds and who will do thrlr duty
without fear or favor.
N. F. Norton.

son.

To all persons interested in either of the es
tales hereinafter named.
At a prohate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the sixth
day of June, a. d. 1905.
following matters having been preRented for tne action thereupon hereinX
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively In the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at fjluehill. in said county, on the fifth daj of July,
a. d. 1905, ut
ten of the clock In the forenoon. and be heard thereon if they see cause.
Eliza A. Darby, lute of Castine, in said
county,deceised. A ceriaiu instrument purportincrlo be the last will and testament of
sain deceased together with petition for probate of same, presented by Jra W. Varnum
and Ella M. Varnum, the executors named
therein.
Joseph Tillock, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceasep. A crftain instrument purporting to be I he last will and testament of
said deceased together with petition for probate of game, presented by Hannah D. Tillock,
the executrix named therein.
Rose D. Jordan, late of Ellsworth, in said
Petition that Charles P.
county, deceased
Dorr or some o her suitable person he appointed administrator of the estate f said
deceased, presented by Elvira L. Jordan,
sinter of said deceased.
Scwall J. Mitchell, late of Sullivan, iu said
Petition filed by Elia F.
county, deceased.
Mitchell, administratrix, for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased as described in safd petition.
Eugenia M. R -dick, David O. Kodick and
Serenus B. Kodick, minors, of Eden, in said
county. Petition filed by Elizabeth M. Rodick, gua-dian, for license to mortgage certain real estate of said minors as described in
said petition.
Prances A. Gordon, minor, of Eden, iu said
county. Petition filed by Melvin P Emerson,
guardian, for license to sell certain real estate of said
minor, as described in said

agricul- npHE
Somo of,

etc.

Mrs. Gay and family are occupying the cottage of Capt. Charles Bab-

cessful term.

Rockland, are visiting their mother,
Mrs. William Cloeson, for a few weeks.

an

fair should be conducted.

Mr. and

Mrs. Maria Durgan is visiting her sister
HallowelL

of

in which

perfect

and

Mrs. Nellle*Pierce and daughter Ethel
Horace T. Smith, who has been in the
Sedgwick Saturday. They have West for some
months, returned home this
for
the
summer
at
!
Mrs.
employment
Mary week.

friends

blended hues of see and eky,

Sunday

Hooper Thursday.

Herbert Grindal, of Penobscot, is visiting his cousin, Chandler Bowden.

WEST HANCOCK.

H. A. Grindle and wife, of Brooklin,
spent Saturday and Sunday with U. M.
Allen and w ife at Oakland farm.

in Lowell, Bosthey
by
ton, Somerville and Bluehill. The good
wishes of many friends go with Mr.
and Mrs. Hinckley to their new home.
May the happy wedding hour so rich in
held

are

Monday.
Miss Ella Tracy arrived

j

Byard's.
Hinckley, bridesmaid. The other bridesGeorge Page went fishing out on the
maid. Miss Adims, wore pale blue mousse! me dc sole with white chiffon trim- bay Thursday of last week and caught
mings. The bride* travelling gown was four cod, each weighing about twenty
pounds.
brow n taffeta and hat of brown chiffon.
Showered with confetti, Mr. and Mrs.
Roacoe Allen and wife, of Haverhill, 1
Hinckley left immediately after the wed- Mass., have been in Sedgwick and North
ding on a short trip. They have returned Sedgwick for two weeks visiting relatives
to complete a few plans before going to and friends.
Northfield, Vt., where they will reside,
Miss Jennie Clough, of Bluehill, visited
.Mr. Hinckley having been employed there her mother at Mrs.
Lucy Cloason's last
for the last throe years. For tbo last six week. She has
gone to Sargentville for
Mrs.
has
in
embeen
the
year*
Hinckley
the summer.
ploy of A. G. Pollard A Co. Lowell, Mass.
Mrs. Georgia Ay 1 ward and her
two
The bride and groom w ere the recipients
children and Mrs. Jennie Curtis and son,
of

liam

home

term.

of

to how

as

bring their stock and produce and that wi l
Aim to
go a long way toward makinar a fair.
have a clean fair from start to finish, have all
the fakirs you can but do not have anything
indecent, anil when people once And it out you
will get them to come. I would also add nl* the
attractions that the society can afford, such as
horse trotting, ball games, brass hand, merry*
go-rouud, ox pulling, foot races, bicycle races

Mrs. Judge Knapp has opened her cottage, “The Anchorage.’*
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Wil-

Mrs. M. A. Handy, who has been spendthe winter in liar Harbor, returned

School taught by Eugene Allen closed
Wednesday noon after a very successful

Margaret

questiors

to

ing

few weeks.

went to

tural

8 A RGENTVILLE.

Mrs. Lula Bunker has returned home
from a visit to relatives in Boston and
Derry, N; H.

G. Carter, of Bar Harbor, was in town
the guest of Jacob A. Cloeson.
Miss Beulah Bet tel, of Bluehill, is visiting her cousin, Miss Marian Heald, for

a

sent out

Hew Ins.

Saturday,

a

FeatarcH of Management That Make
for Success.
The State board of agriculture recently

Mosquito, a fine fishing schooner
Gloucester, has been taking bait

Misses Mabel and Gertrude Law, of
the answers are printed in the June bulle- j
Cambridge, Mass., arrived Friday morntin. The answers from Hancock county
ing for the season. They are stopping at
were as follows:
Sunday
the Wayside Inn, E. A. Hopkins, proCharles Hew ins and wife, of Hampton, prietor.
Blurhill—OfiLr liberal premiums and pay
them promptly. This will encourage farmer*
Va., are guests of their brother, W. P.
June 26.
s.

j

The home of 8. P. Snowman and wife
w*» the scene of a very pretty wedding on
June 14. when their daughter, Lula Belle,
united in marriage to Everett
was
W hoc lock Hinckley. The parlor, hall and
dining-room were handsomely decorated

lffl.il llotifi*.

THE AGRICULTURAL FAIR.

from the Bartlett and Thompson weirs
this week for a codfish trip.

will be a guest of Mrs. C. C. Larrabee
i until a ter the Fourth.
next week.
W. P. Hewins and family have returned
Steamer
Rockland, Cftp^ Benjamin from a recent trip to Boston, where they
Arey, arrived here Sunday noon from ; wont to attend the wedding of a relative.
Bath. She is to be placed on the Brooks- 1
Rev. J. P. Simonton, of Ellsworth, and
ville and Bangor route.
j his daughter were entertained during
Charles Rabbidge has no doubt one of their stay here by J. M. William*and wife.
the tlnest ten-months-old colts in the
Mrs. E. G. Abbott, the Misses Vose, of
tftale. He stands fourteen hands and one Portland, and Mrs. W. L.
Haskell, of
inch high, and
Lewiston, are guests of their sister, Mrs.
weigl^ 800 pounds.
The I. O. O. F. will give an entertain- ! E. S. Rice, for the week.
«ncnt here on the Fourth. A salmon and | The Pythian sisterhood went to
Milbridge
turkey dinner will be served at noon. Tuesday as planned in spite of the heavy
There will be a ball game in the afternoon. rain. About
twenty-five partook of the
Three of the tallest dray loads of goods banquet awaiting them at the Atlantic
that have ever been seen in these ittrts, house, and enjoyed the fine entertainment
passed by to and from the boat landing a prepared by Evangeline assembly.
few days ago. There were Capt. John P. I
Union church was crowded Sunday
Tapley’» team loaded with twenty-three afternoon at the Pythian memorial service,
egg boxes, Fred J. Perkins’ team loaded when an able sermon was delivered by
with 15,000 shingles, and Charles Bab- Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor of the Methobidge’s with twenty 300-pound sacks of ; dist church at Ellsw orth. There were Sevwool. Perkins, on top of his shingles, enty-five knights present, and the Pythian
and Capt. John, atop of his egg boxes, sisterhood attended in a body. The choir
looked to be thirty feet in the air.
rendered special music. The speaker was
June 28.
I introduced by the C. C., J. M. Williams.
Tomhon.
June 26.
C.
NORTH SEDGWICK.

with the Bluehill Congregational church
June 14 and 15. There were about fifty in
from out of town. The ad-

WEDDING

The
from

Miss Louise Johns, of Ellsworth, was a
guest of relatives here on Sunday.
Will Cook and wife, of South Gouldsboro, were guests at W. 7. Bruce’s on

arc

Warren Tapley came home from Oakland last
family.
Saturday for two weeks' vacation.
Prof. H. F. Fowler, of Brown university,
their cottage,
Charles Rabbidge and wife leave for
,n<i his Wife, are occupying
Portland to-morrow, to be absent one
pinairn, at Parker Point.
Miss Emma Hinckley and Mias Lizr.ie week.
Olden*]). Tapley and his bride of a day
McIntyre graduated from the Outline
left here this morning on their
formal school laat week.
wedding
baseball tour through northern Maine.
The Ellsworth and Bluehill
their second game at MounRev. E. P. Green, pastor of the Oongreteatna played
tain Park Saturday afternoon, June 17. gational church, has disposed of his place
at Gorham and will move his
TV Bluehill team won the game.
family here
Hancock

other page*

in

PK06PECT HARBOR.

^_^

Mt. Desert, was
pr, R. E. Orlndl«T»f
or two lot week.
jn town « day
of 8t. Paul, are at
Ju<i«r Lusk’s family,
home at Parker Point.
th, ir summer
of New York, arrived
I>r. A. M. Thomaa,
last week with hia
tt tiia new cottage

The
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complainingly.

BEUEH1EL.

another partial shock Thursday night and
is in a critical condition.
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H BEST FRIENDS <v PE-RU-NA fe MOTHERS \ CHILDREN
When Sickness Comes to the
.
little Ones

MILDRED, INEZ
and MARIE
.SAILER.

Chiefly

It Is the Mother Who
Suffers.

..

She suffers even more than £he child
Who happens to be sick.
Her sympathy is deeper than that of
•ny other member of the family.
The mothers look forward wi th dread
to the torrid hegt of summer, thinking
of theirchildren and the htanv liabilities
to disease that are liefore them.
to bring
Spring and summer are sure
among the little

ailments, especially

iolks.
It does not take a mother very long to
discover that Feruna is the last frienll
•he has in times of illness among the
children.
The doctors may come and go with
their different theories and constant
change of remedies.
The doctor of years ago gave entirely
different remedies than he does today.
Each year finds some change in his
and in the drugs he relies

prescriptions
spon.

A Multitude of Mothers
Save discovered uiai rerun* is iw
atand-by, and that in all the ailments
of spring and summer to which the
children are subjected, Peruna is the
remedy that will most quickly relieve.
Whether it is spring fever or stomach
derangement, whether it is indigestion
or bowel disease, a catarrhal congestion
of the mucous surfaces is the cause.
Perunqrquickly relieves this condition
of the mucous membranes. Its operation is prompt, the children do not dislike to take the medicine, it has no deleterious effects in any part of the body.
It simple removes the cause of the
disagreeable symptoms and restores the

Pe-ru-na Should Be Kept Iq
Every Household
Where There Are Little
Children.

Mrs'. Thre'sa RooWe!

The Benefit Which the Children of
the United States Have Received
From Pe-rn-na Can Never Be
health.
Put Into Words.
Peruna is not a physic. Peruna is not
The chronic ailments it has prevented,
a nervine nor a narcotic. Peruna does
the pufferies it has mitigated, will
aot produce any drug habit, however
never be fully recorded.
long it may be taken. Peruna is not a
Hut at least this much can be said that
Stimulant.
Peruna is a specific remedy for all
catarrhal ailments of winter and summer, acute or chronic.
The mothers all over the Uni ted, States
are the best friends that Peruna hai.

The Mothers Hold Pe-ru-na in

coming generation owes a great
debt to Peruna, for it is in the tender
years of youth that slight ailments are
liable to develop Into lasting disease,
thus blasting the whole career of the

High

prevented.
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Wednes-

Mrs.

Everett

Tracey

and

wife

ill with the

are

measles.
of

Libby Wilbur,

Mrs. Carl Butler for
Miss

Ivy Piper,

of

East brook,

a

is

with

while.

Cherryfield,

caring

is

for Mrs. Philena Scammon.

Holme# Triggs, of Belfast, i# visiting
aunt. Mrs. Georgia Buck.
Mias Mabel Higgins, of Bar Harbor, is
the guest of Miss Myrtle Marks.
his

Children’s night
meeting of Sc hoodie grange.
Sadia Tracey has closed her school in
the South Bay district and is at home.
School closed Friday after a successful
term of nine weeks, taught Igr Miss Gertrude French, of East brook.
next

The

entertainment

given by the pupils
Saturday evening was
are lor a belfry.

and

box

sapper

schoolhouse

at the

a success.

Proceeds

ing

F. Fellows and family

few weeks at

a

a*e

spend-

Toddy pond.

C. C. Jocylen and wife attended the Canton field day at Bath last week.
Miss R. B. Trott ha# been spending the
week with relative# in Bar Harbor.
West Newton,

C. C. Carley and wife,
Mass., are visiting relatives in town.
of

William B.

Town, where

Mooney has gone
he haa^ a place in

to
a

Old

Mae.

3bbrrtisnurnt&.

Over-Work Weakens
Your

Kidneys.

Unhealthy Kidneys Make Impure Blood.
All the blood in your body passes through
*our kidneys once ever/ three minutes.
The kidneys are your
blood purifiers, they filter out the waste or
impurities in the blood.
If they are sick or out
of order, they fail to do
their work.
Pains, achesandrheumatism come from excess cf uric acid in the
blood, due to neelected
kidney trouble.
Kidney trouble causes quick or unsteady
heart beats, and makes one feel as though
they had heart trouble, because the heart is

pumping thick, kidneypoisoned blood through veins and arteries.
It used to be considered that only urinary
in

Boston,
Nicholson,
iting her brother, Capt. Thomas M. NichMiss A. M.

olson.
Mrs. W. W. Houdlette, of Aina, is the
a
guest of Rev. T. W. Hunter ana wife for
Fred Thornton and wife, of Richmond,
Va., have arrived for the summer at Low-

ell Grindle’s.
Mrs. Oarl Buck

ami

ismuy,

oi

i_nici.

>,

arrived lor the summer at their cottage at Alamooeook.
Hon. Parker Bpcfford attended the o .ening of the new State of Maine club s Louse
have

in Boston last ace!:.
F.

E. Bailey, of Watertown, Mass., has
a lot and commenced the erection
cottage at Veropa park.

bought
of

a

Kaj tuond Fellows has gone to Kineo for
the summer season, having been engaged
as front clerk in the Mt. Kineo house.
Verona grange entertained Narrimisaie
grange
grange

Saturday night.

The

visiting

furnished the entertainment.

dredge which has been at work at
steamboat wharf has struck ledge, and
drill has been added to the equipment.
The

the

troubles were to be traced to the kidneys, a
but now moat.;;, science proves that nearly
Mrs. William Donovan and son, and
ail constitutional cir-c-s s have their beginMadame Donovan have arrived from Bosning in kidney trouble.
ton for the summer at the old homestead.
If you are sick you ca?<make no mistake
kt
The
mild
first
Frederick E. Bragdon, the new princidoctoring
your
ineys.
by
and the eatmordinary effect of Dr. Kilmer’s pal of the East Maine conference semiSwamp-Root, thegres: kidney remedy is nary, eipecta to arrive in Bucksport about
U stands*
soon realized.
highest for its i July 10.
wonderful cures of the most ^-stressing cases
The James E. Hall relief corps is
and vs sold on its merits

having

in fifty- 4
and one-do!lar six-1

by all druggists
cent
CS.

IOU

may

nave

a

sample bottle by mail Home of s-amp-Ho.*
free, also pamphlet telling you how to find
out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
Mention this paper when writing Dr. Kilmer
It Co., Binghamton. N. Y.
Dost make may mistake, bet remember the
Boot.
J
Klimer^ Swamp
*. T,bottle
name. Swamp-Root. Dr
urn eddreas, Bla*»

..

a season

of

exceptional prosperity

having mustered in five new members in
the past month.
The tug Walter Ross, which has been
hauled up in port for some time, has been
repaired and put in readiness to go in

commission.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Everett

Eldridge and
J., are visiting
Mr. Eldridge was a

daughter,

of

Patterson,

relatives

in

town.

N.

•«-

olh+r

yn

BLUKH1U*

Gladys Coggins, of Connecticut, is
j he guest of her sunt, Mr®. William King.
Misses Olive Coolidge and Flora BtratMjsa

od have completed their school term® at
r'ranklin, and returned home.
Mi®* Helen Brewer, of Bar Harbor, has
wen the guest of her cousin. Miss Haxel
Hodgkins, the past two weeks.
Miss Ethel Young, who has just closed
school at East
successful term of
Lamoine, is the guest of Mrs. W. K.

Salisbury.
Misses Ethel Reynolds and Vera Berry
returned from Castlne normal school
They will be employed at Northeast Harbor this summer.

The

death of Mrs.

Mary Douglass,

Falls,

who has done

good

officiating.

precinct, under the inMiss Minnie Poraroy, of
Bangor, closed Friday. Miss Fomroy’s
efforts lor the advancement of her pucils
School in

work in

j

appreciated by ail.
Mrs. E. F. Hodgkins and

are

son Ralph
Hodgkins’ home in
Mrs. Hodgkins, during her

have gone to Mrs.

Lynn, Mass.
residence

of less than two years in the

community, has made everyone her friend,
j and all sincerely regret her departure.
! It is
hoped that she and Capt. Hodgkins
will return

abode

w

ith

in

the fall to take up their

us once more.

ORAMMAK SCHOOL EXERCISES.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

;

“When my three children

were

bora

they all had catarrh, but I hevo-given

The graduation exercises of the vilisge ;

Thomas McDonald officiating.
Mr*. King is survived by her hu-band,
who is in a feeble condition, the two sons
mentioned above, also by two sister-, Mr*.
Nathan Boynton, of this town, and Mrs.
Sarah Webber, of Connecticut, and by
three brothers, Jatnes Bunker, of Webster
City, Iowa, and Martin and Edgar, also
living in the West.
PENOBSCOT.

George P.

DKATH OF

MR*.

UVB

KINO.

Leach and wife

are

at

home

through the State.
Misses Fausta and Sadie Grindie, of Bangor, are visiting Ellery Leach and w ife.
School closed Friday after an eightweeks’ term, taught by Mias Clara Berry.

after

a

week’s tour

Miss Esther

this

struction of

the school.

The graduating class of the academy,
accompanied by Misses Nellie Douglass,
and Marion Carter, attended
( Alice Mayo
the graduating exercises of the Ellsworth
high school and remained to the concert
and hall in the evening. The interchange
i of
[ courtesy and friendliness between the
jj two schools the past few years has given
the members of both schools much pleasj1 ure and enjoyment.

one

residents of the town, occurred Sunday morning. She was nearly
eighty-tliree years old. She leaves two
sons, Edward F. Sinnett, of Bucksport,
and James Douglass, of Providence, R. L
The funeral was held on Tuesday, Rev. T.
W. Hunter

have

The past term of the grammar school
has been taught by Roy Sinclair, of Columbia

Mrs. Amelia Sailer, Menasba, Wia^
writea:
“I have used Peruna for a number of
years. It cured me of chronic catarrh
"which I suffered with from infancy.

noon. Rev.

LAMOINE.

,

Mm. Agnes Phillips is visiting her parents, Rotcoe Grindle and wife.

j

Children arc especially liable to acute
catarrh. Indeed, most of the affections
of childhood are catarrh.
All forms of sore throat, quinsy, croup
hoarseness, laryngitis, etc., are but different phases of catarrh.

them Peruoa and find it very effective
in ridding them of this horrible trouble.
I find that it is also good to give them
as a tonic aud a preventative of colda
Farmer.
and colic.
Mr. Howard Andrew Sterner, Muddy
••la fact, I consider It a household
blessing. I would not know bow to
Creek, Pa., writes:
I am
“I havo Peruna In my house all the raise my children without It.
to gh-e It my recommendatime and won’t be without it. It is good pleased
tion. "—Amelia Sailer,
for children when they take a cold or
I Address fir. 8. B. Hartman. President
cronp. It cured my baby boy of croon.
“I have introduced Peruna into six ’of The Hartman Sanitarium, Columfamillcsslnce I received your last letter, I bus, Ohio.
All correspondence held strictly con*
and four have seen relief already.”—
I CdcnUal.
iUoaard Andrew Sterner.

j

John Famham is visiting at Fred
Wood’s. Mr. Farnham now lives in Ban
Francisco where he is prominent in city
politics. He is a former resident of Bucksport, where he once worked at the blacksmith’s trade.

days.

few

Couot# .Vnri

j

Mr. U. H. Farmer, New Martinsville,!
TV. Va., writes:
“Our little son, Harry, is well and
healthy now and we think If we do as
you directed ns, he will keep hie health
and grow strong.
“We know that our little ton's llle
was saved by your wonderful medicine,
Peruna, and we shall always praise
Peruna and use It In our family when
needed.
“.Should we have any more catarrhal
trouble in our family, we shall always
write to you for treatment.”—O. H.

John Teagle and wife arc occupying
battery, and a strong supporting team j
will be engaged. The club is open to their cottage at Parker Point. They redates.
cently returned from a trip abroad.
the

of the oldest
is vis-

of

L

nearly ready for sea.
Mm. Annie Howe and Miss Emma Jean
Prof. Arthur A. Carver bss resigned his j
McHoweli went to Boston last week.
professorship at the E. M. C. 8. and ac- \
moved into the A. J.
repted the position of principal of the j W. H. Russell has
Long house, which he recently purchased.
Kennebunkport high school.
Miss P. B. Hinckley has returned to her
A baseball association has been formed j
with Robert Curtis as manager. Josh j home here for the summer, having passed
Robinson and George Montgomery will be the winter in Bangor.

tailor

shop.

June 26.

over-working

Esther Emerson hi visiting relative#
Penobscot.

Oscar

For %dditio+al

t

is

in Sooth

will be observed at the
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Oapt. Murdick Mclnnis arrived Sunday j
X) take command of the schooner M. B.
Hetson, of the Grand Banks fleet, which i

Short ft*»i« of Interest from the l*enolwieot River Town.

day.

resident and is visiting his former
the first time in twenty-three

for

rears.

HICKSPORT.

NORTH FRANKLIN.
Eva Scammon

ormer
lome

titute.

Pe-ru-na Contains No Narcotics.

Required.

One reason why Peruna has found perMr. Edward Otto. 927 De Soto street,
manent use in so many home* is that it
are bringing up their St. Paul, Minn., writes:
•^Rildren to-day to believe in Peruna "I csnnot s»y enough for Peru ns. It contains no narcotic of any kind. Peharmless. It can be
are doing a great work for humanity.
has done great work in my family, es- runa is perfectly
used any length of time without acquirThese children brought up to believe
pecially for my oldest boy. We had
in Peruna from the start, will, when doctored with three or four diflerert ing a drug habit. Peruna does not prothey become heads of families them- doctors and they did not seem to do him duce temporary result*. It is permanent
in it* effect.
selves, use Peruna with unquestioning
any good.
It has no bad effect upon the system,
faith.
“We gavo up hopes of cure, and so did
and gradually eliminates catarrh by rePe-ra-na Protects the Entire
they, but we pnlled him through on > moving the cause of catarrh,
Household.
Peruna.
j There are a multitude of homes where
>
A« soon *s the value of Peruna Is
••We had several doctors and they Peruna has been used off and on for
both
as
appreciated by every household,
said they couid do no more for bint so
twenty year
a preventive and cure, tens of thousands
u( tried Peruna as n last resort, and j
Such a thing could not be possible if
of lives will be saved, and hundreds of that did the w ork.
Since then u e keep
narthousands of cltfpnic, lingering ca*es of it in the house all the time, and no Peruna coula.ned any drug* of a
i cotie nature.
i catarrh will be
j doctor is required.”—Ed* aid Otto.

because it

#©r Additional County Mew*,

No Doctor

j

individual.
The mothers who

has cured them of
their various ailments, but because it
always rescues the children from the
throes and grasp of catarrhal diseases.
"We have in our flies bushels of testimonials from mothers whose children
have been cured by Peruna. However,
the large majority of mothers who use
Peruna, we never hear from.
But we do hear from a great number
of mothers who are so overjoyed at
some special good they have received
--train
from Peruna that the' cannot
their enthusiasm. They are anxicua to
atoi... these bench** with other moth era.

only

'Ladies’

Alhllmi~Ave*'chicago,* 11*1.|

Treasurer
N\
of the Maccabees, writes:
In onr home I’eruna is the only medicine we have. Grandmother, mother,
father and child, all have used I’eruna. It i» our great romedy for catarrh of
the stomach and head, colds, and female complaints of which it has cured me.
‘•We find it of great value when my husband becomes worn out or catches
cold. A couple of doses cure him.
"If the baby has colic, or any stomach disorders, a dose or two cures her.
"I consider Peruna finer than any doctor's medicine that I have ever
tried, and I know that as long as we have It In the bouse, we will all be
able to keep In good health.”—Thresa Hooke.

the

Esteem,
Hot

Peruna Hhoulil be kept In the house
llon’t wait until the child
send to a drug st<we. But,
have Peruna on hand—accept no sub-

all the time,
is slek, then

is

visiting

her

Emerson,

of

grandmother,

’Buckaport,
Pbebe

Mrs.

Vara am.
Miss I aura Bowden, accompanied by a
friend, Mis( Piper, of Belfast, is at home
on a short vacation.
Miss Goldie Bridges and Eva Jackson,
of Belfast, are
visiting Miss Bridges’
mother, Mrs. J. L. WarawelL
G. O. Littlefield and wife left for New
York Saturday, where Mr. Littlefield will
join the battleship Minneapolis for a voyage to the Mediterranean.
The new gasolene launch Mian us, built
at South Penobscot by Percy Perkins, was
On her trial
launched Saturday, June 24.
trip she showed good speed, and pleased
those who are interested in her.
Miss Wilma

Perkins,

the

four-year-old

and wife,
Mrs. Thomas Milan has been very ill, I grammar school were held Friday afterAgain is oar community saddened by daughter of Capt. R. H. Perkins
who was operated on for appendicitis *t
one of its highly-esteemed citiof
loss
the
but is better.
in
the Baptist church,
noon, June 23,
the Bangor hospital. La reported to be out
Adelaide, wife of Lewis King, died of danger and will be home in about two
which was prettily decorated for the occa- zens.
Mrs. Mary Lurvey is at Northeast Harweeks.
sion. The class numbered sixteen. The j Tuesday morning, June 27.
bor for a few days.
Mrs. King was the daughter of Martin
Seth Norwood is visiting her class colors were red and white, and the
Mrs.
of this town, and she
asbfrtisnnmta.
motto “Onward.” hollowipg is the pro- and Mary Bunker,
parents at Mil bridge.
She
had lived here the most of her life.
gramme :
au
of
Isle
Clarence Turner,
Haul, spent
was twice married, her first husband be| March........Mr* Belle Hinckley ing a Mr. Downs. Some years after his
Thursday night with John Tinker.
I Prayer.Rev R L Okie
Capt. Emmons Sawyer has arrived from Whip Poor Will song.School chorus death she was married to Lewis King, of
One son
this town, who survives her.
Calais with lumber for Bondout, N. Y.
! Salutatory—Essgy—Thomas B. Reed,
Stanley T. liowe died in infancy; the other, HI wood King,
Mildred Stanley, of Northeast
September a8, ISWEtnel L Snowman lives here, and spent many hours with
-The Horse
is w ith her grandparents, Fate Lurvey and \ Essay
Dear Sirs:—
wife.
his mother during her illness. A son of
j Recitation—The Banner Betsey Made,
At*
Esther L Carter
I have used the True "I- F
Mr. King by a former marriage, John L.
Evelyn Pomroy, of West Tremont, is Essay-The Harmony of Nature.
I
wood's Bitters for nearly a year for niv
a mother in her.
found
sIbo
a
while
with
Owen
King,
for
Lurvey’a
staying
little girl. She used to have u/prms arid
Margaret G MorUll
Mrs. King was a woman of more than
family.
Music—Summer Time
would be sick three or four days at*
and
activity,
physical
strength,
ordinary
.Lena Maddox
time. I began the use of the True IMrs. Emma Norw ood and daughter Hope Class History
a few years ago, when she suffered
until
Poet
laureate
of
the
Children
F." Medicine and she has not had a
have gone to Lamoine to visit Mrs. Nor- Essay—The
Marvel F PllUbury from an attack of bronchitis. This was
spell since.
wood's parents.
Declamation—Custer's Last Charge,
followed by another about two years ago,
Yours truly,
Orrin Milan and wife, of Swan’s Island,
Ray F Moody from which she never fully recovered, and
MRS. IDA M. NASON,
have been visiting Mr. Milan’s parents, Essay—Booker Washington..Mildred M Bettel
which made an easy foothold for consumpClinton. Me.
Solo.*.Madge C Hinckley tion.
Capt. Thomas Milan and wife.
T.
Prophecy.Margaret Hlockley
June 26.
Children who do not thrive on K'11 u
me deceased was a member oi tne BapEssav—Joan of Arc. Madge C Hinckley
for worms.
tist church, and was constant in her at- food should be watched
BURRY.
Declamation—Character of Washington,
Use small doses of "L. F.” until you
its
sen. ices until
tendance
home
upon
In the death of J. C. Young, of South
Henry H Dodge
get results.
cares and (ailing health prevented.
For
and Pearl Fisheries,
The True "L F." Atwood's Bitter^
Surry, the tow'n loses one of her staunch Essay—Pearls
a faithful teacher in !
she
was
Marion
Parker
many
years
i citizens. Mr. Young has served on the
35 cents.
M usie— Resurrection of the Flowers,
school.
the
Sunday
board of selectmen several years. He will
Primary school
As a wife and mother she was most debe greatly missed.
Essay—School Life. May L Robertson voted, and
possessed in a marked degree
in
Kane
came
N.
last
J.
Declamation—iitn
Wheeler
at
Saturday
Capt.
SaatUgo,
the characteristics of a typical New EngCedi W Osgood
with a nice lot of fish.
land housewife. Yet, unlike many, she
Essay— Beauties of Nature
Bessie B Carter
Mrs. J. F. Staples is spending a few days
—Dr.
Valedictory—. Edward E Chase Jr was not so confined to home that she had
her
son
Charles
and
in Ellsworth, visiting
Address.Hon E E Chase no time to manifest a true i^ighborly
wife.
Conferring of diplomas......Supt W C Conary spirit, and, since heroines#, many, exSafe, Quick, Reliabie Regulator.
The schools in this town all closed lasti Music—Graduation song............Class of *05 pressions of appreciation have been heard
Superior to otber remedial sold mt high pnee*
Benediction.......Re* E Bean in regard to her
Cure guaranteed. Price. 25
week.
neighborly qualities,
glut* or by mall T«UiW»l*l» tnd b$a«e< l*i£
8.
June 27.
June 27.
M.
The funeral was held Thursday after- Dr. UFraaco,
i
Philadelphia. Pa.
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